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The Role of Civil Society in a Fragmented and a Weak Arab State: 

Developing or Fragmenting the State? 

Analyzing the Mujtama Ahli, Mujtama Taefi and Mujtama Madani in Lebanon 

 

 

 

 

A. Introduction and Methodology 

 

 

The years 2011 and 2012 will always be remembered as the years of change in the 

Middle East. The Arab Spring has brought changes to the region and altered the rules of the 

games that were dominating in the region for the last twenty to thirty years. ―Al sha‘eb Yourid,‖ 

or ―the people demand,‖ was the main slogan of the movements that started in Tunisia, passed 

into Egypt, led to the fall of Muammar Gaddafi in Libya, and are spreading to Syria. 

Whether or not these uprisings were caused by internal or external forces, and whether they will 

lead to full democracy or a new religious rule in the region, the people were voicing their 

demands. They were rising against a political system and a regime. They created movements and 

civil society was once again active. 

Prior to these events the existence of civil society in the Middle East was highly contested. 

While many argue that these events are a new phenomenon in the Arab region, similar uprisings 

already occurred seven years ago in the state of Lebanon.  

March 14, 2005 was a turning point in the history of the Lebanese state. More than 1 million 

citizens marched in the streets of Lebanon united under ―the Lebanese flag,‖ and demanded to 

have more accountability, transparency, and rule of law in the state. 

This dissertation will analyze the different theories that exist about civil society in the Arab 

world and will analyze the role that civil society can play in a weak and fragmented state through 

taking as a case study the state of Lebanon. 
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a. The Lebanese Model 

Civil society and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) were present in Lebanon since 

the Ottoman Empire and are protected by the Law of Associations of 1909.  

In the Arabic language, two terms are used to describe civil society, namely al-mujtama al-ahli 

and al-mujtama al-madani.  (Mujtama means society.) 

The first term ahli, implies "kinship." It is a broad term that implies tribal rather than social 

movements, which are more defined by the term al-mujtama al-madani.  

Al-mujtama al-madani carries a willingness to move away from traditional structures and 

perceptions. Before the end of the civil war, civil society in Lebanon was more of an ahli rather 

than of a madani nature.  

B.  Project’s Thesis  

This project will address the growing role of civil society in Lebanon. It will argue that 

the weakness of the Lebanese state led to the development of two types of society: The first is a 

strong society labeled the mujtama ahli. This civil society covers the role of the state and reduces 

the citizens to members of sectarian communities. The second, mujtama madani, is civic in 

nature and emerged as an active civil society in Lebanon as a result of the lack of progress on the 

political and economic level in the state. However, the role of this society is weakened by the 

sectarian division of the state. 

C.  Methodology  

The methodology used in this dissertation is based on two methods in order to achieve 

comprehensive research. 

The content analysis was carried out by reviewing the different Western and non-Western 

literature on civil society, public policy lobbying, civil society in fragmented societies, and civil 

society in the Arab world.  

Furthermore, in order to be able to find a definition of civil society in the Arab world, I visited 

the Center for Civil Society Studies at Johns Hopkins University to deepen my knowledge about 
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the definition they provide to the third sector and whether it can be adopted for civil society in 

the Middle East and in Lebanon. 

The second part is based on data analysis of information gathered during two years of research in 

the state of Lebanon. My empirical research was divided into three main parts: 

1. Conducting interviews with scholars and professors about civil society. 

2. Interviewing civil society activists in the field in order to understand their role in society, 

and also state officials, civil servants, and ministries. 

3. Contacting civil society organizations and visiting their main branches in order to 

understand the importance of their work and the degree of impact they have on their 

beneficiaries. 

(Appendix 1: questionnaire provided to the organizations; Appendix 2: Interviews Protocol) 

Limitation of my empirical research: 

Many obstacles were encountered while conducting the empirical research. 

In order to contact the organizations in Lebanon, individual emails requesting interviews were 

sent to the organizations that cooperate with the government and are assisted by the Ministry of 

Social Affairs (Appendix 3 list of Organizations that have mutual agreement with the Ministry of 

Social Affairs (highlighted ones were the ones contacted for interviews)). However, many of the 

emails had addresses that were either incorrect or not in use anymore; furthermore, most of the 

organizations refused to cooperate.  Thus the first limitation was the refusal of many 

organizations to cooperate and to grant me an appointment.  In this respect, I started visiting 

these organizations in different areas of Lebanon (without any prior notice), requesting to visit 

the premises and talk to the staff and beneficiaries. 

The second limitation was the political and security situation in Lebanon. During the last two 

years the security situation in Lebanon has been facing many challenges and during many 

instances I either had to reschedule the meetings or stop them (for example, due to riots on the 

street). Furthermore, many political parties refused to provide me with interviews for fear of 

security issues. Moreover, when organizations were requested to complete the questionnaire 
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about their partnership with the government, many refused and others requested to leave it to a 

later stage and then never submitted it. 

D.  Contribution of the Project  

This dissertation will trace the development of civil society in the state of Lebanon. It 

will analyze the role of the three different types of civil societies and their development in the 

light of a weak state. It will link the weakness of the state to the increasing role of these societies, 

to the extent that in return these societies are preventing the development of a strong state. 

The main empirical research in this project will aim to prove that the Lebanese communities are 

seeking services and security from this civil society of taefi (i.e religious) and ahli (communal) 

nature. These organizations became the most effective and efficient service providers in the state 

and at the same time contribute to building a confessional system that has affected private and 

public society. Mujtama ahli and taefi remain the most important employers, economic players 

and market regulators. 

E. Structure of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is divided into two main parts:  

Part 1 presents the theoretical framework and the different theories that developed about civil 

society, as well as an analysis of the political system of the state of Lebanon (chapters 1, 2 and 

3).  

Part 2 draws conclusions from the field research conducted in the state of Lebanon (chapters 4 

and five). 

The first chapter will review the literature on the Western civil society and will compare and 

contrast it with the literature that developed about civil society in the Middle East. It will further 

review the different theories of civil society that developed in the Arab world and will argue that 

civil society does exist in the Arab world; however the historical development of the Middle East 

created an atmosphere for the development of a civil society that is different from the traditional 

civil society that developed in Western liberal thought. It will further argue that most of the 

social organizations in the Arab world can be considered charitable religious organizations. 
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Other institutions are linked to the state and are considered as semi-official ones. This supports 

the argument that there is a wide difference in the understanding and application of the term civil 

society between the West and the Arab world. The Arab scholars promote the idea of a civil 

society characterized by self-governing communities based on religion, with a minimalist state.  

Chapter 2 will focus on the political system that developed in the state of Lebanon. It will argue 

that analyzing the Lebanese system based on the theories that link civil society to democracy 

leads us to conclude that Lebanon does not meet the criteria of a liberal democracy and does not 

enjoy a viable and active civil society. Social norms as opposed to rational pluralism have shaped 

the Lebanese confessional system and prevented the establishment of a proper civil society. The 

culture of dialogue and compromise that constitute the basic elements of a civil society were 

missing in post-Taef Lebanon.
1
 What has been created in post-war Lebanon was a state that 

militantly guards group particularity under the guise of democratic legitimacy.  Understanding 

the political background of the state of Lebanon will help us to analyze its civil society and the 

context in which it is operating. The Lebanese system, which had been shifting from civil peace 

to civil war, created the perfect setting for the expansion of intermediate institutions and 

organizations since it was not equipped with the specific tools to repress them. Furthermore, 

most of the centers of powers in the state are directly or indirectly linked to one of these 

institutions, since the political leadership in Lebanon is created by a group of political elites that 

are dominant within their own respective communal society. 

Chapter 3 will analyze the reasons for ranking the state of Lebanon as weak or failed state and 

will analyze the three different phases of state weakness. 

Part 2 of the dissertation will argue that in order to understand civil society in Lebanon we 

should differentiate between three types of societies: mujtama ahli, taefi and madani. 

Chapter 4 will argue that the difficulty in differing between the political, civil and religious 

societies in Lebanon is mainly due to the nature of the political system in Lebanon; that is, the 

confessional politics that reduced the area between the private and the public through the direct 

representation of confessions in the political system. This system led to the dependence of the 

                                                           
1
 The Taef Agreement, or the "National Reconciliation Accord" or "Document of National Accord,‖ is an agreement 

reached to provide the basis for  ending the civil war and the return to political normalcy in Lebanon. 
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political on the religious and sectarian realms. One quarter of the organizations in Lebanon have 

a "self-declared sectarian affiliation"; they are directly linked to existing political parties and are 

serving as their social and economic pillar. For many people, these organizations have served to 

provide much needed social, educational, health, and other services in areas where they are 

lacking. One of the main elements that distinguish Lebanon from other states is the confessional 

nature of the society and institutions: In each sectarian group members draw their identity from 

their confessional belonging as opposed to developing a sense of belonging to the state. The 

development of civil society is thus directly linked to the political system of the state. The 

geographical composition of the state and the presence of different distinct sectarian groups 

allowed the appearance of autonomous entities loyal to their parochial and sectarian identity. 

These groups have their own interpretation of the past and different expectations of the future; 

this prevents the development of a national sense of belonging and substantive liberal 

institutions. After the end of the civil war in 1990, Lebanon emerged as a weak state unable to 

provide the minimum public services for its citizens. This weakness allowed for the reemergence 

of humanitarian sectarian institutions that started providing different services to communities in 

Lebanon. This situation created a reliance on the growing role of these civil society organizations 

at the expense of enhancing the effectiveness and accountability of public institutions: These 

sectarian groups in Lebanon started to create new social enterprises and developed new projects, 

replacing the role of the state and playing an important role in the construction and affirmation of 

local identities, of sense of belonging for the different communities, and of social values; they 

gained the loyalty of the different communities and encouraged youth to volunteer in the 

different sectarian organizations. The source of power of these organizations derives mainly 

from the economic influence on the community and the society. (Unofficial figures state that 

resources managed by civil society organizations (CSOs) in Lebanon could reach $1 billion a 

year, and the budgets of social welfare CSOs can reach $296 million (which is five times the 

budget of Ministry of Social Affairs). The second source of power is the closeness of the 

political decision-making authority to these organizations, which could favor these 

organizations‘ interests. The third sphere of power of CSOs in Lebanon is rooted in the 

confessional political and social system of the state. The fourth sphere of power is the high 

number of volunteers that these organizations are attracting, who are vowing full loyalty to the 

organization. 
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Finally, chapter 5 will analyze the role of a different type of civil society: a pure civic society. It 

will focus on the importance of this society that developed in the aftermath of the civil war and 

will argue that after the 1990 Taef Agreement, new trends have appeared. Environmental, human 

rights, women and certain secular organizations were formed that are more of a madani nature. 

Furthermore, this emergence of an active civil society is a consequence of the lack of progress on 

the political and economic level, and highlights a disconnect between the elites that demand 

loyalty and a society moving in a different direction. This part will analyze these organizations 

and to what extent they are capable of affecting public policy in the state, as well as the 

limitations they are facing. 
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PART I 

 

CHAPTER I 

DISCUSSING CIVIL SOCIETY IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

 

A. Introduction 

Research and studies evaluate civil society in the Middle East and its characteristics 

based on Western ideals and understanding of the term. This chapter will argue that to be able to 

understand civil society in the Arab Middle East, the historical and political development of each 

state should be taken into consideration; exporting and applying the understanding of Western 

liberal civil society distorts the reality. The paper will argue that the historical development of 

the Middle East created an atmosphere for the development of a civil society that is different 

from the traditional civil society that developed in Western liberal thought.  When analyzing 

civil society in the region and determining whether it exists or not, our approach should be 

historically and culturally sensitive.  

This chapter is divided into six sections: The first section reviews the definition of civil society 

in classical political theory. The second addresses the contemporary debate on civil society and 

the reemergence of an ―idea and concept.‖ The third analyzes civil society in the Arab world and 

Islamic culture, as well as the elements that should be included and excluded from defining civil 

society in the Middle East. The fourth traces the development of the understanding of civil 

society in the Arabic language. The fifth analyzes the political development of the Arab world 

and its effect on the development of civil society. And finally, the sixth section considers the 

formation of an Arab definition of civil society.  

B.  Civil Society in Classical Political Theory 

The history of ―civil society‖ is controversial since the term was associated with different 

principles by different philosophers, who based their studies on their ideological and political 
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research.  Civil society as a term was never used as a universal notion but has been used in 

different times to present particular historical issues. 

The concept of civil society as a normative ideal emerged in the late seventeenth and early 

eighteenth centuries as a result of the crisis in the then-existing social order and the breakdown 

of the paradigms of the idea of order (Seligman 2002).  The changes and crises of the 

seventeenth century - mainly the commercialization of land, labor and capital, the growth of 

market economies, the Age of Discovery, in addition to the English, North American and 

continental revolutions - led to the questioning of the existing models of social order and of 

authority (Seligman 2002). The idea of civil society as the ethical model to analyze the existing 

social order emerged from within this reorientation of European social thought (Seligman 2002).  

The interest of autonomous individuals in a vision of the public good created the theoretical and 

ethical groundwork for the understanding of civil society (Seligman 2002). 

a. Development of the Term  

The early modern political thinkers did not distinguish between civil society and the 

state: civil society was the same as political society and was contrasted with other kinds of 

society, mainly the despotic empires and the state of nature. Thomas Hobbes and John Locke 

viewed ―civil state‖ as resulting from the social contract. According to Hobbes, the state of 

nature was the natural order, in which people followed their emotions rather than reason. People 

agree on the social contract in order to create peace and an institution to preserve it. Human 

freedom can then flourish under the protection of the state, which is capable of keeping peace 

and guarding civil society (Pietrzyk 2001). Locke argued that ―civil state‖ resulted from the 

social contract: the state is not a single body (as argued by Hobbes); Locke differentiated 

between the government and society. Locke juxtaposed civil society against the state of nature; 

he described the civil society as a united body of individuals under the power of an executive 

that protects their property and well being, and designs legislation to govern their behavior. 

Adam Ferguson differed from Hobbes and viewed society as the natural state of men (Pietrzyk 

2001). According to Ferguson, the political society is the natural result of man‘s experience from 

the day he is born; thus for Ferguson, ―Civil society is a society polished and refined, 
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characterized by a certain stage of social, political, and economic advancement‖ (Benny 2007). 

Only those living in societies that enjoy civil liberties protected by the government could be said 

to live in civil societies. Ferguson did not put civil society in opposition to the state of nature, but 

to the ―rude nation.‖ He argued that rude societies can be transformed into civil ones through 

governmental policies, education, gradual increases in knowledge, and development
 
(Benny 

2007).   The distinction between civil society and the state was not present. Civil society was 

contrasted with despotic empires; it was considered a peaceful society as opposed to violent and 

rude societies.  Immanuel Kant‘s view about civil society differed from Ferguson‘s. Kant 

considered the social contract and the concept of property to be the just and moral basis of civil 

society
 
(Kant 1995). He saw that the main aim of the civil society is to force individuals to 

respect the rights of others. For Kant, civil society is the ―civil state.‖ Thus there is no separation 

between state and society: civil society cannot exist without the state.  

b. Distinction between the State and Civil Society 

It was during the nineteenth century that a distinction between civil society and the state 

was presented. Georg W.F. Hegel was the first philosopher to use the term as a realm distinct 

from the state. Hegel argued that a self-organized civil society is crucial to balance and order the 

state, or the latter will become self-interested and will not contribute to the common good. He 

placed civil society between the family and the state. Hegel argued that civil society was 

developed as a means of protecting the individual‘s rights and the needs of the privileged to 

guarantee freedom in economic, social and cultural spheres (Hegel & Friedrich 1967).  Civil 

society for Hegel was distinguished from political society, the sphere of political activity 

including political parties, public holdings, and government institutions. He viewed civil society 

as ―the achievement of the modern world - the territory of mediation where there is free play for 

every idiosyncrasy, every talent, every accident of birth and fortune and where waves of passion 

gust forth, regulated only by reason glinting through them‖ (Ehrenberg 1999).  

Karl Marx opposed Hegel‘s notion that the state should prevail upon civil society and called for 

its total abolition.  According to Marx, civil society as such only develops with the bourgeoisie; 

the social organization evolves directly out of production and commerce (Tucker 1972). Thus 

civil society facilitates and develops in parallel to the expansion of the capitalist class. Marx and 
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Friedrich Engels considered the state as subordinating the civil society.  They argued that the 

state is an instrument in the hands of the dominant classes and viewed civil society as the 

―theatre of history‖
 
(Kolder 2003). 

 

c. Early Twentieth Century: Gramsci and Habermas 

The understanding of the concept of civil society further narrowed in the early twentieth 

century. It became the space outside the market, state and family; that is, the realm of culture, 

ideology and political debate (Kolder, 2002). Antonio Gramsci and Jurgen Habermas both 

departed from the definitions provided by Hegel, and they differed from each other as well 

(Salam, 2002).
  

Gramsci influenced aspects of civil society thinking in different parts of the world, especially the 

processes of resistance to the totalitarian regimes in Eastern Europe and Latin America in the 

1980s (Lewis 2010). While Marx saw Hegel‘s civil society as based on economic relationships, 

Gramsci saw it as a super-structural concept that, along with the family, constitutes the ethical 

roots of the state (Benny 2007). For Gramsci, civil society contains a wide range of organizations 

that both challenge and uphold the existing order. While the state is the main body responsible 

for the violent and coercive methods of control, civil society provides capitalists with the power 

to control social and economic practices by nonviolent means (Schwedler 1995). The political 

society is the coercive part of the state (state police force, taxation, prisons, legal system, state 

army), and the civil society is the arena of the struggle between the capitalist and the laborers. 

Gramsci defined civil society as the ―sphere of all the popular-democratic struggles which arise 

out of the different ways in which people are grounded together - by sex, race, generations, local 

community, region, nation and so on (Simon 1982).‖ 

Habermas viewed civil society as emerging from capitalism and developing a noneconomic and 

populist component (Schwedler 1995).  Civil society is establishing itself as an independent 

sphere and transforming into the realm of commodity exchange and social labor that is governed 

by its own laws (Habermas 1989).  Habermas explained the reasons why in many contemporary 

societies, interest-group politics characterize activities within the public sphere (Schwedler 
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1995). For Habermas (1989), civil society should be viewed as the phenomenon of capitalist 

society that emerges as ―activities and dependencies hitherto relegated to the framework of the 

household economy shift outward to create a new sphere of activity between the private 

household and the state.‖  Habermas noted that the boundaries of  civil society have expanded to 

include all nonviolent associational activity between individuals and their state. 

 

C.  Contemporary Debate on Civil Society 

Contemporary understanding of civil society revolves around the idea that it is the sphere 

of democratic social interaction rather than the result of capitalist expansion.  In this view, the 

main aim of civil society is to provide citizens with the capability to ensure a degree of 

government accountability, as opposed to the idea that it exists to protect the bourgeoisie‘s 

interests against violation from the state (Schwedler 1995).  

In the contemporary debate, civil society is a fundamental element that facilitates the transition 

from an authoritarian regime to a democratic one. Guillermo O‘Donnell and Philippe Schmitter 

(1986) argued that an authoritarian regime always seeks to lead its subject to pursue private 

goals; it is only when these individuals start to challenge the boundaries set by the ruling regime 

that civil society emerges. Moreover, Edward Shils (1982) viewed the concept of civil society as 

the idea of ―a part of society which has a life of its own, which is distinctly different from the 

state, and which is largely in autonomy from it. Civil society lies beyond the boundaries of the 

family and clan and beyond the locality; it lies short of the state.‖  

Most contemporary scholars are in agreement about the main characteristics of civil society, 

which are described by Larry Diamond in the following way: 

The realm of organized social life that is voluntary, self-generating, 

(largely) self-supporting, and autonomous from the state, and bound 

by a legal order or set of shared rules. It is distinct from ―society‖ in 

general in that it involves citizens acting collectively in a public 

sphere to express their interests, passions, and ideas, exchange 

information, achieve mutual goals, make demands on the state and 

hold state officials accountable. ‗Civil society‘ is an intermediary 
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entity, standing between the private sphere and the state. (Diamond 

1994) 

 

In contemporary debate, civil society is viewed as the sphere of pluralist activity with the main 

aim of challenging and limiting the arbitrary use of power by the state. Its role is to protect the 

citizen from unfair actions and policies of the government, in addition to encroachments from the 

civil society (Schwedler 1995). Jean Cohen and Andrew Arato consider civil society as a 

necessary and legitimate means to monitor and control state authority and power; moreover, they 

argue that the behavior of members within the civil society towards each other is crucial to 

distinguish the civil society from a society in general:  

Civil society is the sphere of social interaction between economy 

and state, composed above all of the intimate sphere (especially 

family), the sphere of association (especially voluntary 

associations), social movements, and forms of public democracy. 

(Cohen and Arato 1992) 

 

In addition to its pluralistic composition, civil society is democratic. It stresses the equal 

participation of all people involved in ―public discussions of contested political norms, obviously 

referred to the principles of democracy‖ (Cohen & Arato 1992).  The contemporary liberal 

understanding of civil society differs from the classical one. It replaced the belief that civil 

society is the right of an individual to pursue his own interest and accumulate wealth and 

property. The contemporary understanding of civil society is instead based on two main ideals. 

The first is the right of citizens to interact with the government, and the second is the presence of 

rules based on acceptance and tolerance within the civil society and between the civil society and 

the state (Schwedler, 1995). 

 

a. The Reemergence of an Idea and Concept 

As previously discussed, the concept of civil society first appeared in the late eighteenth 

century and entered the intellectual debates during the second half of the nineteenth century.  

After this time it ―fell out of fashion‖
 
(al-Harmasi 1992). Then the 1970s, interest in the concept 

regenerated.   
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With the end of the Cold War, Western social scientists took the concept of civil society from 

European history and applied it in an attempt to explain the wave of democratization transition in 

the world. In this context the neo-Tocquevilian scholars used the slogan ―No civil society, no 

democratization‖ (Perez-Diaz 1993; Gordon 1994; Bermeo and Nord 2000).  Their main 

argument was that in an authoritarian regime, an active civil society consisting of independent 

organizations distinct from the state, economy and family can lead to democratic transformation 

and force the regime to accept liberal reform (Yom, 2005).  Many policy makers started to 

advocate and build strong civil societies in non-Western states (Comaroff, 1999). Thus scholars 

agree that the concept of civil society reemerged after the end of the Cold War and became a tool 

in the hand of policy makers to strengthen development and democracy (Lewis 1994). In 

addition, it became a tool in the hands of activists who were opposed to military dictatorships, 

particularly during the transition from authoritarian regimes to more liberal democratic ones, 

especially in Eastern and Central Europe, South America, and, recently, Asia and Africa
 
(Salam 

2002). 

 

D.  Civil Society in the Arab Middle East  

Civil society in the Western context has been associated with the enlightenment process 

based on individualism and democratic institutions. Western philosophers tend to agree about 

main factors such as pluralism and the presence of democratic institutions as being the necessary 

conditions for the existence of a vibrant civil society.  These are factors that do not exist in Arab 

and Islamic society, therefore many conclude that the existence of an active civil society in the 

Arab world is impossible. Scholarly works on Middle Eastern civil society revolve around the 

question of whether it exists in the region or not, and whether it challenges the existing 

governmental authority. 

The existence of civil society in the Middle East has been an issue of debate between scholars 

and researchers. The study of civil society in the region is faced with obstacles presented by 

many schools of thought, including the orientalist. In addition to the lack of empirical research 

focusing on civil society, there is an absence of consensus about the meaning of civil society in 

the Arab world and what it represents to the region.  
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Thus in order to be able to analyze civil society in the region, the first step in the research should 

be to assess and define the term in the context of the region. Partha Chateyer wrote that ―he 

wishes to send back the concept of civil society to where he thinks it properly belongs - the 

provincialism of European Social Philosophy‖ (Taylor 1995). 

 

a. Absent and Weak Civil Society  

Max Weber argued that the norms of the Arab culture are not compatible with the rational 

demands of capitalism and democracy that are considered to be the prerequisite of an effective 

civil society. Weber's sociology of Islam and the Islamic city founded the theoretical setting 

through which the West perceived Islamic culture (Ismael and Ismael 1997). He based his 

analysis on the Mamluk period (1250-1517), which is characterized by the decline of the state 

and culture. His analytical framework was based on the thesis that clan and tribal groups are 

unable to act in harmony with a social and legal community. Weber's analysis of the Islamic 

culture, city life and political regime were limited and selective, and led to invalid and selective 

generalizations about the Islamic civilizations (Ismael and Ismael 1997).  This idea that civil 

society cannot flourish in the Islamic world was shared by Bernard Lewis, who argued: 

Islamic law knows no corporate legal persons; Islamic history 

shows no councils or communes, no synods or parliaments, nor 

any other kind of elective or representative assembly. It is 

interesting that the jurists never accepted the principle of 

majority decision. There was no point, since the need for a 

procedure of corporate collective decision never arose. In heaven 

that was one God, and one alone; on earth there was no court but 

a single judge, no state but a single ruler. (Lewis 1994) 

Sayfulddin Abdelfattah Ismail looks at the term ―civil society‖ as a Western concept that 

developed historically in Western political experience, and its relevance to the Muslim world as 

problematic (Ismail 1992). He based his argument on the Western definition of civil society that 

includes sets of institutions and associations that are public, voluntary and independent from 
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authority (such as trade unions, professional associations, political parties, and religious 

associations). These examples of civil society, which are characteristics of Western history,  lead 

many scholars to refute the existence of civil society in the Muslim world. 

The orientalist school argues that the lack of presence of an active civil society in the Arab world 

is due to the weakness of the civil society‘s basic elements. This is mainly a result of the Islamic 

religion since it is considered to be of a despotic nature: it does not separate the spiritual and the 

temporal and it only acknowledges divine sovereignty, which inhibits the emergence of 

autonomous sphere (Turner 1984).  Moreover, the mainstream Sunni political thought in Islam 

follows the doctrine that when the Umma (or the unity of community) is in danger and there is 

the potential for anarchy, everyone should submit to the ruler (Salam 2002). In this context, Elie 

Kedourie wrote that in Islam:  

There can be no question of checks and balances, of division of 

power, of popular sovereignty, of elections of representative 

assemblies… there could be no question of representative bodies 

being set up to carry on a dialogue between ruler and subject; 

neither could there be institutions of local self-government in 

town or countryside; nor could craft or professional associations 

flourish unhindered, since they would always be suspected of 

limiting the sway of the government over its subjects. (Kedourie 

1994) 

Elie Kedourie‘s main argument is that the Middle East lacks challenges to state power due to the 

Islamic tradition present in the region: 

The notion of the state, the notion of popular sovereignty, the idea 

of representation, of election, of popular suffrage, of political 

institutions being regulated by laws laid down by a parliamentary 

assembly… all of these are profoundly alien to the Muslim 

political tradition. (Kedourie 1994) 
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The main argument is that in the Middle East there is a total absence of social groups capable of 

challenging the power of the state; and should any exist they are largely ineffective. These 

scholars belong to the traditional school of Middle Eastern studies, which argues that the 

civilization, traditions, and Islam prevent the emergence of pluralistic governments.  

Ernest Gellner in his studies concluded that the Islamic society did not develop the required 

characteristics (mainly secularism) that would allow the civil society to emerge. Gellner (1994) 

wrote that Islam ―exemplifies a social order which seems to lack much capacity to provide 

political countervailing institutions or associations, which is atomized without much 

individualism, and operates effectively without intellectual pluralism.‖ 

Differentiating themselves from the orientalist school, another group of scholars argue that in 

the absence of a strong challenge to the authoritarian regimes, the emergence of democracy in 

the region is without hope for the near future (Sadowski 1993). Peter Mansfield‘s (1991) main 

argument is that the Middle East lacks a viable civil society because the existing organizations 

have adapted to the state and have become useless. Moreover, while Elie Zureik has rejected the 

orientalist school and their focus on religion and culture preventing the development of the 

Middle East, his main argument is that the Arab states were unable to develop a proper civil 

society. 

b. Islam and Civil Society 

Ahmad Moussali‘s central argument is that Islamists react to civil society in two different 

ways: 

The first, which represent the minority, looks negatively at the issue of 

strengthening civil society; the second, advocated by the vast majority of 

fundamentalist thinkers, calls for the establishment of civil society as the 

cornerstone of the new Islamic State. In fact, claim the latter group, civil 

society is precisely Islam‘s original and ideal form of society. (Moussali 

1995) 
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Furthermore, according to Hassan Hanafi, Muslim scholars differentiate between three 

alternative conceptions of civil society. The first radical one refutes the idea of civil society and 

considers it to be a secular antireligious concept aiming to westernize the Muslim society. The 

second radical secular school considers the concept as a universal one.  Accepting it as a norm of 

practice and a lifestyle for individuals and societies, this school thus considers the Islamic 

traditions to be ―an archaic expression of bygone values reflective of their own peculiar historical 

conditions.‖ The third school, the modernist alternative, considers that similarities can be found 

between classical Islam and modern social needs. In this view differences can be overcome 

through creating ijtihad, or reinterpretation of the basic sources of Islam (Hanafi 2002). 

Opposed to this orientalist school is the discourse followed by Muslim scholars who view Islam 

as the ideal home for civil society and democratic governance (Salam 2002). Fahmi Huwaydi 

(1992) argues that Islamic society has been a self-organized society since long before the 

emergence of the idea of civil society. Furthermore, Ahmad Shukr al Subayhi (2000) states that 

―the historical experience of the prophet‘s era constitutes the first experiment of civil contract 

that history has witnessed and which preceded Rousseau‘s theory of Social Contract.‖  

Martin Gilbraith in the article ―Civil Society in the Arab World‖ raises concerns about the 

boundaries that should be drawn between civil society and Islamist organizations. According to 

Jillian Schwedler (1995), it is individual movements and not Islam itself that are the obstacle to 

democracy. Saad Eddin Ibrahim, on the other hand, excludes Islamist organizations from civil 

society but states they usually use its channels to pursue their goals (Schwedler 1995). Gilbraith 

questions whether to include the organizations that adhere to the rule of the game as legitimate 

actors within civil society, and whether to exclude the ones that seek to change the rules once 

they reach sufficient power. As argued by Schwedler, Islamist organizations have been among 

the most effective means of challenging government authority and responding to citizens‘ needs 

and concerns. 

Furthermore, Sai‘d Hajjariyan presented a link between civil society and the Shari‗a. He argued 

that without civil society, Islamic requirements would remain unfulfilled, since it is the duty of 

the Muslim to oppose the oppression of the state. Nawaf Salam argues that the orientalist school 

has an ―essentialistic‖ approach since it does not provide a clear picture of whether a civil society 

existed or not. In his view the unity of the umma and its cohesiveness did not halt the 
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development of social organizations and institutions (such as the charitable trusts or awqaf); 

these institutions played prominent roles in providing education and social services and enjoyed 

a high degree of autonomy away from the central government. This autonomy was also provided 

to the Sufi brotherhoods and to religious minorities such as Christians and Jews whose statues 

were institutionalized in the millet system (Braude & Lewis 1982; Cahen 1958).  Beyond the 

―cultural‖ explanation, this approach further argues that the civil society in the Middle East is 

present because there are a high number of active interest groups in the region. Augustus Richard 

Norton (1995) refuted the idea that civil society does not exist in the Middle East because 

voluntary organizations, trade unions, human rights groups, women‘s associations, minority 

rights groups, and various other social organizations exist in the region, including women‘s 

movements in Algeria, Egypt, Kuwait, Yemen and Palestine; the businessmen‘s groups and 

professional associations of Jordan and Egypt; the diwanayat (meeting groups) of Kuwait; and 

the peace movements, labor unions, and election-monitoring organizations of Lebanon. Norton 

bases his definition of the civil society in the Middle East on three normative components: 

civility, associability and citizenship. Groups that plan to overthrow or replace the existing 

regime are removed from civil society.  Naomi Chazan (1992) supports this argument and wrote 

that groups who ―equate their own aims with those of the state and consequently seek to take it 

over (some fundamentalist groups, ethno-national movements, and ideological associations) are 

outside the bounds of civil society.‖ Ibrahim (1994) narrowed the understanding and definition 

of the term since he viewed civil society as including secular nongovernmental organizations 

(NGOs) emerging as active political actors in the region. Thus Ibrahim excluded Islamist groups 

from the civil society. 

Despite their differences, all the above scholars agree that analyzing civil society in the Middle 

East will shed the light on voluntary, interest-based organizations that are not considered when 

working on political reform in the region (Boulding 1994). The question that is facing the civil 

society in the Arab world is: which elements should be considered part of it and which ones 

should be excluded? 

1. Should we include Islamist groups as part of civil society? Many emphasize that they 

are effective in assisting people socially and economically.  However, others argue that 

they are violent groups (such as in Algeria) and are intolerant to people with different 
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ideas and beliefs; and this is contrary to civil society, which advocates the respect of 

pluralism and the freedom of speech (Salam 2002). An example of this intolerance is the 

1995 Egyptian campaign against Nasr Hamid Abu Zayd for his liberal interpretation of 

the Qur‘an (Salam 2002). 

Excluding Islamist organizations would be to disregard their role in challenging the authority of 

the government and assisting the citizen‘s needs and concerns. It is important to note that many 

Islamic organizations operate with moderation and tolerance while others are more radical in 

their behavior. Thus in order to examine civil society in any state, the nature of each of these 

organizations should be taken into consideration in order to avoid generalization. 

The assassination of the Egyptian president Anwar el Sadat and the 1979 Iranian revolution led 

the liberal and leftist groups to appeal to the state to face this rising Islamism and to reduce its 

influence.  These groups used the term ―civil society‖ to define the secular intermediary strata 

between the state and the private sphere, thus excluding the Islamist groups. However, since the 

state restricted the participation of the Islamist groups in the political life, the moderate Islamist 

attempted to redefine the term in an Islamist way (Huwaydi 1993). They used the term mujtama 

al-ahli (traditional kinship society) to legitimize its usage, thus integrating religious groups in the 

intermediary sphere.  Yahya Sadowski (1993) argued that with the emergence of Islamist 

movements in the Arab world, the explanation shifts to one emphasizing that Middle East 

societies are so strong that they are in danger of the overpowering of the state. 

2. Should all types of NGOs be included in the civil society? Sheila Carapico argued that: 

‗Non-governmental‘ is often a matter of degree and that classifying 

something as an NGO can contain an element of reification. 

Recognizing that the regimes may try to co-opt donor assistance to 

NGOs by creating NGOs, and that donor assistance itself may prompt 

the formation of institutions specifically to secure external funding, 

they have coined expressions like GONGO (government organized 

NGO), DO-NGO (donor-organized NGO) and quasi-NGO (pronounced 

‗quengo‘). (Carapico 2000)   

3. Should we include social organizations that are based on family, clan or tribe ties as 

being part of the civil society? 
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Michael C. Hudson (1988) notes that ―civil society interpreted in specifically Western (Lockean, 

Hegelain, Weberian or Marxist) terms is unlikely to emerge in the Middle East, but this should 

not exclude the development of other kinds of inclusive solidarity communities.‖ 

In order to be able to answer the above questions we should take into consideration each state 

and a case-by-case approach. In this regard the next section will examine the development of 

civil society in the Arab world and later there will be a focus on the Lebanese model. 

c. New Approach: Contextual Civil Society 

The historical developments of the Arab states created a different environment than the 

one that led to the emergence of Western civil society (Karajah 2007). Most civil societies in the 

Arab world can be considered charitable organizations since they provide assistance to the less 

fortunate, which consist of a significant proportion of Arab society (Karajah 2007). Other 

institutions are linked to the state and are considered semi-official. This supports the argument 

that there is a wide difference in the understanding and application of the term civil society 

between the West and the Arab world, since the environment required for these organizations to 

function as understood in the West is still missing in most of the Arab states (Karajah 2007). 

Most of the civil societies in the Arab world are based on religious institutions such as the ones 

in Iran whereby they are grouped under a powerful mullah patron and are based on kinship; they 

remain autonomous from the state, offering alternative sites of power and autonomous spaces.  

Based on the traditional understanding of civil society, these groups cannot be considered as part 

of civil society since they are compulsory associations and used as mechanisms for social 

control, and they oppress women (Kolder 2003).  Opposed to this analysis, the postmodernists 

argue that there is no arbitrary division between what is considered  a good Westernized civil 

society and a bad traditional uncivil one (Kolder 2003). This version of civil society argues for a 

more culturally sensitive concept involving national and religious groupings. The Turkish 

Islamicist Ali Bulac promotes the idea of a civil society characterized by self-governing 

communities based on religion, with a minimalist state. This view is paralleled with the Ottoman 

millet system, involving the tolerance of different religions and secularism but lacking the 

individualism of Western models of civil society (Kolder 2003). According to Sami Zubaida 
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(2001) this notion represents an ‗‗odd mixture of communitarian corporatism and 

libertarianism.‘‘  

 

E.  Civil Society in the Arabic language 

 

Murad Bath-Al Shiyshani argued that: 

In the light of the fact that civil society is an adopted concept not one 

indigenous to the Arab-Islamic heritage, a precise method is necessary to 

deal with it in determining its genesis and development outside the Arab 

linguistic context and it is necessary to clarify its meaning in its mother 

language, after which a qualitative problematic of dealing with it in the 

Arab-Islamiv reality emerges. (Al Shiyshani 2002) 

Researchers have been proposing definitions of the civil society in the Arab world; however, 

most of these definitions are based on elements and concepts that are Western-styled, existing 

outside of the Arab society. Thus in order to understand the origin of the concept in the Arab 

world, we need to analyze its meaning in the Arabic language.  

In the Latin language, the term ―civil‖ derives from civis and civitas, which mean ―old city.‖ 

This concept is related to citizenship and to the individual as an active member of the civil life.  

In the Arabic language, society is defined as al-mujtama and refers to the place and time of a 

meeting between society members; thus it refers to a group of individuals living under rules and 

regulations. This definition does not refer to any interaction that places the civil society as ―an 

intermediary between the individual and the different organizing forces of the society‖
 
(Al-Jabri 

1995). Two terms are used in the Arabic language to define civil society: Mujtama‘ ahli (ahli 

referring to tribal and family) and mujtama‘ madani (madani meaning civil). 

The term madani, or civil, signifies moving from the state of primitiveness to one that holds the 

values of the city; thus civil society in the Arabic language refers to assembling in cities as 

opposed to Bedouin and rural life (Arabic Dictionary 1984). This term does not connote political 

nor social mobilization influencing life in the city (Karajah 2007); it only implies moving from 

the Bedouins and rural cultural stage to a more developed one. The Western understanding of 

civil society is that this latter derives from a nation before the establishment of the state, and that 
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uniting within the borders of the state expresses a national will. However, when studying Middle 

Eastern and colonized states, we cannot argue that a constituted self-conscious nation existed 

prior to establishing the state (Kiwan 2010). Most of the post-colonial and new states in the 

region were socially disintegrated and endured the presence of particularistic loyalties and 

commitments that are stronger than national ties and thus prohibited their formation.  Thus the 

states in the Middle East were not interacting with a proper Westernized civil society, but with a 

―multifaced, pluralistic and composite communal society‖ (Kiwan 2010). In this respect the term 

―communal society‖ is used to define the activities that are not covered by state institutions but 

that are described as civil.  

a. Understanding the term in the Muslim World 

Islamic scholars reject the use of the Arabic term mujtama‘ madani in relation to civil 

society in the Middle East. According to them, this term is a Western one that stresses 

membership in one single community that is civil and distinct from other community, mainly 

religious. Thus the preferred term is mujtama‘ ahli (ahli means kinship; family; tribal), which 

reflects the main features of the Arabic culture (Dawahare 2000). On the other hand, liberal Arab 

nationalists advocate using the civil society concept and at the same time ―adapting to reflect 

specific conditions of the Arab Culture‖ (Dawahare 2000). The above illustrates the Western-

Eastern, Secular–Islamic tension. 

The definition and understanding of the term in the Lebanese context will be developed and 

analyzed in chapter four of the dissertation. 

 

F.  Historical Development of the State and Civil Society in the Arab Middle East 

European nationalism required three centuries to gain the confidence of the Western citizens. 

Only when it was able to prove its respect for human rights and the rule of law did citizens start 

to abandon their loyalty to the class and feudalist system, and begin to demonstrate loyalty to 

their nation (Ghalyoun 2001). In order to analyze civil society in the Arab Middle East, this 

section will first define the Arab Middle East, the different political system, and how the Arab 
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world and states were created and boundaries were defined. Understanding the political system 

of this region and states will help us better understand how civil society is functioning. 

The Arab world consist of 24 states: Egypt, Sudan, Algeria, Morocco, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, 

Yemen, Syria, Tunisia, Somalia, Libya, Jordan, Eritrea, United Arab Emirates, Lebanon, 

Palestine, Mauritania, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Djibouti, Bahrain,  Comoros, and Western Sahara.  

The Middle East consists of the following states: Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Syria, Israel, Lebanon, 

Jordan, United Arab Emirates, Lebanon, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Bahrain, Iraq, Iran, Turkey and 

Egypt. The focus of this study will be on the Arab Middle Eastern states, that is all the above 

Middle Eastern states excluding Turkey, Israel and Iran. 

a. Creation and Evolution of Arab States 

    The historical development of the Arab states has not produced an adequate environment 

for the emergence of civil society as known in the West: In the pre-modern era the Arab people 

were aware of their ethnic, linguistic, and regional differences, but politically they were united 

under the caliphate and later empires and sultanates.  The Ottoman Empire and the Islamic 

culture did not prevent the formation of civil society; it allowed the development of social 

organizations knows as asnaf and of charitable trusts (awqaf) in addition to organizations that 

provided education and social services. These had a high degree of autonomy from the central 

government. Sufi brothers, Christians, and Jews were also given special status and 

institutionalized in the millet system. Thus, although the Arab world didn‘t have same Western 

environment, the existence of the above elements created an environment for the potential 

development of a civil society.  

The idea of a territorial state was imported from the West. The inclusion of the concept of the 

territorial state and boundaries into the Arab world were the products of colonialism: After the 

fall of the Ottoman Empire, the process of the formation of new states in the region started. 

Borders were drawn without any concern over people, geography, or history. The emerging 

states were neither homogeneous nor cohesive; they had artificial boundaries and lacked internal 

cohesion (Kumaraswamy 2006). The British and the French empire were the imperial powers 

responsible for drawing these boundaries; they joined together different ethnic and national 

groups while other national groups were divided among different states. While in Lebanon they 
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created a homeland for the Maronite Christians, they scattered the Kurds in Iran, Iraq, Syria and 

Turkey (Kumaraswamy 2006). The leaders of Iraq, Jordan and the Persian Gulf were chosen to 

the benefit of the colonial interests, especially in period following colonial withdrawal. These 

newly established states had to deal with defining their national identity. After gaining 

independence, radical politics ruled the Arab world through military coups d‘état in Syria, Egypt, 

Iraq, Sudan, Yemen, Algeria, Libya, Mauritania and Somalia. 

As opposed to the European development of a nationalistic belonging, the Arab world never 

developed class loyalty. Although the Arab world witnessed the rise of Arab nationalism in the 

1950s and 1960s, loyalty to the state and the regime was always dominant. Citizens‘ rights and 

interests were always replaced by the welfare and the interest of the state. Thus citizens showed 

high commitment to tribal and family ties since they were the only guarantee to protection from 

the state; hence, regional nationalism never developed in the Arab world. The Arab state always 

claimed that it is the only body capable of solving the problems of the citizens and their only 

protector from European colonization. Enhancing the state and the status of the regime is a 

priority above providing individual rights and freedoms, and more important than empowering 

citizens‘ contributions and private initiative in political life. Thus this resulted in the weakening 

of civil society in the Arab world (Karajah 2010). 

b. Development of the Civil Society 

The first phase of the development of civil society in the region was during the Ottoman 

Empire prior to the French and British intervention in the region. During that era the region 

witnessed the development of community-based organizations that were mainly religiously, 

charitably and educationally oriented. They were largely funded by the awqaf (i.e., religious and 

Islamic endowment). While the first autonomous associations were created under the Ottoman 

Empire, they slowly disappeared under the colonial rule and the post-colonial rules. The Western 

presence led to the alteration of different aspects in the Arab world: urbanization without 

industrialization; formal education without productive training; secularization without 

scientification; and capitalist greed without capitalist discipline (Al-Dury 1969). During that era, 

a second phase in the development of civil society started in the region. Modern associational 

organizations started to develop, such as professional associations, secular charities, cultural 

clubs and trade unions. A characteristic of these organizations was that they were generally more 
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politically active than the civil society of the first phase.  These organizations were playing a 

crucial role in the nationalist struggles and were the main supporters of the pan-Arab cause. 

Independence in the Arab world came through the creation of ruling Arab regimes, which were 

based on the European states imposing quasi-Europeanized culture on the population, or tribal 

leaders authorized by the British to administer the tribes living on the oil fields. Thus these 

regimes became vulnerable to any quest for legitimacy. They always neutralized or oppressed 

groups and movements that could threaten the regime, either through intimidation or elimination; 

they always engaged in ideological campaigns and identified enemies of the Arab world; and 

they engaged in development projects with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund 

(Ghalyoun 2001). In order to gain legitimacy and control the state, the ruling regimes in the Arab 

world oppressed and controlled all organizations in the states. The military regimes in Syria, 

Egypt, Yemen, Iraq and Libya banned all civil society organizations or obliged them to adapt to 

the government rules and regulations. Thus this cancelled all potential for the development of the 

civil society; moreover, states in the Arab world exhausted their resources in order to suppress 

any potential opposition and faced legitimacy crises. From 1948 to 1991, inter-state and intra-

state conflicts cost Arab regimes about 2.2 million casualties, $1,400 billion, and 3.3 million 

displaced persons (Ghalyoun 2001). Voluntary associations and pressure groups in the Middle 

East were governed by laws that restricted autonomy: all civil society organization activities 

were and are still based on the pre-approval of the state and are subject to state interference, and 

the influential members of these organizations are mostly appointed by the ruling elite. This 

highlights the difference in the understanding and application of civil society between the West 

and the Arab world. The environment and the activities of these organizations in most of the 

Arab world still did not develop in ways the West understood as being related to civil society. 

The civil organizations that developed in the region were mainly charitable ones; their role is to 

provide material assistance to the less fortunate in the society. In other words, with the 

independence of the Arab world a third phase developed: the new regimes started to feel that the 

success of these independent and pluralistic associations would undermine the consolidated 

power of the regimes.  

However three important events led to the reemergence of a civil society in the Middle East and 

led the Arab states to start opening their regimes:  
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1. The 1967 Arab-Israeli war that led to the defeat of the Arab states raised questions about 

their ―nationalistic‖ strategies. 

2. The end of the 1980s gave rise to youth dissatisfaction with the economic decay and thus 

led to the reemergence of an active civil society.  

3. The Gulf crisis of 1990-1991 threatened the legitimacy of the oil monarchies and also as 

demonstrated the oppressive nature of Saddam Hussein (Saad Eddin 2009). 

The decline of authoritarian regimes in the Middle East was supported by Western intervention, 

especially American. The United States supported specific Middle Eastern regimes: Lebanon and 

Jordan against Gamal Abdel Nasser‘s regime; the Shah's Iran against Iraq; Kuwait against Iraq; 

Saudi Arabia against Egypt and Saddam Hussein's Iraq; Morocco against Algeria; North Yemen 

against South Yemen; Egypt against Libya (Ismael and Ismael 1997). This decline in 

authoritarian regimes allowed for the emergence of civil societies: In 1995, the number of civil 

society organizations in the Middle East doubled and reached 70,000, with 20,000 of these in 

Egypt. This era also witnessed the emergence of women and human rights organizations. 

Moreover, many other factors led to the reemergence of an active civil society in the Middle 

East: 

1. Massive urbanization led to increasing socio-economic needs in the population; while at 

the same time many Arab states became incapable of providing adequate employment 

and education opportunities for their citizens (Blake & Lawless 1980). 

2. The expansion of education and the increase in the number of university graduates led to 

increased expectations and ambitions among youth; they started organizing themselves to 

present their demands, especially for human rights and women‘s rights (Hussein 1989). 

3. International organizations, international donors, UNDP, the World Bank, and the 

European Union started to fund the vulnerable social groups such as women groups and  

the disabled and assist them in projects related to sustainable development (Carapico 

2000). 

4. Based on the demands and advice of Western allies, many Arab rulers started to open up 

their regimes. This reform was not intended to lead to the renunciation of power, but on 

the contrary, was motivated by their desire to keep it. This reform led to the freedom of 

expression and allowed many social groups and non-governmental organizations to 

develop (Salam 2002). 

5. During the 1950s and 1960s the newly independent states witnessed an educational and 

industrial expansion that resulted in the rise of the middle class. This new middle class 

became the backbone of the new civil society. Although they were faced with the rise of 
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populist regimes during the 1950-1970 period, they started to regain their role as populist 

regimes regressed. 

Civil society organizations (CSOs) started to develop in the Middle East and Arab world mainly 

in Egypt, Morocco, Algeria, Lebanon, and the Palestinian territories. The post-gulf war led to an 

increase in civil society expansion and in the 1990s CSO registration increased: Bahrain and 

Yemen underwent 400 and 1000 percent enlargement, respectively (Salam 2002). By the end of 

2002, more than 130,000 CSOs were registered in the region.  

 

c. Civil Society and Democratization Processes in the Middle East 

In 2005 the Middle Eastern states witnessed three important events that led to the 

advancement of democratization in the region (in Lebanon, Palestine and Iraq). However, these 

democratization processes and attempts did not result from domestic activism and pressure from 

civil society but from external political intervention (international insistence for Syrian 

withdrawal from Lebanon), political shock (the sudden death of Yasir Arafat), and military 

intervention (the military removal of the Saddam Hussein regime) (Yom, 2005).  

It is important to note that three decades after the rejuvenation of the term ―civil society,‖ the 

theory that an active Westernized civil society would lead to a democratic transition in the Arab 

states has failed. The reform initiatives by different CSOs in the Arab world were faced with 

more restrictions on civil liberty and political pluralism, especially in countries like Egypt and 

Tunisia. 

d. Classifying Middle Eastern Countries: Public Policy and Civil Society 

Organizations 

This part will analyze the civil society in each Middle Eastern state and its relation to the 

political system. 

The crucial factor is whether the government allows civil organizations to operate freely in the 

country; this indicates the willingness of the state to cooperate with civil organizations. 

However, the freedom to operate should be backed by a rule that protects it. A CSO that is linked 
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to a powerful social group such as a religious movement can operate freely, but another CSO 

without influential connections may not be able to. However, this is relative since the degrees of 

freedom of these organizations differ. 

Civil Society Organizations that are Capable of Campaigning against Government Policy: 

Jordan, Lebanon, Israel, Morocco and Turkey fall into this category. These states have 

political parties that are capable of campaigning for governmental change and they have civil 

societies that cover different spheres of the social realm. However, it is important to note that 

these countries do not mirror Western democratic experiences since most of these states do not 

enjoy a full civil society (Niblock 2005). 

Civil Societies Operating under Heavy Restrictions from the State: 

Egypt, Tunisia, Kuwait and Yemen belong to this category. Civil organizations that 

critique the government or deal with human rights issues are denied legal status, and in other 

cases they are undermined through the creation of government-backed organizations that operate 

in the same field. The leaders of these organizations are subject to imprisonment and arrest.  

The civil societies that exist in these countries operate in fields that do not affect government 

policies; NGOs that deal with charitable causes, literary and artistic societies are common.  

Civil Societies Operating in Specific Fields as Allowed by the State: 

Saudi Arabia and Iran are in this category. Both these states have strong CSOs operating 

within defined boundaries. Since 1902, the Saudi Arabian state and government had to change 

and adapt its policies in response to pressures from Islamic organizations in the country. 

Moreover, in addition to this official religious hierarchy, Islamic organizations and charitable 

bodies allowed the rise of movements that conflicted with the policies of the government. Tribal 

identity plays an important part in the Saudi Arabian civil society.  Tribal leaders enjoy an 

autonomous social role and are consulted on regular basis by the government. The Iranian CSOs 

are involved with political parties and organizations based on  economic, professional and social 
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interests, and  are operating within the boundaries of the ideology of the Islamic revolution 

(Niblock 2005). 

Limited Civil Society: 

From 1950 until the 1970s the main policy towards civil society organizations in the 

Middle East was that of restraining all activities outside the control of the state. Nowadays the 

states that still follow this policy are Syria and Libya. It is important to note that organizations do 

exist in these states but they are under the control of the state. Moreover, another kind of civil 

society exists in Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, and Oman. In these states, the role of 

the civil society is limited by the small size of the local populations, the limited role of the 

foreign community that constitute the majority of the population, and the nature of the 

government whereby citizens seek its assistance for their economic problems (Niblock 2005). 

Again, due to the cultural particularity of the Arab world, two questions are crucial when 

defining civil society in the region: 

1. If civil society is a secular sphere based on political pluralism, should religious groups 

and organization be included as main actors? 

2. Should we exclude groups that are aspiring for political power and organizations that 

have clear kinship to political power such as political parties? 

 

 

 

G.  Toward an Arab Definition of Civil Society  

The Arab states have had and continue to face many crises; in these countries civil 

society would play a crucial role in the ways the state faces crises, as experienced by Lebanon, 

Iraq and Kuwait. Both Lebanon (prior to the civil war) and Kuwait (prior to the Iraqi invasion) 

had a fairly developed civil organization. Most of the organizations became ineffective during 

the wars; others provided material and moral support for the Lebanese and the Kuwaitis.  

Civil society in the Arab world is mainly composed of four different sectors: 
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1. The religious Islamic sector is largely made up of organizations and associations whose 

main aim to disseminate the Islamic faith. This sector is the most active one in the region, 

with organizations providing social and charitable assistance, focusing mainly on medical, 

educational, employment and religious services. 

2. The sector comprised of nongovernmental organizations, which resemble Western nonprofit 

organizations, started to develop in the beginning of the 1980s. The  main role of the NGOs 

is to provide loans, trainings, and community developmental services, in many cases 

substituting the services of the governments. 

3. In the sector of labor unions, membership-based organizations, and syndicates, the main aim 

of these organizations is to provide social and economic services. 

4. The final sector is composed of pro-democracy organizations, which are the main promoters 

of democracy.  These organizations are working to influence Arab government to adopt the 

international norms of democracy. 

 

H. Conclusion 

This paper has discussed that civil society has witnessed a global revival; it emerged in 

the period of enlightenment in Europe and influenced writers of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries like Hegel and Gramsci. This paper considered the views of skeptics about the presence 

of civil society in the Arab world and refutes their argument that the concept does not have a 

meaning outside of its Western origins. This paper examined the Middle Eastern meaning of the 

concept, and terms and elements that should or should not be included in the definition and 

research. The third part traced the meaning of the term in the Arabic language and its importance 

in Arab society. It considered the usefulness of the concept of civil society—both as an analytical 

construct and a policy tool—in the Arab world based on a selected review of literature. Then the 

paper analyzed the elements that should be included and excluded from the definition of civil 

society in the Arab context. This chapter represented a theoretical review about the different 

theories that developed about civil society both in the Western and the Middle Eastern 

philosophy. It has argued that the historical development and state formation in the Middle East 

allowed for the development of a civil society specific to this area. Furthermore, Western 
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intervention as well as the political systems in the state shaped this society in many ways. The 

next chapter will analyze the civil society and the political system in Lebanon with an attempt to 

apply the liberal understanding of this society on the Lebanese model. 
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CHAPTER II 

CIVIL SOCIETY LIBERAL DEMOCRACY AND THE LEBANESE STATE 

 

 

A. Introduction 

 

A liberal democracy cannot survive without the existence of a vibrant civil society 

nurturing associational life independently from the state.  While Lebanon has an elected 

parliament, unionized labor groups, and autonomous civic and religious associations, other social 

components are absent from the Lebanese equation that should regulate the actions of parochial 

and interest groups. These missing components are mainly civility and tolerance, common 

identity, and state authority. 

This chapter will test the theory of whether liberal civil society exists in Lebanon or not. It will 

argue that Lebanon does not possess a liberal civil society, and since there is a relationship 

between civil society and democracy, Lebanon never met the requisite criteria to be considered a 

liberal democracy.  The primary purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that due to the political 

and social nature of the Lebanese state, a Western liberal civil society could never develop. 

Furthermore the confessional structure of Lebanon is preventing the development of the society. 

Specific social norms – rather than rational pluralism – shaped the Lebanese confessional system 

and function to prevent the development of civility and tolerance, which are essential to the idea 

of civil society.   

To assess the state of civil society in a country, the Civil Society Index (CIVICUS) examines 

civil society along four main dimensions: the external environment in which civil society exists 

and functions; the structure of civil society; the values practiced and promoted within the civil 

society arena; and the impact of activities pursued by civil society actors.
2
 This chapter will 

                                                           

2
 CIVICUS is an international alliance dedicated to strengthening citizen action and civil society 

throughout the world. 
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analyze the first dimension, which is the external environment in which civil society in Lebanon 

is functioning. 

The main aim of the dissertation is to analyze civil society in Lebanon, including its growing role 

and direct effect on the weak state. As part of the analysis, an assessment of this civil society 

should be conducted. Therefore the first step of this dissertation is to apply the theory of liberal 

civil society to the state of Lebanon and test whether a liberal civil society exists or not. 

This chapter is based on the theory that civil society is an essential component of democracy. A 

society with an active civil society includes factors such as civility, political integration, 

consensus, pluralism, rule of law, and political involvement. John P. Entelis (1996) stated that 

―without a well developed civil society, it is difficult, if not impossible, to have an atmosphere of 

supportive democracy.‖ The main argument in this chapter is that Lebanon lacks the main 

components of liberal civil society, which are civility, tolerance, and the presence of a strong 

state. Moreover, I will argue that the Lebanese confessional system and the composition of the 

society are preventing the development of a Western civil society and a public sphere. The 

Lebanese model is governed by a confessional system that limits competition to intra-sectarian 

rivalry and supports the internal cohesiveness of parochial groups rather than societal 

cohesiveness; furthermore the consociationalism system fails to provide stability. These factors 

are not compatible with the Western liberal civil society. 

In terms of organization, this chapter is divided into four main parts: The first part explores the 

role of civility in a democratic system.  The second part discusses the background of the 

Lebanese state, looking at the origins of the conflict and the main players in Lebanon, as well as 

the National Pact. The third part explores the three major components of civil society in the state 

of Lebanon. Finally, the fourth part discusses the consociational nature of the Lebanese state and 

its related shortcomings 

 

B. Historical Development of Civil Society in the West  

The Western understanding of civil society and the state is governed by two main 

perspectives. The liberal pluralism perspective views civil society as an independent entity, and 
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the state as having the main role of answering to the common good and acting as a reference 

between the conflicting demands of different players
 
(Carnoy 1984). The second perspective is 

based on the model presented by Antonio Gramsci. It defines civil society as including 

institutions that are used by the exploited and dominated classes to create counter-hegemony to 

state control; thus civil society here has an oppositional and mobilizational role
 
(Gramsci 1971). 

This chapter will be mainly based on the Western liberal understanding of civil society; it thus 

defines civil society as the realm distinct from the family and includes associations, clubs, 

religious groups, unions, political parties and interest groups.  

Edward Shils provided assumptions about the nature of this active society: First, it presupposes 

the existence of a state of limited power that mainly uses its power to protect the liberty and 

pluralism of the civil society. Second, it presupposes that the state is governed by laws designed 

to protect civil liberties. Third, it assumes that there exist common sets of values and a common 

ethical vision of the state that are guiding the societal behavior, ensuring a high degree of order 

(Shils 1997). Fourth, civil society assumes the likelihood of citizens living a normal, ordinary 

life (Roy 1996).
 
  

Civil society in the Middle Eastern states can be identified through the existence of professional, 

social and cultural organizations, in addition to a high number of nongovernmental 

organizations. However, the reality is that these organizations are incapable of effectively 

fostering liberal democracy or challenging the power of the state. Furthermore, the political 

systems in the state and the historical compositions prevented the development of a favorable 

environment that would allow civil society to flourish. Social components that must be present to 

regulate the actions of parochial and interest groups are largely missing in the Lebanese 

equation, including civility and tolerance, common identity, and state authority. 

In light of the above argument, civil society cannot exist and flourish in a society that lacks 

institutional guarantees.  Moreover, when applied to Lebanon, these criteria pose several 

questions, such as: Does Lebanese society and its citizens have a common agreement about the 

fundamentals of government, and share a common identity? Does the Lebanese state possess the 

only means of coercion? To answer these questions we should understand the historical 
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background of the creation of the state of Lebanon, which is directly linked to the societal 

division of the state. 

 

C. Political and Historical Background of the State of Lebanon 

―To create a country is one thing; to create a nationality is another.‖ (Salibi 2003) 

The development of civil society in Lebanon is directly linked to the political system of 

the state. Lebanon as a state was created by a mandate from the League of Nations through an 

agreement between the French and the British states. Like many of the newly emerging states 

after the end of colonialism, Lebanon was arbitrarily created without regard to its ethnic 

composition. As Theodor Hanf pointed out, the problem facing the new emerging states was not 

integration; rather, conflicts resulted from the artificial boundaries imposed upon the different 

populations, which obliged them to coexist (Hanf 1993). Given the inherent difficulties of 

sustaining any plural democracy, this proved to be a difficult task for states that were split by 

ethnic differences. As these ethnically diverse new states struggled to adopt democracy, aspiring 

politicians were arousing and playing on senses of identity based on ethnic and communal 

attachment. Therefore, in order to maintain a functional society, it was necessary for populations 

in the Middle East to disregard their own degree of particularity and create a system of 

government that would be representative of the various subcultures. 

By the end of World War I and with the fall of the Ottoman Empire, the Allies had the main task 

of redrawing the political map of the Middle East. The French were willing to make provisions 

for groups who were clear about their demands. In contrast to other communities in the Arab 

world, in Mount Lebanon  the Maronite community (a Christian sect affiliated with the Roman 

Catholic Church in Europe) demanded to have full control over Mount Lebanon and the adjacent 

parts of the old vilayet of Beirut, which would be called ―Greater Lebanon‖ and would be 

separate and independent from Syria (Salibi, 2003). According to the Maronites, the land of 

Greater Lebanon has a historical and social character that is distinct from its surrounding lands. 

After granting the Maronites‘ request and establishing the state of Greater Lebanon in 1926, the 

French started to divide the other lands as they saw fit. They established the Syrian republic with 
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the same currency and customs service as the Lebanese state, but the new neighboring states 

each had their own national anthem and flag, and different administrations albeit under the same 

French High Commissioner. 

The question posed by Kamal Salibi (2003) becomes relevant: ―But are administrative 

bureaucracies, flags and national anthems sufficient to make a true nation-state out of a given 

territory and the people who inhabit it? What about the question of nationality?‖ 

a. The Sectarian Conflict 

The Maronites clearly identified themselves with the newly established Lebanese state, 

whose four distinct neighboring states were Palestine, Syria, Iraq and Transjordan. However, the 

Arab nationalists refused to recognize the newly created Lebanese republic and the Syrian state as 

two different entities separated from the greater Arab homeland. The Maronites believed that they 

belonged to a long tradition of proud mountain freedoms with distinct Phoenician heritage, in 

addition to a Mediterranean heritage shared with Greece and Rome.  The main purpose of the 

creation of the state of Greater Lebanon was to provide a nation for the Christians of the country 

and, more specifically, for the Maronite sects.  The Muslim communities living in that country 

were never consulted prior to its creation, and the Lebanese population was divided socially and 

politically about the fundamental issues of the state.  Moreover, since each of the Muslim and 

Christian communities included different sects representing ―different shades of the opposed 

political opinions,‖ it became impossible to create and develop state control (Salibi 2003). 

With the creation of the state of Lebanon two forces appeared: Arabism and Lebanism. While the 

latter (mostly Maronite sects) strongly believed in the historical and real existence of the state of 

Lebanon, the former (mostly belonging to Muslim sects) equally believed in the Arabic cause. 

These two forces clashed over fundamental issues and prevented the development of a strong 

state, questioning its political legitimacy. Even when the Muslim sects agreed to accept Lebanon 

as a functioning state, they never accepted it as their nation-state. Their argument was that that 

the Lebanese population could not form a nation because it was part of the greater nation that is 

the Arab world (Salibi 2003). Thus many questioned the mere existence of a Lebanese national 

identity. Mahmoud Ayoub writes that ―Lebanon's communities have been unable to form a 

nation bound by a single history and common destiny‖ (Dawahare 2000). He adds that 
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―Lebanon‘s past history, present reality, and social structure are overlaid with a host of 

conflicting historical, national, religious, and political myths that mean different things to 

different people.‖  

The creation of a weak state that had two different clans each believing  in a different historical 

development of the state of Lebanon, and each envisioning a different future for the state, led the 

citizens to group around their clan and sect leaders, creating a zu‘ama society. Latif Abul-Husn 

defined this group cohesiveness and grouping organized around the concept of asabiya. He 

defined asabiya as a pre-Islamic term used today to describe the bonding between members of 

the same group. This bonding is based on group solidarity and the commitment to support the 

members of the same group without question (Abul-Husn 1998). In Lebanon, asabiya is 

reflected in the Lebanese sectarian divisions and group solidarity. Kamal Salibi concluded that 

that the 17 officially recognized sects in Lebanon are just ―tribes in disguise‖ (Salibi 1988). In 

Lebanon this feeling of asabiya is strongly used by the leaders of the groups. Whenever a leader 

wants to introduce change to the social structure in the state, he is capable through the support of 

his people resort to coercion and riots threatening the peace ; hence obliging the state to adopt his 

demands  . moreover, asabiya includes consent, obedience, and loyalty in the same integrational 

way that an authoritarian structure could achieve (Abul-Husn 1998). 

Samir Khalaf (2003) argued: 

Virtually all the prominent political families manage to find the 

circumstances to perpetuate their re-election into the 

parliament…indeed, over the entire span of fifty years of 

parliamentary life (1920-1972), 425 deputies belonging to 245 

families have occupied a total of 965 seats in 16 

assemblies…altogether not more than twenty-six families have 

monopolized 35 percent of all parliamentary seats since 1920. What 

this means in more concrete terms is that 10 percent of the 

parliamentary families have produced nearly one-fourth of the 

deputies and occupied more than one-third of all available seats. 

Since the creation of the state of Lebanon in 1920, the different communities living within its 

boundaries were and are still in conflict over fundamental political and social issues. While the 

political history of the Lebanese state mainly involves the Maronite and the Druze, the social and 

cultural development of the society is of importance to the whole population (Salibi 2003). 
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Talal Husseini views the political conflict in Lebanon as being mainly caused by the social 

developments of the different communities in Lebanon (Husseini 1981). While the Christians 

were the first group to adapt to the modern world, the Shiite sect were the last, and this resulted 

in social and economic tensions. Husseini analyzed the civil war as resulting from social and 

economic difference. 

Lebanon's Muslim population consists of three main sects: Shiite, Sunni and Druze. The 

Christian residents are divided into five main sects, which are Maronite, Greek Orthodox, Greek 

Catholic, Armenian Orthodox, and Armenian Catholic. Protestants and Jews are also present in 

Lebanon and considered among the minorities.  While all sects have in one way or another 

affected society in Lebanon, the four major sectarian groups (Maronite, Shiite, Sunnite and 

Druze) have and continue to play essential roles. 

i. The Maronite of Lebanon 

The Maronites were located in Mount Lebanon since the fourth century and more 

relocated to the area, increasing numbers, during the eighth and ninth century. Shiite, Sunni and 

Druze sects emerged in the area at later stage. Peter Kolvenbach saw the history of Lebanon's 

Maronite and the history of Lebanon being so interlinked that without the Maronite sect, there 

would not have been a Lebanon; and without Lebanon the destiny of Christians in the Middle 

East would have been different. The Maronites of Lebanon have since the beginning associated 

themselves with Latin Christianity and Western culture, evoking their Phoenician ancestors, thus 

denying their Arab identity and any relation with the multi-confessional Arab community to 

which they really belonged. In Mount Lebanon the Maronites were the majority of the 

population.  However, with the creation of Greater Lebanon, which included the Bekaa valley 

and the coastal cities of Tyre, Sidon and Beirut, they were outnumbered by the Muslims sects 

and faced direct political competition with them (Salibi 2003). 

 

ii. Shia in Lebanon 

Shias had virtually no connection with Lebanon as a country until 

1920. They were marginalized by their lifestyle and political 

culture, as well as by the neglect of the central government. They 
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were basically a peasant society characterized by little social 

mobility, with both a feudalistic social structure and a parallel 

hierarchy of clerics. The Shiites were poor, exploited rural 

peasants; they were underrepresented politically and were the least 

educated group in Lebanese Society. (Abul-Husn 1998) 

The Shiite culture in Lebanon was mainly feudalistic, with power held by a group of Shiite elite. 

However, the role of the Shitte population started to develop with the development of the Arab-

Israeli conflict in 1960, with the appearance of the Palestinians and presence of the PLO 

(Palestinian Liberalization Organization) in the south of Lebanon, as well as with the Israeli 

occupation of the south. Geographically located in the south of Lebanon, this community was 

obliged to move to the north of the country and to southern Beirut. All these events, in addition 

to the Lebanese civil war and the 1979 Iranian revolution, led to the radicalization of Shiite 

politics and to the creation of two political parties: Hezbollah and Amal. These events provided 

the Shiite sect in Lebanon with a new identity: Shiite political parties proved to be powerful 

political players and created an independent powerful Shiite block. 

Furthermore, another crucial event in the history of the Shiite sect in Lebanon that led to the 

appearance of a vibrant Shia public sphere was the disappearance of the Imam Moussa El Sadr. 

He was a clerk of Iranian origin who in 1975 founded the Shiite movement called Amal (hope in 

Arabic). In 1978, El Sadr disappeared in Libya while visiting the Libyan President Muamar 

Qadafi. Known as ‖the vanished imam,‖ El Sadr is considered the most influential myth in the 

Lebanese Shia culture (Dawahare, 2000).  The Shia clerics became the central mobilizing public 

sphere for the Shiite community revolving around the myth of the vanished imam. Michael 

Dawahare noted that the Shiite public sphere is the most vibrant in Lebanon through their 

organization of support programs for the less fortunate in Beirut mosques, their organization of 

car pools for election days, and the political debates they hold. 

 

iii. Sunni in Lebanon 

In 1932, the Sunni population was the second largest confessional group in Greater 

Lebanon after the Maronite sect (Abul-Husn 1998). The Sunni population in Lebanon always 

identified themselves as historically linked to pan-Arabism, thus going beyond the borders of 
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Lebanon.  They believed that the Arab history was a united national march that went wrong at 

some point but would ultimately prevail (Salibi 2003). The partition of the Arab world and the 

creation of the state of Lebanon were viewed by the Sunnite as a project to isolate them from 

their community and undermine pan-Arabism. They belonged to the ruling elites in the Levant, 

yet with the creation of the state of Lebanon the Sunnis found themselves a minority in a state 

ruled by the Maronite; thus they were reluctant to accept the creation of the state of Lebanon 

since they perceived it a Maronite ―hegemony over the state‘s institutions‖ (Kiwan 2004).  

iv. Druze of Lebanon 

The Druze had always viewed the history of the Lebanese state as belonging to the Arab 

world, as opposed to the Phoenician history as argued by the Maronite. Although a minority, the 

Druze were main players in the formation of the state of Lebanon. However, the group was 

marginalized with the National Pact (discussed later) which further reduced the sect‘s interaction 

with other confessional groups and public spheres in the state. The Druze are not committed to 

the Lebanese republic as a nation, and during the different wars in Lebanon, they were always in 

favor of pan-Arabism and were supportive of the Palestinian PLO resistance.  

The Druze community is highly committed to the group‘s cohesiveness and, as noted by Hilal 

Khashan, they are bound by social contracts, common tradition, and a uniting culture (Khashan 

1992). It is important to note that the Jumblatt family has held the hegemony over the sect, 

making it the most consistent ruling family in comparison with other Lebanese confessional 

groups. 

 

b. National Pact 

Since the independence of Lebanon in 1942, the newly established state was based on 

confessional balance and confessional representation. The National Pact was a verbal agreement 

reached between the first Maronite president and the first Sunni prime minister after 

independence. The agreement was reached because the Christians feared being dominated by a 

Muslim sect, and the Muslims feared the creation of a Western hegemonic power in the region. 

The Christians agreed to renounce French protection and accept the Arab face of Lebanon, and 

the Muslims recognized the independence and legitimacy of the state of Lebanon. This pact 
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reinforced the sectarian system in Lebanon. It distributed the high-level positions in the 

government based on the confessions and decreed that the president should be a Maronite, the 

prime minister a Sunni, and the speaker of the parliament a Shiite. However, there was a clear 

understanding that Lebanon should move beyond the power-sharing model based on religious 

affiliation to a more liberal democratic model. The main aim of this pact was the creation of a 

national spirit and the plan that confessional division in the state would diminish and societal 

integration would develop; however the civil wars of 1958 and 1975 and the Palestinian question 

proved that this hope is far from being reached.  

The National Pact institutionalized the confessional system and entrenched the coalitions formed 

along parochial lines. Although, as previously stated, political confessionalism was considered a 

temporary arrangement, this provisional decision was reinforced in the Taif Agreement (to be 

discussed) and was judicially legitimized. This agreement strengthened the confessional division 

in the state; and at the same time did not institute a process of governmental rule and exercise of 

power. 

In other words, since the creation of the state of Lebanon, democracy was deficient as a system 

because it lacked equal opportunities for citiz,ens as well as political accountability and political 

responsibility of officials and institutions. Lebanon had and still maintains a confessional system 

based on a formula allocating political and administrative functions to the major sects. While 

such a system has historical roots, it was the National Pact in 1943 that rigidly institutionalized it 

(Krayem 2010).  The pact allowed for different confessional groups to coexist; however, it 

divided them through legitimizing their sectarian difference. 

The different civil wars and conflicts in Lebanon - mainly those in 1958, 1975 and 1989 - are all 

linked to the different perceptions of what Lebanon should be: either independent or part of a 

greater Arab world. 

Since the creation of the Lebanese state, the Christians (in particular the Maronites) have always 

considered themselves to be minorities in Lebanon and the Arab region, and thus sought 

protection from Western countries. However the Greek Orthodox living in the state had a 

different cultural orientation from the Maronite. They viewed themselves as culturally oriented 

with the East and Arab heritage; they adopted Arab ideologies and were more oriented towards 
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the creation of Greater Syria. As for the Greek Catholics, they fluctuated between the two 

perceptions.  Sandra Mackey explains the Christian skepticism toward Arab nationalism as 

coming from their view that the Muslim communities understand the term nation (as in umma) to 

mean the Islamic community (Mackey 1989).  

The pre-Second World War years in Lebanon are characterized with the appearance of different 

nationalist ideologies, each with its own unique view about the identity of Lebanon. The lack of 

success of one national revolution over the other views created a multinational country: pan-

Arabism, Syrian nationalism, Christian nationalism, and Islamism all contribute to the different 

concepts of nationalism in Lebanon. While the Sunnis relate to pan-Arabism, the Shiite in 

Lebanon are resistant to the concept. Since these latter are a minority in the Arab region, they are 

more loyal to the Shiite Islamist nationalism. The Maronites are also skeptical of pan-Arabism 

and call for the Lebanese nation. The Greek Orthodox in Lebanon are in favor of Syrian 

nationalism, which calls for the unity of Palestine, Israel, Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon, present-day 

Syria, Cyprus and a part of Turkey, since they all share the same history, culture and geographic 

entity. (It is also important to note that nowadays minorities are associating with Syrian 

nationalism.) 

This part has focused on the creation of the state of Lebanon. It examined the development of 

sectarian diversity and political systems based on confessional belonging. It has portrayed how 

the divided society is challenging the state institutions and demonstrated the struggle for political 

power and share. The stability in the country is maintained by consociational democracy holding 

the fragmented society together. The civil war, political assassinations, and instability in the 

country are all linked to the fragile power-sharing structure of the state, which will be explored. 

 

D.  Civility, Tolerance and State Authority in Lebanon  

Liberal democracies are not only based on the practice of elections; they should include 

normative aspects like civil conduct, civic participation, political competition, and balance 

between individualism and absolutism of the state. Although these factors do not compromise the 

democratic system in the state, they nevertheless contribute to the viability of democracy. (Many 
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third world countries‘ democratic systems are oppressive and are ruled by regimes with 

incompetent governments.)  

Robert Putnam argues in his book Making Democracy Work that democratic governments are 

more efficient with the existence of a vibrant civil society. He noted that horizontally organized 

voluntary associations cutting across social cleavages promote social cooperation and help 

democracy to work, as opposed to hierarchical segmental organizations (Cohen 1999). Putnam 

argues that civil associations contribute to the effectiveness and stability of democratic 

government because of their "internal" effects on members and their "external" effects on the 

wider polity. Externally they enhance the articulation and aggregation of interests and contribute 

―to effective social collaboration‖ (Putnam 1993). 

Fareed Zakaria, managing editor of Foreign Affairs, criticized the simplistic identification of the 

notion of civil society as promoting successful democratic polity. He stated that not all 

intermediate associations promote democratic virtues. While some associations might promote 

democratic practices, militia groups would not. He stated, ―What we want is not civil society, but 

civics - what the Romans called civitas; that is public-spiritedness, sacrifice for the community, 

citizenship, even nobility. But not all of civil society is civic minded‖ (Zakaria 1995). 

Zakaria argues that we should differentiate between the illiberal democratic systems and the 

constitutional liberal systems that are correlated with democracy in the West. The former are 

characterized by the process of holding elections and  the exclusion of individual liberties, and 

the latter are characterized by pluralism, economic liberalism, and a high degree of individual 

autonomy (Zakaria 2003). Liberal democratic processes should include civil conduct, civic 

participation, and the existence of political competition, in addition to the balance between the 

interests of the individuals and the absolutism of the state. Liberal democracies cannot flourish in 

the absence of vibrant civil society that nurtures associational life away from the state.  

Liberal democracy flourishes with the existence of a vibrant civil society that promotes 

associational life independent of the state.   John P. Entelis (1996) argued, ―Without a well-

developed civil society, it is difficult, if not impossible, to have an atmosphere of supportive 

democracy.‖  He added, ―The growth of civil society by itself is insufficient to guarantee the 

emergence of either political liberalism or political democracy‖ (Entelis 1996). Moreover, Shils 
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argues that ―civil society is a larger framework or synthesis of the concepts that are inherent to 

liberal democracy, which involves a general civic consciousness involving participation and 

tolerance.‖ Ann Mosely Lesch argues that the three main vital aspects of any civil society are 

tolerance, common identity, and legitimate state authority. ―Civility and tolerance are essential to 

the idea of civil society‖; diversity and the acceptance of it are fundamental to democratic 

pluralism. Also, in order to foster national cohesion and prevent subcultural hijacking of the 

government for the fulfillment of specific agenda, common identity is a must. Finally, state 

should impose and rule through force when necessary through legitimate means (Lesch 1996). 

In Lebanon many components are missing which are crucial to regulate the actions of the civil 

society and interests groups. These are mainly: 

 Civility and tolerance 

 Common identity 

 State authority 

 

a. Civility and Tolerance 

Civility allows citizens to tolerate the other in the society. Sara Roy (1996) stated, ―Civil 

society refers to qualities of civility and tolerance, an attitude and pattern of conduct, without 

which societal conflict would prevail.‖  Roy argues that civility moderates conflicts and restricts 

the means of disagreements. It enables political integration since it provides citizens with the 

security that their beliefs are protected from physical violence by an instilled sense of pluralism. 

Gideon Doron (1996) supports the argument that civil societies exhibit civility, which he 

described as ―individual group tolerance to opposing claims and interests, acceptance of one‘s 

own and others‘ modes of behavior and boundaries of identity.‖ The opposition thus is accepted 

as having an institutionalized right to speak rather than this being considered a threat.  

Through civility, losers in the democratic game will be able to tolerate their opponents and 

accept failure; moreover, citizens of different ideologies will be able to accept the fundamental 

values of the state, thus developing a self-consciousness (Shils 1966). Shils writes: 

Civility as a feature of civil society considers others as fellow-

citizens of equal dignity in their rights and obligations as 
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members of civil society; it means regarding other persons, 

including one‘s adversaries, as members of the same inclusive 

collectivity, i.e., as members of the same society, even though 

they belong to different parties or to different religious 

communities or to different ethnic groups. (Shils 1966) 

 

It is important to note that civility and ideological radicalism are irreconcilable. The concern for 

society is replaced by the ideological radicalism. Society should be a national society and a 

national state. Civility is based on the sense of membership in a society (Shils 1966). 

i. Case of Lebanon 

The Lebanese model lacks the presence of social and political morality. More than 30 

years ago, Shils (1966) stated in Politics in Lebanon, ―Why did this polity, which most of the 

time works quite smoothly, break down? The first and most general factor is the deficient civility 

of Lebanese society.‖ Shils illustrated the absence of civility from the Lebanese equation. This 

behavioral deficiency was not limited to the mass population; he stressed the lack of civility of 

many of the members of the elite, families, and zu'ama who are dominating and speaking for the 

primordial and religious communities (Shils 1966). Shils defined Lebanon as the power of one‘s 

individual or parochial self-consciousness conquering the collective. He stated that the inclusive 

collective self-consciousness prevents society from degenerating completely into the state of 

nature (Shils 1966). In every society there will be winners and losers; thus in democracies 

compromise is crucial, especially when it comes to the realization of one ideology over another. 

One ideal cannot triumph without the loss of another because ―the interests [and ideals] of the 

contending parties cannot be realized simultaneously‖ (Shils 1966).  Shils stated that ―Lebanese 

society revolves around an empty sphere.‖ In Lebanon there is an absence of an authority 

capable of establishing social and political morality.  

Ideological politics is considered the antithesis of civility; and it is different from interest-based 

politics because the latter has short-term and realizable goals. In Lebanon the absence of 

institutions that stress political change - in addition to the existence of primordial ties based on 

families, kinship and especially religion, which are transformed into political blocs - are 

preventing the development of civility and national loyalty (Perry 2008).  The presence of 

civility is crucial to mediate conflict and refrain from ideological politics, and for acceptance of 
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the others. However, this is not the case in Lebanon. Elections in universities always transform 

into political clashes since national politics tend to be present around campuses.   

 

b. The Usefulness of a Common Identity 

Hilal Khashan (1992) argues that there is a strong tendency for societies based on parochial 

composition to conduct violent acts ―due to a highly enforced sense of identity which precludes a 

conscious desire to be recognized as a means to resolution.‖  

While a common identity is a crucial element for the creation of legitimacy for the state‘s 

institutions, the institutionalization of the confessional division in Lebanon formed a sense of 

group belonging and prevented the creation of a common national identity.  

As argued in part 1, the presence of a common national character that would lead to the 

development of liberal democracy is impossible to develop in Lebanon, because different 

sectarian groups in Lebanon have different interpretation of the past and different future plans, 

emphasizing parochial and sectarian identity
 
(Berman 1997). 

This is clearly illustrated by Kamal Salibi (2003) in the following quote: 

In all but name, Lebanon today is a non-country, yet paradoxically, 

there has not been a time when the Muslims and the Christians of 

Lebanon have exhibited, on the whole, a keener consciousness of 

common identity, albeit with somewhat different nuances. They did 

not in 1920, when the country was first established as a state under 

French Mandate, enthusiastically accepted by the Christians but 

adamantly rejected by the Muslims. Nor did they really in 1943... the 

deep rift between the two groups, whereby the Christians identified 

themselves in terms of Lebanese particularism and the Muslims with 

pan-Arabism, continued during the years that followed, breaking out 

into open conflict again over yet another crucial issue: the refusal or 

acceptance of the free right of the Palestinian revolution to operate in 

Lebanon and from Lebanon, as a state within the state. Compounded 

by a host of other thorny issues, it was this last conflict that ultimately 
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led to the outbreak of the civil was in the country- a war which 

continues today.  

A study conducted by Khashan about the perceived self-identity between university students 

clearly concluded that there exists a gap in the ethnic perceptions between the Christian 

Lebanese students and the Muslim ones. While the Maronite students clearly opposed Arabism 

and insisted on their Lebanese nationalistic belonging, Sunni students identified themselves as 

being part of the Arab nationalism; and the majority of Shiites agreed (Khashan 1992). 

The Lebanese political arena was transformed into a field in which the 

various confessional forces compete avidly. This has distorted even 

the slightest semblance of inter-group unity and solidarity… The 

(Lebanese) system has generated a terrible incompatibility of interest 

and demands, that eventually caused the disintegration of the fiber of 

Lebanese society, and did away with the feeling of unity the Lebanese 

people (Al-Huss 1984) 

c. State authority 

Shils (1997) argued that civil society is one where the ―law prevails equally against the 

impulse of citizens to seek their own immediate advantages.‖ Civil society should be governed 

by the rule of law and the commitment to justice.  Robert Dahl argued that civil society should 

abide by the established rules. Thus the state‘s right to use coercion is provided by the process of 

democracy, paralleled by the submission of the citizens to the authority of the state, making it 

ultimate and recognized. 

Shils (1997) argued that: 

No society can exist without the belief in the legitimacy of indispensable 

authority within the framework of that consensus. Coercion is the only 

alternative to the war of each against all if this moral consensus is lacking. 

A society which possesses it can be an effective pluralistic and 

individualistic society. A society which is pluralistic and individualistic but 

which lacks that moral consensus will descend into the state of nature and 

will emerge from it only through coercion legitimated by ideology.  
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i. Case of Lebanon 

In spite of the presence of government and elected parliament, the rule of law is absent in 

the state of Lebanon. Instead of an autonomous authority we have semi-autonomous subsystems 

ruling the country mainly through confessional and sectarian groups, political parties, militant 

and sectarian militias. Citizens are more loyal to their sects and political than they are to the 

state. These subsystems are used by political elites for their own parochial, individual ends. The 

Lebanese government is incapable of establishing the rule of law that will allow the civil society 

to work. In the absence of strong institutions, citizens will provide legitimacy and loyalty to the 

interests groups and these latter will work on the continuation of a weak state.  Citizens will 

identify with parties that will provide them with their own welfare and security. Thus since the 

state of Lebanon is lacking the presence of  a powerful state capable of controlling the whole 

territory, we witness the development of semi-autonomous enclaves in different part of Lebanon, 

especially the Palestinian weapons in and outside the Palestinian camps and the inability of the 

state to control them. The absence of strong institutions obliges citizens to identify and legitimize 

interest groups thus leading to the weakening of the state. These citizens identify with the 

parochial groups that are capable of protecting their welfare. In support of this argument, Samir 

Khalaf (2003) stated that the social unrest experienced throughout Lebanon‘s history has 

naturally led ―traumatized and threatened groups‖ to withdraw into their sub-cultural networks. 

Civil society is incapable of emerging in a state that lacks civility, tolerance, political integration, 

and rule of law, which in addition has an absence of shared values between the citizens of the 

same society. However, it is important to note that in the absence of all these factors the 

Lebanese state did not degenerate into a state of war or an authoritarian state due to the delicate 

division of power based on consociational democracy.  

Any discussion about the society and the political system in Lebanon necessitates discussion 

about the political system based on consociational democracy and the problems inherent in it. 

The next part will analyze the Lebanese political system based on the model presented by Arendt 

Lijphart. This will help us understand the Lebanese political system and evaluate the institutional 

and constitutional reforms of the state. 
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E.  Consociational Democracy in Lebanon 

While the consociational democracy in the Lebanese state allowed it to have an increased 

level of freedom and civil right compared to other Arab countries, this system did not provide the 

state with protection against social and religious division; furthermore it did not prevent the state 

from being vulnerable to destabilizing and negative regional influences of neighboring non- 

democratic regimes. The post-war Lebanese system lacks the culture of discourse and 

compromise, which are two main elements of an active civil society. The institutionalization of 

religious identity and confessionalism prevents the Lebanese state from performing in a 

consistent and stable capacity. This results in a demographic battle that is preventing the 

domination of one group over another, which is evident in the legal and cultural customs of the 

Lebanese society. 

a. Lijphart’s Consociational Democracy 

As mentioned in part 2, during the first half of the twentieth century, new states emerged   

from the colonial legacy and attempted to reproduce a democratic order. The five different states 

that were artificially created by the foreign imperial power lacked nationalistic distinction from 

each other. The majority refused the adoption of a majoritarian system due to the various 

inherited ethnic cleavages; there was a fear of the creation of systems in which a single group 

would claim electoral dominance over one or several of the others. As a result a system was 

needed that would be able to provide enough autonomy for each segment to run its own internal 

affairs.  The system needed to be able to tolerate political subcultures, taking into consideration 

the different ethnic and religious ideologies, while  avoiding a concentration of power in one 

single group (which is the ultimate purpose of consociationalism). 

Arendt Lijphart presented the consociational democracy theory by challenging the pluralist 

theory  in 1977.  Based on Lijphart‘s view, consociationalism is a product of institutional 

engineering to secure the representation and inclusion of ethnic, religious or linguistic groups 

within a heterogenic society (Lijphart 1977), through political power sharing  and distribution of 

government seats between the major groups of society.  Consociationalism is distinct from 

pluralism: the former applies to societies where few memberships cut across ethnic or religious 
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cleavages, while plural societies rely on individuals holding multiple memberships that do cut 

across societal cleavages. 

Lijphart stated four characteristics of a typical consociate state:  

 A grand coalition in government that consists of the major elites of each pillar or 

segment. Members come together to cooperate since they recognize the dangers of non-

cooperation. Responsibility lies on the segmental elites to stabilize the relationship 

between segments.  

 The existence of consensus among the groups to confirm the majority rule, and of mutual 

veto between groups.  

 Proportional representation ensuring each pillar in society has an equal share or 

proportional amount of positions in government, civil cervices, and other national and 

civil segments in society, based on the pillars‘ proportion of the total population. 

 Communal-segmental autonomy and cultural-specific group right. Autonomy provides 

space for the different communities to uphold their own local school, mosques, churches, 

courts, laws, and practices. (Lijphart 1977)  

All four characteristics are important in keeping the society stable and managing conflict 

(Eisenberg 2002). Moreover, Lijphart emphasizes the need for consociational democracies for 

overlapping subsystems. The interdependence of the subsystems provides groups with common 

characteristics, thus preventing them from later becoming established along rigid ideological 

lines. Additionally, Lijphart added another variable necessary to the functioning of the 

consociational system: political cooperation among the elite. This variable provides an 

explanation as to the success or failure of the system and in this paper will illustrate Lebanon‘s 

consociational shortcomings. Lijphart suggests that the stability of consociational states rests 

largely on ―the behavior of the political elites‖ (Crepaz, Koelble and Wilsford 2000): ―The 

leaders of the rival subcultures may engage in competitive behavior and thus further aggravate 

mutual tensions and political instability‖ (Crepaz, Koelble and Wilsford 2000).  
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i. Grand Coalitions and Elite Accommodation 

Parties in the same government share a low level of trust between each other; thus they 

need a guarantee of political security (Lijphart 1977). Grand coalitions are represented by the 

major groups, parties, and their leaders. This interdependence provides groups with common 

characteristics thus preventing the establishment of groups along ideological lines. Moreover, the 

stability of the state is mainly based on the behavior of the political elites. Lebanon‘s multi-

confessional elitism was originated during the Ottoman period. During the French Mandate the 

alliance was institutionalized; Maronite Christian Bishara Khouri and Sunni Muslim Riyad Solh 

created the first grand coalition through establishing the cabinet and the chamber representing 

five of the largest communities, in accord with the National Pact of 1943 (Dekmejian 1978). In 

August 1960 and June 1973, cabinets were expanded to accommodate and provide representation 

to newly emerging sects in Lebanon in an attempt to prevent the inter-confessional war.  

Comparing the Lebanese political system with the consociational model, it appears that the elite 

alliance was effective in promoting co-optation and circulation without changing the basic 

formula established by the National Pact of 1943 (Dekmejian 1978). The elite structure is clear 

when influential families like Gemayel (Christian) and Jumblatt (Druze) are still representing the 

Lebanese sects, with their power originating in the Ottoman period. However this alliance has 

also led to the failure of Lebanese consociationalism: The elite in power have used their position 

to change the rules of the political game in order to secure their own positions and avoid 

replacement. Since the Lebanese system is based on confessionalism linked to tribal and familial 

power sharing, elites are reluctant to give up the power they have.  

In Lebanon the elite alliance and confessional leaders did not create a stabilizing effect necessary 

to make a consociational system work. Although the Lebanese state is divided along confessional 

lines, if we examine it further, we can notice that it is also divided along regional, parochial, 

familial and tribal lines. Khalaf (2003) regarded the control of the elite families over the system 

as having ―given the political process a rather personalistic, opportunistic and non-ideological 

character…hence today‘s political alliances, parliamentary blocs and oppositional fronts and 

coalitions, much like their predecessors, continue to be initiated and sustained by personal, 

segmental and non-ideological considerations.‖ Moreover, since the confessional system has 
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divided the governmental seats along confessional lines, competitions are emerging along intra-

sectarian ones. 

 

ii. Mutual Veto 

Another important criterion to the well-functional consociational system is the mutual veto 

ability of the major segment of society.  In Lebanon minority communities were unable in most 

cases to veto the majority‘s coalition decisions.  As an example, a description of the 2007-2008 

governmental disputes related to the veto issue follows: 

The opposition (8 March Movement led by the Shiite groups) was requesting a larger share of 

the cabinet positions in order to have a blocking veto. Nabil Berri (speaker of parliament) was 

among the proponents of the 10+10+10 distribution of cabinet posts that would have given the 

Sunni-led majority, the Shiite-led opposition, and the Christian president equal shares in a new 

cabinet (Bathish 2008).  This split would mean a further segmentation along the sectarian line, 

and give the opposition veto ability in cabinet. A different view of this veto ability was expressed 

by the Sunni majority: a three-way split would be the end of the democratic parliamentary 

system in Lebanon and a shift to a confederation (Bathish 2008). According to the Sunni 

majority, this three-way split would have marked a decrease in the effectiveness of government 

and an even further segmentation of sectarian power sharing. Therefore veto power to major 

groups may be a stabilizing solution, but in the case of Lebanon it is strengthens the sectarian-

based system rather than weakens it.  

iii.  Proportionality 

The distribution of mandates on basis of group size is one of the basic criterions for a well 

functioning consociational system.  However, the sharing of seats and position along the 

sectarian division did not produced proportionality in Lebanon. This is mainly related to the 

involvement of external actors and a disproportional degree of mobilization and organization of 

different groups throughout history. Under Ottoman influence Sunnis were given the privileges. 

Under French influence, the French secured for the Christians a majority of state positions and 

these latter were more mobilized and organized than the Muslim community. Few governments 

and parliaments through Lebanon‘s history were proportional, representing all of Lebanon‘s 
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major communities. Elites and movements have instead used their influence and were making up 

the rules of the game, thus dominating other groups. 

iv. Segmental Autonomy 

Segmental autonomy is secured in Lebanon by the free establishment of communal churches, 

schools, and municipality administration. But this segmental isolation is decreasing since the 

growth in urbanization is increasing the contact between segments on all levels in society 

(Nicolaysen 2008). While segmental autonomy is regarded as a crucial characteristic of a 

consociated democracy, and may be a stabilizing factor in a heterogenic society, in Lebanon this 

segmental autonomy does not avoid conflict. The best type of segmental autonomy in Lijphart‘s 

model is federalism, whereby segmental cleavages coincide with territorial borders; however, 

this model is not present and cannot be achieved in Lebanon.  The sectarian isolation is 

unreachable because of the long traditions of mixed districts and cross-cutting memberships due 

to economic growth and urbanization. Most of the Lebanese population is mixed both in urban 

and rural areas. While inter-sectarian familiarity could promote coexistence in favorable 

circumstances, it can also lead to mutual contempt and increase the possibility of communal 

conflict.  

Furthermore, the variables that Lijphart presented that are needed to preserve a consociational 

system are not available in Lebanon. One of the variables is the importance of the presence 

equally sized subcultures or groups to effect cooperation. Although the division in Lebanon is 

Christian-Muslim, the subcultures are divided along tribal and parochial interests, and this causes 

the consensus to be based not only on confessional affiliation but also on small group interests. 

An example is the sectarian voting:  In elections, the Lebanese have a self-corrective tendency 

that operates to limit the powers of any other group (Iskandar 2006).  Each sectarian community 

votes for the candidates with the same confessional-community relation. The fragile balance of 

power makes sects important, since power is distributed on the basis of sects; belonging to one 

sect becomes a question of power and influence. Removing the distribution based on confession 

means a redistribution of power. Thus, any reformist needs to take into account the fragile 

sectarian-communal balance of power in an eventual new electoral law and power distribution. 

No reformist is willing to take the chance of redistributing power; this could lead to violence, 

civil war, and eventually the collapse of the Lebanese state. 
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Another variable presented by Lijphart is that limited population and landmass will simplify 

legislative matters since foreign policy will have a minor effect on domestic affairs. However in 

the Lebanese case there is a failure: During the civil war most of the Arab countries, regional 

states, and militias were militarily committed in Lebanon, and most of the Lebanese were loyal 

to foreign countries as opposed to being loyal to their own country.  

A third variable is the ―overarching sense of national loyalty,‖ ―socio-economic equality,‖ 

―geographical concentration of segments,‖ and ―long-standing traditions of accommodation.‖ All 

of these variables are totally absent in the Lebanese state, as previously discussed. Lebanese 

parochial composition prevents the development of a sense of national loyalty, and there is a 

total absence of socio-economic equality since the unemployment rate is over 25 percent. As for 

the concentration of the segments, communal groups exist within defined enclaves. Khalaf 

argues, ―Massive population shifts, particularly since they involved the reintegration of displaced 

groups into homogeneous and exclusive communities, rendered territorial identities sharper and 

more spatially anchored.‖ This strengthens communal loyalties since the need for coexistence is 

limited.  Michael Hudson argues that the sectarian distribution of Lebanon creates pockets of 

―hostages of other sects‖ (Crepaz, Koelble and Wilsford 2000) who are exposed to retaliation at 

the hands of the local majority sect. This, he argues, keeps tensions at a minimum so long as 

confessional strains remain low at the national level, which is often not the case. 

b. Analyzing the Lebanese Consociational System and its Shortcomings 

The consociational system would appear to be the best system for the Lebanese state due 

to its fractured nature. However, when we analyze the Lebanese system one can notice the 

shortcomings of such a political system. Lijphart argued that the number of segments comprising 

the system should be kept to a minimum in order to facilitate agreement between the elites. 

(Crepaz, Koelble and Wilsford 2000). However, the case in lebanon is different since the 

electoral system is formed in such a way that the winner generally does not have a majority of 

the votes cast. Nawaf Salam described this idea in analyzing the voting practices in the 

Baalbek/Al-Hermel district from 1964-1996: ―The proliferation of competing lists led to 

candidates winning with only 28.6 percent of the votes cast in 1964, 31.8 percent in 1968, 22.3 

percent in 1972, 29.7 percent in 1992 and 22 percent in 1996‖ (Salam 2003).  In contrast to 

Lijphart‘s paradigm, in Lebanon there is a high degree of clientelism and corruption among the 
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political elite caused by  the particularistic lens of ―the communities of belief and primordial 

attachment‖ (Shils 1966). Government accountability does not exist to regulate the actions of the 

politicians. These elite are held up in either ideological politics or parochial interests and do not 

engage in civil politics, thus excluding compromise. The consociational democracy in the 

Lebanese state allowed it to have an increased level of freedom and civil right as compared to 

other Arab countries.  However, this consociational system did not provide the state with 

protection against social and religious division; furthermore it did not prevent the state from 

being vulnerable to destabilizing and negative regional influences of internal conflicts and 

neighboring non-democratic regimes.  This has effectively created a battle of demographics to 

prevent the domination of one group over another, which is manifest in the legal and cultural 

norms of Lebanese society. In addition to preventing the natural growth of the public sphere, the 

unwillingness to allow for the synthesis of a healthy unity of the particular with the universal 

precludes national reconciliation, as the myriad political, religious, and social groups are not 

inclined towards establishing a cohesive national agenda (Dawahare 2000). History indicates that 

the level of tolerance among the various communities in Lebanon has fluctuated in relation to 

their ability to adapt to modernization and external pressure. Nevertheless, small group 

identification, sectarianism, and parochialism appear to dominate contemporary Lebanese 

politics and inhibit post-war unification. 

 

F. Conclusion 

This chapter argued that the existence of civil society is crucial for the development of a 

liberal civil society. Factors such as civility, common identity, and state authority are the main 

factors for the existence of liberal society.  Political integration, agreement on a common 

political culture, pluralism, and respect of the rule of law are crucial elements for the survival of 

civil society. Ann Mosely Lesch argues, ―Civility and tolerance are essential to the idea of civil 

society,‖ and the respect of diversity is crucial for pluralism. Moreover, the presence of a 

common identity can foster national cohesion, thus preventing groups from hijacking the state in 

order to fulfill their own agendas. Furthermore, the state‘s main role should be as the arbiter; it 

should impose its power (earned through legitimate ways, mainly transparent elections) when 

needed. Thus these main components – i.e., tolerance, legitimate state authority, and a common 
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identity - are the vital features of any civil society.  This chapter has argued that Lebanon does 

not possess these main indicators: compromise, political integration, pluralism, rule of law, and 

political involvement. It further argued that the absence of civility in Lebanon prevents the 

Lebanese state from functioning and only safeguards the autonomy and interests of small groups. 

The absence of a shared sense of identity and the lack of national cohesiveness is preventing the 

development of civil society. However, this should not lead us to conclude that Lebanon does not 

possess a vibrant civil society.  Lebanon has passed through a civil war whereby the main 

functions of the state were paralyzed, and this state did not reach the level of political 

modernization that supports liberal democracy. However empirical research and data analysis, in 

addition to literature review, have proven that civil society does exist in the state of Lebanon, and 

it is becoming a powerful player at the national level. It is capable of affecting public policy and 

gaining the loyalty of citizens. The weakness of the state in Lebanon has in many ways played an 

important role in strengthening this civil society. The absence of the different elements that are 

crucial for the survival of a civil society has created a space for the appearance of a different type 

of civil society that is becoming a major player in Lebanon. In order to analyze this civil society, 

we should start by understanding what we mean when we argue that Lebanon is a weak state. 
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CHAPTER III. 

WEAK STATES; FAILED STATES AND THE CASE OF LEBANON 

 

 

 

A. Introduction 

 

Empirical data on state weakness and the absence of rule of law in Lebanon imply that 

the state is real failed state. The Fund for Peace ranked Lebanon 43rd in 2011, 29th in 2010, and 

29th in 2009 in its Failed States Index. The Bertelsmann Transformation Index (BTI), which is 

based on political management of change and the way to a market-based democracy, ranked 

Lebanon 45th out of 128. In addition, a World Bank study conducted in 1995 stated that there is 

a ―perception that corruption has become institutionalized in networks of protection, beyond the 

law, for self-dealing, bribes and the bartering of favors and influence‖ (Speetjens 2005). 

In order to understand and analyze the role of civil society in the state of Lebanon, as well as the 

link between the weaknesses of the state and a strong civil society that reduces the concept of 

citizenship to clientelism, it is important to analyze what we mean by the terms failed and weak. 

While different definitions exist for failed and weak states, they all agree that sovereign states 

should perform their basic functions such as providing security for their citizens while 

cooperating with the international system. States that do not fulfill the minimal requirement of a 

sovereign state are labeled ―weak,‖ ―fragile,‖ or ―poorly performing‖; that is, failed and 

collapsed (Torres and Anderson 2004). Lebanon has been labeled by many index and research 

centers as a failed state, a fragile state and a failing state. 

In term of organizations, this chapter is divided into four main parts: The first two parts review 

the different theories about ―state failure‖ in both Western and Middle Eastern understanding. 

Part 3 presents the different indexes that rank failed states and analyzes the rating of Lebanon. 

Part 4 analyzes the different phases of state failure and weakness that Lebanon has passed 

through. 
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B.  Theoretical Background 

To understand state failure and weakness in Lebanon, as well as its effect on politics and 

civil society, we should first start with a literature review about the understanding of the terms 

―state failure‖ and ―weak state.‖ 

To date there is no agreed-upon definition of weak or failed state; terms such as ―weak,‖ 

―fragile,‖ ―collapsing,‖ ―collapsed,‖ and ―failing‖ are used to compare these states. However, all 

indicators agree that these countries are incapable of performing the main functions of the 

statehood in an effective way; that is, they are unable to provide the main public service 

functions for their citizens, namely security, basic services, and sustainable economic growth 

(Rice and Patrick 2008). The academic world is divided into two groups: The first uses 

conceptual analysis to help us in understanding the criteria that defines the weakness of the state. 

Most of the literature about state failure uses William Zartman‘s definition, in which failure 

occurs when ―the basic functions of the state are no longer performed.‖ Most of the recent 

scholarly work such as that of Stephen Krasner and Carlos Pascual (2003), Michael Clemens and 

Todd Moss (2005), Morvan François and Inder Sud (2006), and Martin Malek (2006) argues that 

the failure of the state is the cause of humanitarian and security problems. The second academic 

group uses quantitative analysis that ranks countries based on criteria and indicators (Cojanu and 

Popescu 2007). 

The concepts ―state failure‖ and ―state collapse‖ emerged with the end of the Cold War. Scholars 

have identified two main approaches to state failure: Lockean and Weberian (in addition to neo-

Lockean and neo-Weberian, which appeared at a later stage). 

a. John Locke: Zartman and Rotberg  

The first school of thought is based on the definition of statehood as provided by John 

Locke. Proponents of this school argue that states fail when they are no longer capable of 

fulfilling their main functions (Newman 2009). The two main proponents of this approach were 

William Zartman and Robert Rotberg. 
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Based on Zartman, when we analyze the failure of a state we should start with the assumption 

that the characteristic of the current period is based on the division of territories and populations 

into political juries having their own identity, authority and preset order (Zartman 1995). The 

definition provided by Zartman is based on the main definition of a state as an ―authoritative 

political institution that is sovereign over a recognized territory‖ (Zartman 1995). Hence a state 

should have a source of identity with an established institution that guarantees security for the 

citizens. In this respect, states fail when they are incapable of fully performing their specific 

tasks and functions. And since the functions of the state are interdependent, when one function 

weakens it will affect the others thus leading to the collapse of the state. 

Robert I Rotberg presented another definition and theory about the failure of nation-states. The 

main argument presented by Rotberg is that man is the main cause for the failure of the state 

because of his search for personal profit. Rotberg compiled different theories about the failure of 

the state in one book. The first school of thought presented in the book is the one of Christopher 

Claphan and Jeffrey Herbs, who argue that the failure of the state is a reflection of ―misplaced 

forms of sovereignty‖ (Rotberg 2005). When state controls were imposed on indigenous 

societies, failure was bound to happen, especially since these kinds of societies are incapable of 

grasping the importance of state control, state norms, and authority. The main argument of this 

school of thought was that nation building in postcolonial states was destined to lead to the 

failure of states, since it created neopatrimonialism and a hierarchy of antidemocratic decisions 

(Rotberg 2005). Here state failure originated from the imperial colonial power‘s wrong 

assumption that the colonies are capable of governing themselves, instead of from ―artificial 

borders, colonial mistakes, colonial exploitation, or insufficient or misplaced tutelage.‖ Another 

theory presented by Nelson Kasfir views state failure as being based on the appearance of 

anarchy in the state and the failure of state control: when communities living in the same state 

lose their trust in each other, they seek to protect themselves by various means presented. 

For both Rotberg and Zartman, failure means the incapability of the state to provide the minimal 

services and goods for its citizens. They define the state based on the liberal model and view the 

state as service provider, thus limiting their scope of research. These two perspectives have been 

viewed as being ideological rather than analytical (Newman 2009). Based on their analysis, a 

failed state is a state incapable of providing services for its citizens.   
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Criticizing this theory:  

However, since most of the states, including the Western ones, are incapable of providing the 

full services and demands of their citizens, this would lead to the classification of most of the 

states in the world as failed ones. Furthermore, both are basing their analysis on the liberal 

ideals and understanding of statehood; thus any state that does not conform to the liberal ideals 

is directly classified as ―failed.‖ 

b. Weberian View: Jackson and Krasner 

Max Weber‘s definition the state is an institution having monopoly of the means of violence 

in a given territory. Thus a failed state is a state that does not possess the monopoly of violence. 

This differs from Zartman and Rotberg who base their definition on the inability of the state to 

deliver its core function. Robert Jackson (1990) and Stephen Krasner (1990, 2005) were the two 

main theorists that approached the failed state concept based on this theory. According to 

Jackson (1990), a ―quasi-state‖ is a unit that is recognized as a participant in the system of states, 

yet does not possess the empirical features of statehood, such as a monopoly over the means of 

violence and control over its territory. Krasner combined Jackson‘s understanding of state and 

linked it to the concept of sovereignty. According to Krasner, modern sovereignty has three 

components: 

 Legal sovereignty or the recognition of one state by others. ―The basic rule of 

international legal sovereignty is that legal recognition is accorded to juridical 

independent territorial entities, which are capable of entering into voluntary contractual 

arrangements‖ (Krasner 2001). 

 Recognition by other states and at the same time independence from any external power; 

enjoying the principle of non-intervention. 

 Domestic sovereignty, i.e., authority of the state with the society within its own territory. 

The state is the highest political authority within its territory, enjoying the monopoly of 

power over its defined territory, and setting and enforcing the rules on the citizens. 

Based on Krasner, a failed state is a state that lacks the presence of at least one of these three 

features of sovereignty (Krasner, 2005); the most important being the breakdown of domestic 

sovereignty. 
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Both the Weberian understanding and the Lockean understanding of failure of the state base their 

analysis on one specific understanding and definition of statehood, and failure is measured 

through  deviating from this definition. For Zartman and Rotberg, state is viewed as a service 

provider; for Jackson and Krasner it is based on sovereignty and monopoly of power. These two 

schools of thoughts are based on the ideal that a modern liberal state is the condition for 

development (Newman 2009). Mahmood Mamdani calls this ―history by analogy,‖ in which the 

experience of non-Western states can only be understood as deviations from the ―normal‖ 

development experienced by Western states (Mamdani 1996). 

 

C.  Failed States and the Third World Countries 

Another theoretical perspective about analyzing failed states diverges from the above two 

theoretical views and is based on analyzing the third world countries. This alternative type is 

based on the neopatrimonial state. This theory is based on the belief that there is a strong bond 

between the state and the ruling regime in that state, especially in postcolonial states. The regime 

is the group of people ruling the state, who hold the top positions in the state and are recognized 

by the international community. The state here is defined as ‖an institution with a government 

claiming authority over and a monopoly of violence in a territory with a population, which 

claims responsibility for society as a whole and is recognized by other states‖ (Mamdani 1996). 

These regimes promote the general interest of the state and at the same time preserve their proper 

interest. The state thus becomes the means for safeguarding the survival of the regime: the 

regime will create a strong state and institutions if this will preserve its own interests; and will 

not if its own interests are different from the one of the state (Mamdani 1996). 

In order to survive, this regime should enjoy political support, either through providing social 

services to the people, or through spreading nationalistic feeling and distributing favors. These 

powerful regimes create their own network of power instead of a powerful state, leading in return 

to weak and vulnerable institutions. While these states deviate from the ideal type discussed in 

part 1 of this chapter, these weak neopatrimonial states can be stable and survive for many years 

if an equilibrium is created whereby distributions of favors are balanced with preserving the 

existence of formal institutions based on the standards of modern state. Furthermore, since most 
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of these regimes are funded by an outside power, the control of power is based on strong ties 

with these external powers.  Hence, the survival of these regimes does not depend on 

strengthening the state, which in return leads to a total absence of any state-building projects. In 

other words, the external economic dependence could become a threat preventing the state from 

developing strong institutions and an obstacle to the development of the strong state. This is what 

was taking place in the state of Lebanon, whereby for more than 20 years the Syrian tutelage and 

the dependency of the regime on an external power prevented the development of the institutions 

of the state. 

D.  Mapping the Field 

As argued in part 1 of the chapter, the academic world about the analysis of state failure 

is divided into two groups: the conceptual theoretical analysis (discussed above), which helps us 

in understanding the criteria that defines the weakness of the state; and the quantitative analysis, 

which ranks countries based on criteria and indicators. In the discussion of ―failed states,‖ there 

is no exact number mainly because every index has its own criteria when defining state failure, 

based on different aspects of governance.  According to Stewart Patrick (2006), ―The 

Commission on Weak States and U.S. National Security estimates that there are between 50 and 

60; the United Kingdom‘s Department for International Development classifies 46 nations with 

870 million inhabitants as ‗fragile‘; and the World Bank treats 30 countries as LICUS1.‖ The 

World Bank stated that there exist 30 ―low-income countries under stress,‖ while the British 

Department for International Development identified 46 fragile states, and the CIA identified 

around 20 failing states.  

Many organizations‘ work concerns failed states, and those that are considered the leading 

donors and establish policies include the World Bank, USAID, the OECD, DAC, AusAID, 

DFID, and selected UN agencies. 

The US government-commissioned State Failure Task Force correlates the failure of the state to 

internal conflicts that destabilize the regimes (State Failure Task Force 2000).  This task force‘s 

main focus is on ―good governance‖ as an indicator of failure of the state, and it identifies three 

main factors for failure: high infant mortality, low trade openness, and low levels of democracy 

(State Failure Task Force 2000).   
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a. The World Bank’s Governance Indicators 

The World Bank‘s governance indicators analyze 213 states based on variables from 25 

different sources (Kaufmann et al. 2006). It defines ―good governance‖ as ―epitomized by 

predictable, open and enlightened policy making; a bureaucracy imbued with a professional 

ethos; an executive arm of government accountable for its actions; and a strong civil society 

participating in public affairs; and all behaving under the rule of law‖ (World Bank 1994). In 

addition the World Bank created the World Bank‘s Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) to 

measure the quality of governance in the states. The WGI measured six aspects of governance:  

1. Voice and accountability: to what extent citizens are capable of selecting their own 

government, and the degree of freedom of expression and media. 

2. Political stability and absence of violence: the degree of the threat of unconstitutional 

overthrowing of the government, and the degree of political violence and terrorism. 

3. Government effectiveness: the degree of dependence of the civil services and public 

services from political pressures, the process of policy formulation and implementation, 

and the degree to which government is committed to these policies. 

4. Regulatory quality: the capacity of the government to plan and execute policies that 

encourage the development of the private sector. 

5. Rule of law: the extent of the confidence of citizens in the rule of the society. the 

importance of the police and the court, and the degree of crime and violence. 

6. Control of corruption: the degree to which agents use the public power for their private 

gain. (Thomas 2008) 

Classification: 

The World Bank and OECD/DAC donors categorize the ―fragile state‖ and restrict their 

assistance to poor countries that score very low on the bank‘s country policy and institutional 

assessment indicators. Many analysts consider the ranking of the World Bank and the limitation 

to poor countries to be limiting to scholars and policy analysts who are examining the role of 

security and linking it to weak governance. Based on the WGI, Lebanon was ranked as follows. 
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(Appendix 4 World Bank‘s Governance Indicator in Lebanon for the years 

1996;1998;2000;2002;2003 and 2004). 

 

Table 1. The World Bank’s Governance Indicators in Lebanon : Voice and Accountability 

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country 

WBCod

e Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 

41.3461

5 

38.4615

4 

40.3846

2 

25.9615

4 

31.7307

7 

37.0192

3 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. The World Bank’s Governance Indicators in Lebanon : Political Stability and 

Absence of Violence/Terrorism 

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country 

WBCod

e Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 

21.1538

5 18.75 

28.3653

8 

28.3653

8 

28.8461

5 

22.5961

5 

 

 

 

Table 3. The World Bank’s Governance Indicators in Lebanon : Government Effectiveness 

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country 

WBCod

e Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 

54.1463

4 

56.0975

6 

50.243

9 

47.3170

7 

49.2682

9 

46.8292

7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

37.5 34.13462 33.65385 34.13462 34.59716 35.54502 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

17.30769 3.846154 3.365385 4.807692 9.004739 8.490566 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

48.29268 42.43902 43.68932 39.32039 34.92823 43.0622 
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Table 4. The World Bank’s Governance Indicators in Lebanon:  Regulatory Quality 

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country 

WBCod

e Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 

32.3529

4 

42.1568

6 

33.8235

3 

40.1960

8 

49.0196

1 

50.9803

9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. The World Bank’s Governance Indicators in Lebanon : Rule of Law 

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country 

WBCod

e Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 

48.8038

3 

47.3684

2 

48.3253

6 

46.4114

8 

42.1052

6 

46.8899

5 

 

 

 

Table 6. The World Bank’s Governance Indicators in Lebanon:  Control of Corruption 

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country 

WBCod

e Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 

36.0975

6 

44.8780

5 

40.9756

1 

42.4390

2 

35.1219

5 

33.6585

4 

 

 

 

 

b. The Bertelsmann Transformation Index 

A second index is the Bertelsmann Transformation Index (BTI), which is based on 

political management of change and the way to a market-based democracy. This index developed 

two indicators: the first, ―political transformation,‖ focuses on the development of democracy in 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

49.5098 47.05882 46.1165 46.1165 52.15311 53.58852 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

43.54067 32.05742 27.7512 29.80769 31.27962 30.33175 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

38.53659 17.56098 19.41748 19.90291 22.00957 21.5311 
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a state, while the second, ―economic transformation,‖ focuses on the development of the market 

(BTI 2010 Lebanon Country Report). 

―Political transformation‖ examines the following criteria: stateness, political participation, rule 

of law, stability of democratic institutions, and olitical and social integration. 

‖Economic transformation‖ examines the following criteria: level of socioeconomic 

development, organization of the market and competition, currency and price stability, private 

property, welfare regime, and economic performance and sustainability. 

Table 7. The Bertelsmann Transformation Index: Lebanon’s Ranking in 2010: 

       scale: 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest)     (source BTI 2010 Lebanon Country Report) 

 

 

    Score Rank 

Status Index  1-10 6.21 # 45 of 128 

 Democracy  1-10 6.25 # 54 of 128  

Market Economy 1-10 6.18 # 51 of 128  

Management Index  1-10 4.46 # 81 of 128 

 

a. The Fund for Peace’s Foreign Policy Index (Fund for Peace 2006) 

The third index is the Fund for Peace‘s Foreign Policy Index, which defines  a failing 

state as  ―one in which the government does not have effective control of its territory, is not 

perceived as legitimate by a significant portion of its population, does not provide domestic 

security or basic public services to its citizens, and lacks a monopoly on the use of force‖. A 

failing state may experience active violence or simply be vulnerable to violence. ―Failed states 

have two key defining features,‖ wrote Robert Rotberg, president of the World Peace 

Foundation, in the index‘s introduction. ―They deliver very low quantities and qualities of 

political goods to their citizens, and they have lost their monopoly on violence‖ (Daily Star 

Newspaper 2010). 
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The Foreign Policy Index ranks weak and failed states using 12 social, economic, political, and 

military indicators, and ranks 60 states based on their exposure to internal conflict. As of 2004 

the Fund for Peace computes the scores based on software that analyzes the date from 

international and local media sources. The results presented by the Failed States Index 

demonstrate that more than 2 billion people are living in insecure states and are facing civil 

conflict. They rank states based on their social, economic, and political pressures (Fund for 

Peace 2011). 

The indicators that are analyzed are: demographic pressures, refugees and internally displaced 

persons (IDPs), group grievances, human flight and brain drain, uneven economic development, 

poverty and economic decline, legitimacy of the state, public services, human rights and rule of 

law, security apparatus, factionalized elites, and external intervention. Foreign Policy magazine 

and The Fund for Peace ranked Lebanon 34th in 2010, while in 2009 it was ranked
 
29th, and in 

2008 it was 18th (Fund for Peace 2011).  

Table 8: Fund for Peace Lebanon Ranking (2005-06-07-08-09-10-11) 
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b. Index of State Weakness in the Developing World   

The fourth index is the Index of State Weakness in the Developing World as presented by 

the Brooking Institution, which ranks 141 developing countries based on their performance in 

four different spheres: political, economic, security, and social welfare (Rice and Patrick 2008). 

In their report issued in 2008, weak states are defined as countries that lack the essential capacity 

and/or will to fulfill four sets of critical government responsibilities: fostering an environment 

conducive to sustainable and equitable economic growth; establishing and maintaining 

legitimate, transparent and accountable political institutions; securing their populations from 
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violent conflict and controlling their territory; and meeting the basic human needs of their 

population. 

The 2008 report ranked Lebanon as the 93rd weak state in the developing world.  

 

Table 9: Brooking Institution Lebanon Ranking in 2008 

 

Rank  Country Overall Score  Economic  

Political  

Security 

Social  

Welfare 

GNI Per 

capita 

93 Lebanon 7.02 7.05 4.86 6.77 9.4 5490 

 

All the above indexes have been rating Lebanon as failed and weak state; furthermore, in many 

years Lebanon was considered one of the most dangerous and worst places in the world. It has a 

very bad economy, very low governance level, and the state is in many circumstances incapable 

of fulfilling its duties as a functional sovereign state. However, the question remains: what are 

the main causes for all these rankings?  

 

E.  Analyzing State Failure in Lebanon 

As argued in part 1, the failure of the state could be linked to either the loss of the 

monopoly over the means of power or to the failure of the state in delivering the services. 

Moreover, state failure can be measured in different degrees. The most extreme state failure is 

the case of Somalia whereby the central authority of the state collapsed, and the case of Palestine 

whereby there is a total absence of state borders.  The second degree of state failure is when the 

state is incapable of exercising coercive power, such as Haiti or Indonesia. The third degree of 

state failure is when the state system is based on an authoritarian regime such as Iraq under the 

regime of Saddam Hussein.  

If we exclude the years of the civil wars in Lebanon, the Lebanese state was never considered as 

a failed state such as the Somalian one. It has always been considered as a weak state and this 

weakness is clear; Farid El-Khazen argued that when the state had to interact with the 

neighboring and regional state, especially during the Arab-Israeli conflict or during the inter-
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Arab rivalries.  Whenever this state failure takes place, it creates a security vaccum and allows 

for many non- state actors to step in. 

The Lebanese state passed through three different phases of state weakness and failure: 

a. Pre-War Period 

The historical composition of the state made Lebanon different from its neighbouring 

countries. While during the period 1940-1960 most of the neighbouring regimes were shifting 

towards radicalism and ideological politics, Lebanon was choosing moderation and pragmatism. 

This created a difference between the state-society relation in Lebanon and the state-society 

relation in the Arab world since each moved in a different direction than the other. This openness 

of the state system and the society in Lebanon made it vulnerable to the regional conflicts and 

mainly the Arab-Israeli one and the inter-Arab conflicts. The appearance of the Palestinian 

Liberation Organization in Lebanon (PLO) in the 1960s and different militia groups (after the 

different Arab-Israeli wars in the regions) that started to act freely in the state was a clear case of 

state failure, demonstrating that Lebanon had lost its legitimate coercive power over different 

territories in the state. 

b. Civil War 

The second phase of failure of the state was during the civil war (1975-1990). During that 

time, especially the first two years of the war, all the institutions of the state were paralyzed and 

the Lebanese army factionalized (Khazen 2003). International foreign policy in different 

circumstances argued that ―Lebanon is an ungovernable land whose territorial integrity was 

being ‗devoured‘ by irresponsible actors, namely the sectarian militias‖ (Fregonese 2009). 

Furthermore, Lebanese militia forces dominated the institutions of the state. By the 1980s 

Lebanon had transformed into a dangerous base for secular and religious terrorist organizations 

(Khazen 2003); it became available to state and non-state actors of the region that were searching 

for a place to hold warfare for the pursuit of their own personal objectives. By the end of the 

1980s Lebanon was a no-man‘s-land whereby the state had lost all its monopoly power over the 

entire land. Furthermore, all these wars led to the paralyzation of the different institutions: the 

Lebanese state had lost its sovereignty over most of the territory and was incapable of protecting 
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its citizens. Thus this weakness created a vacuum that allowed for non state actors to step in 

(issue that will be discussed in part 2 of the dissertation). 

c. Post–War Lebanon 

With the end of the civil war and the signing of the Taef Agreement, state started to take 

legitimate control over most of its territory (except part of the south that remained occupied by 

Israel until 2000). However, while most of the militias had their arms removed, Hizbullah 

remained an exception to this case.  Furthermore, the different reconstruction processes that 

failed and plunged Lebanon into a huge debt are still affecting the state. This status quo does not 

make Lebanon a classic failed state but a weak state that is vulnerable to outside interference in 

addition to weak institutions. Furthermore, the Lebanese state emerged from the civil war as a 

weak state tainted with corruption, evident in the lack of transparency and rule of law, in addition 

to a new political system that consolidated family and communal ties at the expense of the state. 

 

F. Conclusion 

Theories of failed and weak state focus on the role of the state in executing its basic 

function, i.e. internal and external sovereignty. Any deviance from fulfilling its role will result in 

the state being labeled as weak or even failed. Different international indexes have labeled the 

state of Lebanon as weak and failing, with these classifications changing from extreme failure to 

average based on the regional and local events that were taking place. 

This chapter has analyzed the different theories about state failures and presented the 

classification of Lebanon based on four different indexes. It has linked this weakness to three 

different phases: pre-war, civil war, and post-war Lebanon; and has argued that this weakness 

has allowed for non-state actors to step in and fulfill the role of the state. 

However, how did this state failure and state weakness affect negatively and positively the 

development of civil society? Part 2 of this dissertation will analyze the development and the 

role of civil society that is working in the light of a weak state. 
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PART II 

 

 

A. Introduction to Part II of Dissertation 

How does civil society function in the light of weak institutions and the sectarian and 

political groups‘ control of all access to the basic services in the state?  

This second part of the dissertation will analyze the reasons behind the growing role of civil 

society in Lebanon and its link to the sectarian nature of the state, plus the different ways it 

interacts with the beneficiaries.  

The main argument of this part is that the weakness of the state paralleled by the structure of the 

civil society movements and their locally adapted decentralized structure is allowing them to 

provide better services to their communities thus becoming more powerful and influential than 

the state.  

This part‘s main claim is that the weakness of the state of Lebanon allowed for the development 

of two types of civil society in the state. The first type is the communal religious society that has, 

due to the confessional nature and the patron-client networks of the state, grown stronger than 

the state; it has totally masked the idea of citizenship, and has also become a major player in the 

state. The second is the civic society, which, in spite of many attempts to influence public policy, 

faces major challenges due to the political system of the state and the internal divisions and 

problems. 

 

B. Term Definitions Related to Civil Society in the Arab Context 

The difficulty of differentiating between the political, civil and religious societies in 

Lebanon is mainly due to the nature of the political system in Lebanon. The confessional politics 

that reduced the gap between the private and the public sectors through the direct representation 

of confessions in the political system resulted in the reliance of the political realm on the 
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religious and sectarian ones. Therefore, before analyzing the role of faith-based organizations in 

Lebanon, this part will analyze the mentioned three terms in the Arabic language and the extent 

to which they differ or overlap. 

 

As argued in chapter 1, researchers have been proposing definitions of ―civil society‖ in the Arab 

world, yet most of these definitions were based on elements and concepts that are more Western 

and used outside Arab society. Thus, in order to understand the origin of the concept we need to 

analyze its meaning in the Arabic language.  As presented in chapter 1, two terms are used in the 

Arabic language that define the civil society: mujtama ahli (ahli referring to tribe and family) 

and mujtama madani (madani meaning civil). The term madani, or civil, signifies moving from 

the state of primitiveness to one that holds the values of the city. Many scholars refuse to use the 

term mujtama madani and prefer to use the term al mujtama ahli, a term that reflects the main 

features of the Arabic culture (Dawahare 2000).  

a. Lebanon 

It is also important to differentiate between the understanding of al mujtama madani and 

al mujtama ahli and the sectarian society (mujtama taefi) in Lebanon.  

The main difference is in the core of these two societies since the secular and religious core 

differentiate. Another difference is in the membership:   

 In the al madani, membership is secondary and not related to a family, place, or location 

(such as village). Belonging to this community is mainly voluntary and based on the 

beliefs in the cause and mission of the organization. The mission is mainly directed to the 

whole society and not a specific group. Usually the mission of these organizations is 

based on a single issue and written in its bylaws. 

 In the mujtama ahli, by contrast, you become a member not by choice but by your 

birthright and there are diversified activities. You are born into this society and cannot 

enter it by choice. It is based on your village, clan and society. Activities of this society 

may vary and can be directed towards different age groups in the society. 

Another distinction should be made between communal society (mujtama ahli) and sectarian 

society. In Lebanon, the distinction between religious organizations and mujtama ahli 
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(communal society) is sometimes ―blurred‖ since these two terms usually correlate, however it is 

important to draw a distinction between the two.  

 A faith-based society or sectarian society is based on religious grounds. Religion defines 

its identity and characteristics, and its core mission and functions are based on religious 

principles. Although there is an absence of a generally accepted definition of faith-based 

organizations, there is agreement that they have one or more of the following traits: 

affiliation with a religious body, a mission statement with explicit reference to religious 

values, financial support from religious sources, and/or a governance structure where 

selection of board members or staff is based on religious beliefs or affiliation, and/or 

decision-making processes based on religious values.  

 The organization of mujtama ahli is mainly based on non-religious grounds. These could 

be family and community where the main aims and goals are neither predefined nor 

religious in nature. These organizations could encompass different individuals from 

different sects and confessional belongings.  

However, there are many common traits between these two societies, especially when it comes to 

the nature and conditions of the membership and the extent and breadth of the mission and 

movements. In both societies, the membership in these organizations is mainly appartenance 

primaire, that is, an inherent, pre-birth membership based on the place, family, village and 

confession. Belonging to a specific society is based on the hereditary background of an 

individual, which is not a matter of choice. As for exiting this society, it is not as simple as the 

mujtama madani. Since you are born into this society, you do not have the choice to exit it. 

Another common characteristic between the two is the spread of their activities, mission and 

movements. Usually, the activities of these organizations do not go beyond the main interests of 

their own communities and rarely extend to other societies and communities. Their activities can 

vary from humanitarian to social, medical and educational depending on the target community 

needs. The success of these organizations is also linked their ability to reach the different age 

groups and needs of the targeted community guiding the individual from birth until his death.  
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C.  General Overview of Civil Society in Lebanon 

a. Country information 

Table 10: Country Information Lebanon (Abu Assi 2006) 

Country: Lebanon 

Country size (in Km2): 10452 

Population (in Thousands): around 4 million 

Population under 15 years: 29.5% 

Urban population: 87.5% 

Form of government: Republic 

Language: Arabic (official), French, English, 

Armenian 

Ethnicity: Arab 95%, Armenian 4%, other 1% 

Religion: Muslim 59.7%, Christian 39% (Maronite 

Catholic, Greek Orthodox, Melkite Catholic, 

Armenian Orthodox, Syrian Catholic, Armenian 

Catholic, Syrian Orthodox, Roman Catholic, 

Chaldean, Assyrian, Copt, Protestant, other 1.3% 

GDP per capita (US $): 5074 

Unemployment rate: 8.5% (official), 25% 

 

Lebanon‘s society is composed mainly of Christian and Muslim communities, and since 

both religions call for helping the poor and needy, the emergence of religious and philanthropic 

organizations is common in the state. These organizations started developing in small regions 

and expanded to the urban areas. About 5,000 civil service organizations (CSOs) are officially 

registered in Lebanon, with an average of 200 CSOs established and registered every year. 

Moreover, based on a study conducted in 2000, out of the 5,000 registered CSOs, approximately 

700 are active on a regular basis (CRTDA report 2004). 

Civil society organizations have been present in Lebanon since the Ottoman Empire and are 

protected by the Law of Associations of 1909.  During the different wars in Lebanon, these 

organizations played major roles and in many circumstances stepped in to fill the gaps and 

vacuum created by the absence of the state. After the 1990 Taef Agreement, the role of the civil 

society in Lebanon became more important since organizations started to adapt to the changing 

environment in which they operate; however, most of their focus remained on humanitarian and 

relief work. The events of 2005 in Lebanon brought more awareness to the people, strengthened 
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their sense of responsibility, and led them to participate more. New institutions developed, which 

in turn created space for professional, social, and political activity. After March 2005, new trends 

started to appear, and environmental, human rights, women and secular organizations were 

formed. Furthermore these shifted their work from purely relief activities to developmental, 

including lobbying and shaping public policies. New concepts were introduced, including those 

of democracy, transparency and globalization. In addition, new groups have been coming 

together and creating an umbrella of organizations to act as watchdogs over the government in 

different domains. 

It is important to note that CSOs in Lebanon have an international linkage either with religious 

and secular missions, or through partnerships, cooperation, and attending international meetings. 

The most active during the civil war were the International Committee of the Red Cross, Western 

development agencies, and the UN organizations. 

b. Historical Development of CSOs in Lebanon 

Table 11:  Historical Development of CSO in Lebanon 
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Phase Years 

Political  

background Type  Focus 

1 1900 and 1930 Ottoman Empire Religious  Relief and communitarian needs  

2  1940 and 1950 Independent state 

Family and village 

associations  Divided along sectarian lines 

3 1960s and the 1970s  Pre-war period  

Students, universities, non-

sectarian and non-political 

groups 

Call for equality, unity, more 

participation, peace and 

development 

4 1975 and 1990 Civil War Period 

Revival of the family and 

sectarian association 

Working without any interference 

from the government/ developed 

an increasing degree of political 

autonomy/ political parties started 

to group along sectarian lines/ 

flourishing of the role of civil 

society 

5 1990 and 2005 

Taef Agreement/ 

Syrian tutelage 

Philanthropic organizations/ 

sectarian lines 

 

Civic organizations 

Dominated by a system where 

only communal patrons and 

warlords are the agents of 

change/ civic organization 

working towards change in a 

police state 

6 2005-present 

Assassination of 

Prime Minister 

Hariri/Syrian 

Withdrawal Non-sectarian organizations 

Working on the projects initiated 

in post-Taef in a democratic 

environment 
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Civil society in Lebanon developed from the historical evolution of local political and economic 

mediations in small villages, in addition to activities presented by Western missionaries. The 

historical development of civil society and mediation goes back to the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries during which semi-feudal families cooperated in order to build coalitions; later on, 

during the nineteenth century, the church started to play an influential role. In addition, at the 

village level, notables where chosen from local families to present the village in front of the 

authorities. Moreover, at the coastal cities, especially in Sunni cities, Ottoman authorities 

cooperated with religious groups and families to extract taxes.  In the late nineteenth century, the 

Western missionaries organized civil society in a different way. They started establishing 

schools, universities and social welfare associations, in addition to the establishment of private 

newspapers, syndicates, and political parties. 

The historical development of civil society can be categorized into 6 different phases: 

The first is between 1900 and 1930, whereby associations were given legal status under the 

Ottoman Empire.  These organizations were mainly formed on a religious basis and focused 

predominantly on relief and communitarian needs, especially after World War I. 

This period was characterized by several developments, including: 

 Rural Christian migrants forming family associations to consolidate their position in the 

capital. 

 Shia migrants from the south forming associations.  

 Armenian refugees establishing ethnic Armenian associations.  

 The Sunni, Greek-Orthodox and Druze communities establishing associations to deal 

with changing moral values in a modernizing city. 

 Non-confessional associations to care for the blind. (Abou Assi 2006) 

The second phase is between 1940 and 1950. During that time the Lebanese state was declared 

an independent state, however this period witnessed an increase in the number of family and 

village associations, which were divided along sectarian lines. It was characterized by: 
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 Sectarian associations: different religious groups established associations to control the 

members of their own sects. 

 The emergence of strong neighborhood leagues to maintain solidarity among residents in 

the city, to face the growing numbers of migrants from the rural areas. 

 The emergence of strong Sunni family associations, mainly to face the wearing down of 

the authority or the traditional Sunni families.  

 The growth of social welfare associations, due to rapid urbanization. 

 The establishment of numerous cultural associations, which were formed by poets, 

writers, and university graduates. (Abou Assi 2006) 

The third phase is between the 1960s and the 1970s (prior to the outbreak of the civil war). This 

pre-war period is labeled as the golden years of Lebanese civil society. The scope and duties of 

different associations increased and many organizations were linked to students and universities; 

non-sectarian and non-political groups started to operate. These organizations started to call for 

equality, unity, more participation, peace, and development. Other factors included: 

 Labor unions, which emerged to play a strong role in economic and political life. 

 The emergence of leftist political parties and movements. 

 The creation professional associations. 

 The emergence of influential unions and political parties, especially among Shia 

residents.  

However, with the outbreak of the war a fourth phase appeared and lasted until 1990. The war 

years and their insecurity led to the revival of the family association. During these years 

organizations focused their work on relief, support and assistance. These organizations 

cooperated with local communities and international organizations as well as public and private 

sectors. This period witnessed an increasing number of civil society organizations: relief and 

assistance was a must and aid was arriving from external donors. These organizations were 

working without any interference from the government and developed an increasing degree of 

political autonomy; in many cases they stepped in and provided services instead of the weak 

government (Abou Assi 2006).  With the development of the war, the political parties started to 

group along sectarian lines, and harsh living status and poverty forced many Lebanese to join 
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these latter and to withdraw from volunteerism in the civil society organizations (CRTDA 2004). 

Civil society‘s sudden increase in Beirut took place in the midst of the civil war, when many 

groups came together and started receiving funding for relief work.   These groups attracted a 

large number of volunteers because they were primarily non-political. Their work concentrated 

on issues of coexistence, peace, and non-violence, and reconstituting Beirut‘s civil society after 

the war. 

Although the history of civil society in Lebanon dates back to the Ottoman Empire, its role 

flourished during the Lebanese civil war when it stepped in to fill the gap in the absence of the 

central authorities (Kraidy 1998). In this context, civil society includes the local notables as well 

as the militias who became the main providers of security and social services in their respective 

zones of influence. The civil war phase included:  

 The emergence of emergency and relief assistance in the work of the organizations such 

as associations for the handicapped, the care of orphans and drug treatment. 

 The division along confessional lines, which led to the decline of non-confessional 

associations.  

 The revival of family and neighborhood associations. 

 The emergence of Islamist groups organizations, such as Hizbullah, the Ahbash, and 

Jama‘a Islamiyya. 

 Another group of the civil society appearing in the mid-1980s composed of different 

civic organizations and unions who opposed the militia rules and organized protests and 

strikes. These organizations attracted thousands of citizens from the different sectarian 

parties. (Hanf 1998) 

The fifth phase of the development of civil society started with the end of the civil war in 1990 

and continued until 2005. This period witnessed an increasing number of philanthrophic 

organizations, in addition to a number of organizations based on sectarianism. The Lebanese 

state emerged from the civil war with a Syrian tutelage and an institutionalized confessional 

political system dominated by patronage and corruption. Lebanon was dominated by a system 

where only communal patrons and warlords were the agents of change and with a total absence 
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of any civic identity that would allow the government to challenge the communal identities 

central to the Lebanese society 

2005 was a pivotal year for the civil society in Lebanon. Prior to 2005, the efforts of the civil 

society to affect public policies were faced with threats, influences, and political concerns 

(Doumit 2010) mainly due to the Syrian presence in Lebanon, which had a negative effect on the 

freedom of the people and on the work of civil society in lobbying for policy change . 

While Theodor Hanf explained the development of the national unity movement that started 

between 1987 and 1990 as resulting from the shared suffering of militia rule, Karam Karam 

found a link between these movements and the 2005 one. The movements in 1987 were initiated 

by trade union and called for a civic Lebanese identity. The symbols and slogans of national 

unity used during these anti-war movements were also used during the 2005 protest twenty years 

later. The protests that took place at Martyr‘s Square (although later adopted by political elites) 

were initiated by civil society groups.  These demonstrations were not only calling for expelling 

the Syrian presence in Lebanon; they were also calling for a new political landscape in Lebanon 

free of sectarianism, corruption and patrimonialism.  The importance of these organizations is 

that they indirectly challenge the political system in Lebanon, which is based on communalism, 

through identifying identities more important than religious community. 

 

D. Statistics and Graphs 

 

a. Weakness of the State of Lebanon  

Civil society in Lebanon mirrors the complex society of the state. Although there continues to be 

no official list of registered associations in the state, the estimated number of registered 

associations varies between 5,500 and 6,000
3
 (Joseph 2010). The estimate for every 1,000 

inhabitants of Lebanon is 1.3 associations. The number of operating organizations is also not 

officially presented but is estimated at about 3,360 organizations. 

 

                                                           
3 The 2008 NGO Roster compiled by the Ministry of Social Affairs and the United Nations Development Program indexed 5,623 

associations, which registered between 1900 and 2007. 
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Figure 1. Associations‘ Main Activity Distribution in Lebanon (Joseph 2010) 

 

 

 

Figures 2: Geographic spread of Associations versus geographic distribution of population 
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Figures 3. Geographic spread of Associations versus geographic distribution of population 

(CRTDA Website) 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Breakdown of associations by Sector (CRTDA website) 
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Figure 5. Breakdown of associations by Sector (CRTDA website) 

 

 

After the 2005 events and the changes it brought to the political environment, the number of 

CSOs increased in specific areas: In 2006, 26 new political organizations were registered. 

Furthermore, the 2006 events led to the formation of many new organizations, with the number 

increased from 331 organizations in 2005 to 536 in 2006
 
 (CRTDA website). 
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Table 12: Associations categorizations and  Registration 2005 

 Criteria Jan Feb March April May June July August Sept Oct Nov Dec Total 

Social 4 4 12 7   3 12 2 4 12 7 22 89 

Cultural 5 3 12 10   2 9 1 6 14 6 12 80 

Friendship 1 5 6 10 1 1 7 1 3 7 5 5 52 

environmental     1       1     4 1 4 11 

Handicapped             2     3   3 8 

Human Rights                   1     1 

Development 1   1       6 2 1 10 6 11 38 

Women 1 1 1     2 1     1     7 

Family   2 2       1 2   10 3 3 23 

Religious 1   3     1       2 2 2 11 

International   1   1         1 2 1 1 7 

Political                   1 1 1 3 
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Table 13: Associations categorization and Registration  2006 

 

Criteria Jan Feb March April May  June  July August Sep Oct Nov  Dec Total 

Social 4 7 11 19 15 16 13 10 18 16 8 6 134 

Cultural 8 14 11 8 20 25 12 5 13 15 7 3 141 

Friendship 1 2 7 5 10 15 6 3 7 12 2 2 72 

Environmental 1 1   1 1 3 3   1       11 

Handicapped 1 1     2 1 1 3         9 

Human Rights   1     2 2 1 2 3 2     13 

Development 6 3 8 5 1 10 6 3 7 12 10 1 72 

Women 2   2     1 1   1       7 

Family 1 1 4 3 3   2 2 4 4 2 2 27 

Religious     3   2 4 1 1 1     2 14 

International 1   2   2     2 2 1     10 

Political 1   1 3 8 3 1 1 1 1 14 2 26 

 

 

 

E. Political and Historical Background of the State of Lebanon 

Understanding the political system in Lebanon will help us to analyze its civil society and 

the context in which it is operating. Lebanon is based on the confessional power structure which 

created a polyarchic and multi-centric state (Abou Assi 2006). In times of peace there was a 

place for the development of liberty, democracy, and respect for the rule of law (especially when 

compared to most other Arab and developing countries). In times of war the oligarchic structure 

prevented the state from shifting into dictatorship and instead resulted in a civil chaos until a new 

system was imposed (Abou Assi 2006). 

The Lebanese system, when shifting from civil peace to civil war, created the perfect setting for 

the expansion of intermediate institutions and organizations since it was not equipped with the 

specific tools to repress them. Furthermore, most of the centers of power in the state are directly 

or indirectly linked to one of these institutions, since the political leadership in Lebanon is 

created by a group of political elites who are dominant within their own respective communal 

society. While sectarian power sharing has succeeded in preventing civil wars in many countries, 
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it has failed in Lebanon. Although the power sharing system is perceived as the classic example 

of successful power sharing in consociational literature, the consociational democracy
4
 in 

Lebanon was unable to stop the civil war and the ―modified version‖ of it in 1989 was incapable 

of stopping the internal and external instability in the state. The Lebanese state has been the 

victim of a sectarian-based consociatonal democracy which led it to be vulnerable to outside 

interference (Makdissi and Marktanner 2006). The Lebanese system is linked to the political 

culture of patronage, or clientelism, and is rooted in the feudalism of eighteenth century Lebanon 

(Makdissi 2000).
 

The second Lebanese Republic was created after the signing of the Taef Agreement in November 

1989, which officially ended the civil war. This agreement was called the ―National 

Reconciliation Accord‖ and was signed in the city of Taef in Saudi Arabia, with the main aim of 

ending the years of civil war. The text of the accord was approved by the members of the 1972 

parliament and took force as a constitutional law in 1990. The pact additionally revived the 

Lebanese consociatonal democracy after its collapse in 1975, and introduced some reforms at the 

legislative and executive levels. In addition to the traditional leaders representing political 

families and sects, this agreement generated new political elites, mainly wealthy expatriates and 

new warlords. This new governing body applied policies and practices that would secure their 

power. This was accomplished by: 

 Shaping electoral laws to their own benefits. 

 Interpreting the Laws of Associations in a way that would prevent the formation of 

political groups and organizations that promote civil issues. 

 Weakening and dividing labor unions and professional syndicates. 

 Controlling the media, and enforcing censorship of political and cultural programs. 

 

 

 

                                                           
4
 Lebanon employs a consociational political system in which power is formally shared among the eighteen 

officially recognized religious communities. The presidency belongs to the Maronite community, the premiership to 

the Sunni community, the speaker of the parliament is given to the Shia community (el-Khazen, Farid. 1991. The 

Communal Pact of National Identities: The Making and Politics of the 1943 National Pact. Oxford: Center for 

Lebanese Studies) 
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a. Civil Society in Lebanon: Challenges 

When we examine the Lebanese state we notice that is not viewed as a successful nation-

building case because the state is still facing political division, especially when it comes to 

Lebanon‘s external relations.  

One of the major challenges that civil society in Lebanon is facing, which prevents it from 

building a modern state, is corruption:  The civil war and the political deadlocks that the state 

passed through, as well as the politicization of the administration in the state and the 

manipulation by political leaders prevented the civil society from developing. Positions in the 

government are being assigned based on political and confessional nepotism; in addition, the 

administration is inflated with 180,000 employees half of which are unnecessary (Abou Assi 

2006). The culture of corruption in the state is cultivated and is part of the society.  

Moreover, due to the different wars that Lebanon passed through, many of the Lebanese civil 

society organizations are still representing one group of the Lebanese community and not the 

others. This favoritism and affiliation is affecting and hampering civil society from fulfilling its 

main role as a mediator between the different parties in the state. 

 

F. Conceptual Framework and Organization of Part II 

The second part will first analyze the role of these different organizations in providing 

support and high quality services to a significant number of the Lebanese society; services that 

should be provided by the state. It will also show that the confessional composition of Lebanese 

society, the failure of the state, its weakness, and its high level of corruption have all contributed 

to the power of these organizations. Moreover, the second part will look at the negative effect of 

this weak state on civil society and will show that many Lebanese also seek security from these 

organizations, to which they pledge full loyalty. 

In order to analyze the role of civil society and the link between its growing role and the 

weakness of the state in Lebanon, it is important to look at particular sources of power. 
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The first chapter of the second part will analyze the different sources of power of the two first 

types of civil society: the mujtama ahli (family and clan-based organizations mainly directed 

towards providing humanitarian and social services; in Lebanon, a case in point of powerful 

social institutions in which leadership, power, resources, roles, and benefits are distributed along 

patriarchal and confessional lines) and the mujtama taefi (religious-based organizations).  Their 

sources of power in Lebanon are:  

 Economic influence on the community and the society. Unofficial figures state that 

resources managed by CSOs in Lebanon could reach $1 billion a year, and the budgets of 

social welfare CSOs can reach $296 million (five times the budget of the Ministry of 

Social Affairs).   

 Closeness of the political decision-making authority to these organizations, which could 

favor the latter‘s interest. (The personal convictions and values of a public figure or 

authority and his close relations with organizations, mainly faith-based organizations, 

could strengthen the role of the organization.) 

 The confessional political and social system of the state. Since Lebanon‘s electoral 

system is confessional based, politicians and decision makers seek support from their 

constituencies to gain their votes and support. 

 Politicians interference in Civil Society.  Since government officials need the support of 

civil society in many fields, they look to control it or influence its decision, or they 

support organizations that would enhance their political bases.  Thus many government 

officials and politicians establish organizations to serve their political goals; these 

organizations are headed by relatives and advertise their platform and rally supporters 

through the different services provided (mainly social and developmental activities) in 

return for the constituent political support. Such CSOs usually conduct social and 

developmental activities and provide services to local constituents in return for political 

support during elections. Furthermore, they work to provide them with funds from the 

different ministries in Lebanon. 

 The relationship with funding agencies such as international NGOs and donors. 

Organizations seek the assistance of international organization and state agencies to 

enhance their power. Estimates reveal that internal resources (e.g. membership fees, sales 
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of products) form about 30 percent of the total resources, and the rest comes from 

donations, contributions, and local and international funding. 

 The relationship with the media. The more the CSOs are friends with the media, the more 

their work will get exposure and directly affect the public. 

The second chapter of part 2 will analyze the sources of power of the mujtama madani. 

Throughout the different phases that Lebanon passed through, this civil society was capable of 

reaching success and building credibility within the Lebanese community. Three sources of 

power are directly related to this civil society:  

 Values promoted by this civil society are appealing to the public and especially to the 

youth generations who share these beliefs. 

 Human resources: This civil society is composed of a team of professionals who are 

investing in their performance and are trusted by the public.  

 The ministries are recognized as partners in the work and activities of these organizations 

in some cases. Several civil society leaders and activists are involved in politics; many 

ran as candidates in parliamentary and municipal elections. CSOs may benefit from the 

political positions of its members. 

Furthermore, in order to analyze the role of civil society in Lebanon, we should examine its 

structure in order to assess its outreach, size, capabilities, extent of citizen participation, depth of 

citizen participation, diversity of civil society participants, level of organization, inter-relations, 

and civil society resources. 

In this respect, and in order to understand the importance of the different organizations in 

Lebanon, interviews were conducted with several non-governmental organizations. The first 

contact was through sending over 150 emails to random organizations in Lebanon. In addition, 

interviews were conducted with policy makers, state officials, journalists, NGO managers and 

directors, civil society activists, governmental organizations, beneficiaries, political figures, 

Lebanese diaspora, and scholars. As well as reviewing studies about organizations and civil 

society in Lebanon through spending three month of research at the CRTDA center in Beirut.  
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Chapter IV 

Mujtama Ahli, Mujtama Taefi  and the State in Lebanon 

 

A. Introduction 

 The Ottoman Empire rule on Lebanon, the State‘s independence, the civil war, and the 

2006 events have all had a direct effect on the development of civil society. All of these events 

had either a positive effect strengthening civil society (in this category we place faith-based 

society and family-based society) or a negative effect by weakening civil society through regime 

pressure (civic organizations and social movements). 

This chapter will analyze faith-based organizations and family-based organizations in Lebanon. 

It will argue that the weakness of the state, coupled with the patron-client networks and 

sectarianism, allows this society to gain the loyalty of individuals thus transforming them into 

members of sectarian communities rather than citizens.  

Faith-based organizations in the Middle East are the main providers of social and humanitarian 

services, providing services that should be essentially provided by the government. The annual 

budget of several of these organizations exceeds the annual budget of different ministries in the 

states. 

Civil society in Lebanon is considered to host the most active multi-faith non-state organizations 

among the Arab Middle Eastern states.  Lebanese religious philanthropy dates back to the 

Ottoman Empire; it survived the fall of the empire and the formation of the modern state of 

Lebanon, and still managed to remain an important player in the prominent social and political 

challenges. Philanthropic institutions were capable of shaping, through their religious values, 

many social policies in the state. Yet these organizations were influenced by the unique political 

system in Lebanon, the sectarian civil war, the Israeli occupation and 2006 war, in addition to 

different political occurrences in the region and in the state.  

The argument in this chapter is that the historical composition of the state, its paralyzation during 

the civil war, and its present weakness led to growth of these religious and community-based 

organizations. In addition, the locally adapted and decentralized structure of these latter 
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contributed to the development of strong religious welfare organizations that grew to become 

more powerful than the state.  

The chapter is divided into four main parts: Part 1 will review the historical development of 

religious welfare organizations in Lebanon. Part 2 will analyze the reasons behind the 

development of a strong welfare society in Lebanon. Part 3 will examine, through a case study, 

the development of politically-oriented and linked welfare organizations. Finally, the last part 

will analyze the development of the community-based organizations through studying two main 

case studies, and will argue that although they are differentiated from the religious welfare 

organizations, these two types of organizations are nonetheless directly linked to each other since 

they have the same effect on society. The article is based on fieldwork research and interviews, 

as well as on different earlier studies about the subject.    

 

B. Religious Welfare Organizations in Lebanon 

Research estimates that religious organizations in Lebanon account for more than 80 

percent of the local voluntary sector. They are considered to be key platforms for social and 

political expression (Jawad 2009; Esposito 2000).  In order to understand the role of these 

communal religious organizations and their relationship with the state, the religious composition 

of Lebanese society needs to be analyzed.  

The growth of the religious welfare in Lebanon can be directly linked to the religious 

composition of society. Although since 1932 the state has not released any popular census, it is 

commonly understood that an estimated 60 percent of the population is Muslim (mainly Sunni, 

Shia and Druze) while Christians constitute 25 percent. Since Christianity and Islam are 

considered amongst the five religions in the world that focus on public social welfare, and as 

both emphasize the importance of philanthropy and the distribution of wealth, the emergence of 

faith-based organizations has been a natural occurrence. 

Islam is viewed as more than a religion; it is a way of life (Ragab 1980; Ernest 2004). The 

Qur‘an states, ―Those who spend their wealth in the way of God are like a grain (of wheat) that 

grows seven ears, each carrying a hundred grains. God multiplies further to whom he will‖ 

(Ridgeon 2003:257). 
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In Islam there are three main practices that are directed towards the disbursement of personal 

wealth:  

 Zakat is a duty that ―purifies the wealth and soul of the giver‖ based on moral principles 

and is considered an obligatory alms tax (a minimum of 2.5 percent tax on all assets, 

which could be gold, silver or merchandise, which should be spent on Muslims).  Thus it 

is a religious obligation to redistribute wealth to preserve Al-Umma (the nation) (Jawad 

2009).  

 Saddaqah, or voluntary alms-giving, is usually desirable, or mustahab in Arabic. 

  Waqf is a religious endowment that will be invested in the public good (Martin et al. 

2007). Waqf organizations are not Muslim per se but developed during the Ottoman 

Empire. These organizations are a common element between the Muslim and the 

Christian population. Rana Jawad defined the main aim of waqf during the Ottoman 

Empire as being to ―provide public funds and to fulfill many of the functions of the 

modern nation-state.‖   

 

On the other hand, Christianity is concerned with the issue of poverty since this issue is linked to 

the afterlife. Furthermore, one of the seven commandments of the church clearly states that an 

individual should provide a tenth of his wealth to the poor, and the church always encourages its 

members to provide alms for redemption (Martin et al. 2007; Clark and Jennings 2008). 

Supporting the less fortunate is the responsibility of the entire community. 

Since Lebanon is mainly composed of the above-mentioned two cohabiting religious groups, and 

since both religions call for the duty of the believer to assist his fellow man, we can conclude 

that it is normal to observe the emergence of many organizations that are becoming the main 

providers of many services such as education, health care and social services. 

Based on the above, the growing role of these religious welfare organizations can be linked to 

the following: 

 These organizations act according to their religious duty towards their fellow man, in his 

best interest, thus serving as God has dictated to them.  
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 The beneficiary‘s belief that it is his natural right as a member of the religious 

community to be assisted by religious organizations. 

 The religious person‘s feeling that he is accountable to God to provide assistance to his 

brother (Jawad 210).  

However, a historical overview of the development of these religious welfare organizations in 

Lebanon provides a different explanation and reason behind the creation, growth, and importance 

of these organizations nowadays. The religious nature  and the role of faith in Lebanese society 

only contributes to one part of the story, as political factors also led to the emergence of these 

organizations; the political motive remains a major player in this game. Thus the theory that 

analyzes the growing role of religious welfare organizations as only providing services based on 

their religious obligations does not provide a full analysis of the dynamics of these organizations 

nor their importance. The following section will analyze the reasons behind the growing role of 

these ―religiously inspired political parties‖ (Jawad 2010) which are creating networks of 

associations, and are influencing civil life in various ways. 

 

C. Historical Development of Religious Welfare Organizations in Lebanon 

Social service provision in Lebanon evolved from a voluntary activity based on charity 

into a professional network of powerful organizations. This idea was evident in interviews 

conducted with different NGOs in Lebanon. They all agreed that they initiated their activity to 

respond to different social and humanitarian urgent cases, then at a later stage they started 

developing social and education units and engaged in developmental activities. 

The Lebanese religious welfare network dates back to before the Ottoman Empire rule of the 

region, and it survived the fall of the empire, Western interference, and the independence of the 

state. It succeeded in remaining an important player in the political game (Majdalani 2000).  

Since the Ottoman rules used to classify communities based on their religious belonging, these 

communities, in turn, started to adapt to this sense of religious identity and started to identify 

communities around them based on their religious belonging (Kanaan 2005). The main aim of 

these organizations was to provide welfare services. They established medical support systems, 
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educational support, and assistance for the disabled and orphans. Services were directed towards 

their respective sectarian groups. 

Since the eighteenth century, Lebanon witnessed the appearance of Christian missionaries who 

provided social assistance, health care and established schools, while the first local indigenous 

religious organizations were established between the 1900s and 1930s. These organizations were 

established by Christian families who migrated to the capital city aiming to conserve their 

sectarian and local identity. During that period, the ethnic Armenian refugees also started to 

establish organizations as a reaction to the genocide. Moreover, to face the modernization taking 

place in Beirut, indigenous communities in the city, mainly Sunni, Greek Orthodox and Druze 

families, established youth organizations to preserve their identity. Moreover, as a reaction to the 

urbanization process and the emergence of new migrants and settlers in the neighborhoods of 

Beirut, many Sunni families in the city started to establish family associations (Johnsons 1997). 

In 1943, with the independence of the state, its institutionalization, and its unification, many 

religious associations further emerged in an effort to maintain the ethnic and confessional 

identities of the communities.  

However, while the development of these religious organizations slowed in the years following 

independence, another major social and political event that led to the emergence of these 

confessional organizations was the civil war that lasted from 1975 to 1990. During that period, 

family and neighborhood associations appeared again, especially since the country was divided 

once again based on confessional and ―tribal appurtenance.‖ Islamist parties and groups, mainly 

Hizbullah, Al-Ahbash, and Al-Jama‘a Islamiya appeared as main players in the social and 

political arena. Furthermore many geo-sectarian organizations were established to fill the gap of 

the paralyzed and failed state. 

This civil war augmented the communal and sectarian schism in Lebanon. The social functions 

of the state were substituted by dominant organizations and militia parties. ―If power was in the 

hands of the militia, influence was still in the hands of traditional heads of communities and their 

welfare institutions. Indeed, the families of the militia themselves depended on these social 

services. In this important respect, there was a modus vivendi between militias and traditional 
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confessional organizations which was to act as a constraint to further inter-communal violence‖ 

(Bennett 1995). 

For the third main religious community in Lebanon, the Shiite, the development of religious 

organizations was a recent phenomenon.  As of the 1980s, the Shia community started to develop 

political and religious organizations that became highly efficient in their programs and more 

organized compared to Christian organizations. Although Christian institutions were historically 

developed and established, the recent Muslim organizations became more organized and public. 

 

Based on the empirical research conducted, a mapping of religious welfare organizations, 

and the above historical development of the welfare organizations, four different types of 

organizations can be identified in Lebanon (Jawad 2010): 

Organizations Linked to Religious Orders: 

These organizations are established and headed by clergies and are part of a specific religious 

order. They are managed by clerics and employ individuals, such as Dar Al Inaya organization in 

the south. Furthermore, in Lebanon there are several schools and hospitals that are directly linked 

and established by religious orders which are also considered the most efficient providers of 

these services. These organizations are considered powerful since they are the strongest 

educational leaders in the country. 

 

 

Organizations Established by Elite Families with a Religious Identity: 

These organizations are established by elite families in different communities to answer to a 

special need in their respective communities. These elite families also establish public charitable 

institutions that are linked to the church (universities, schools and social centers). 
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 It is also common in Lebanon for rich families to establish public charitable institutions called 

waqf, or social foundations. Wealthy individuals (either expatriates and/or politicians) establish 

these organizations to assist in developing their communities. These organizations are family-run 

and might at a later stage develop political purposes ―with social responsibility.‖ An example 

would be Dar Al Aytam in Beirut. Dar Al Aytam was established by Sunni families in Beirut in 

1917 to respond to the needs of orphans and widows in the capital city.  

Organizations Established as Extensions to Political Movements and Parties: 

These organizations are the most influential, powerful and politicized in the Lebanese system. 

These types of religious welfare organizations are established based on clear religious ideologies. 

Their main movements are based on social justice and the establishment of a social welfare 

organization. These ―ideologically inspired organizations‖ mainly appeared in the 1970s, 

survived the civil war, and further developed and engaged in social welfare. These organizations 

were established based on political and military aims, yet they directly developed their social 

status. While religion remains the main identity of these organizations, the political character did 

not disappear.   On the contrary, there is anticipation that they will gain the political support of 

their beneficiaries.  

The International Humanitarian Relief Organizations:  

These are organizations that have cross-national influences feeding into Islamic and Christian 

welfare. An example would be the Islamic Charity Emdad Committee (ICEC) association in 

Lebanon that is directly linked and inspired by the Emdad association in Iran, both with a Shia 

identity. Sunni-based religious welfare organizations are also identified here, mainly the ones 

where the staff is ideologically affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood. 
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D.  The Development of a Strong Welfare Society 

As presented in the historical development of the welfare organizations in Lebanon, three 

main reasons led to the increase in their role:  

1. Creation of the state and the confessional nature of the Lebanese state. 

2. Different political situations that the Lebanese state experienced. 

3. Economic laissez-faire. 

a. Pre-State Independence and Confessionalism 

Confessional belonging and sectarian groups in Lebanon directly affect the relationship 

between civil society and the state. Lebanon‘s diversity served as a source of conflict and also 

has generated a vibrant voluntary sector. The geographical location of the state of Lebanon 

provided a safe haven for different religious groups as well as minorities from the neighboring 

regions of the Middle East. As viewed in the historical background, this communitarian 

belonging shaped most of the civil society‘s organizations. These groups were each located in 

different geographical areas and started building their own communities rather than the 

formation of a unified Lebanese identity. The tendency was to emphasize the social roots of the 

distinct communities, their aspects and their irreducible singularism. 

The starting point of analyzing the Lebanese society is through its religious conviction, labeled 

by Nawaf Salam as iman, or faith. Religion in Lebanon is not based on one‘s faith or code of 

belief although the latter was the main component that created ―the first cohesion‖ between the 

different members of the communities. The dynamics of these different communities was not 

based on the ―religious devotion of their members‖ but on their strong particularism. Thus, 

becoming a member of a certain religious community in Lebanon was not based on the strict 

―observance of religious practices‖ but, as Salam explains, was additionally based on 

―fanaticism‖ (Mouawad, 2010; Daou, 2010; Noha, 2010). This fanaticism is further enhanced by 

the ―dogmatization‖ of many institutions. In this sense, religion is fulfilling the function similar 

to Ibn Khaldoun notion of asabiya (Salam 1998), which was used to explain the tribal 

cohesiveness in pre-Islamic era. Asabiya implicitly includes consent, obedience, and loyalty, 
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which accomplish the same group integration that the coercion inherent in authoritarian 

structures could achieve (Abul-Husn 1998). Ibn Khaldoun offered no consistent definition of 

asabiya, yet Abul-Husn interpreted it as ―social solidarity‖ (Dawahare 2000). Abul-Husn 

described the Lebanese religious groups‘ cohesiveness and grouping as being ordered around the 

concept of asabiya, which he defined as a pre-Islamic discourse that is now used to describe a 

strong bond between the members of the same group. This bonding is based on group solidarity 

and the commitment of supporting the members of the same group without questioning the 

reasons (Abul-Husn 1998). Thus these different communities are surviving neither because of 

the projection of faith nor due to the diffusion of a religious doctrine but because of the 

emergence of the ―confessional asabiya‖ and aspiring more power through the support of 

individuals (Salam 1995). In Lebanon, asabiya is reflected in the Lebanese sectarian division and 

group solidarity and is strongly revealed by the group leaders; whenever a leader wants to initiate 

change to the social structure in the state, he could impose this change through resorting to 

coercion, which could escalate into a conflict. This religious belonging is manipulated by leaders 

through taking extreme stances against other religious groups (Daou 2010; Tabbara 2010). 

Whenever a leader or decision maker realizes that he or she is losing ―claim on automatic group 

loyalty,‖ the former starts emphasizing differences between the groups in order to regain the 

group‘s support and thus remove opportunities for compromise or collaboration. This 

classification was largely embedded in the Ottoman Empire whereby Basha used to classify the 

communities based on their religious belonging which, in turn, led these communities to adapt 

this sense of religious identity. Moreover, with the introduction of Western power to the region, 

this classification was further stressed, whereby religious differences became the ―obvious 

features of Western identity.‖ 

Thus in Lebanon one should differentiate between faith and religion. The latter is the main player 

and identifier in the society.  Jawad further explained this issue and argued that while iman (or 

faith) is considered the main cornerstone of religion, in Lebanon it should be distinct from din 

(religion). Faith is only one aspect of the sectarian identity of a society. Religion is what 

constitutes the social order and the system of living (stressing the differences) and that is why, in 

this article, in order to emphasize the religious factor and its political consequences, 

organizations that are established based on sectarian identities are considered ―religious welfare 

organizations‖ (RWOs) and not ―faith-based organizations.‖ 
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Every confessional group is working towards protecting its own interest first and foremost, ahead 

of the whole Lebanese society.  Furthermore, these primordial groups are preventing the 

Lebanese state from developing its own institutions, thus holding the state as a hostage (Salam 

1995). However, according to Nawaf Salam, this situation created a limbo whereby neither the 

political nor the confessional groups were capable of developing their proper society. Sectarian 

groups in Lebanon, each believing that they belong to a different culture, are always emphasizing 

their dissimilarities. Furthermore, a major factor that is strengthening this sectarian nature is the 

significance of service referrals coming from religious organizations and religious leaders. 

Specifically speaking, many RWOs select their beneficiaries based on these referrals (Flanigan 

2010) and according to Shwan Flanigan, 75 percent of the staff in Sunni RWOs and 85 percent in 

the Christian RWOs have relied on referrals from religious leaders to select their beneficiaries. 

Thus religious identity in Lebanon is crucial when analyzing the sociopolitical situation of the 

state, especially since RWOs are amongst the most efficient and active emergency relief 

providers during crisis and afterwards (Nehme 1997; Harb-El Kak 2000; Melki 2000). 

 ―Communal identity was and still is the bedrock of society, the basis not only for individual and 

collective identity, but also for accessing patronage, work, and services‖ (Berkeley Center 2009). 

Sectarian membership in Lebanon is used to identify one‘s behavior in the private and public 

sphere (Kraft et al. 2008). ―As a Lebanese, your religion and sectarian belonging will decide the 

place to live, the media to follow, and the different occupation you will have. Furthermore, any 

link between you and the state should pass through your own community‖ (Khalaf 2010).  

b. The Political System of the State 

The consociational democracy that emerged in 1943 was based on the sharing of power in the 

different governmental and public institutions among the different religious communities in the 

state. However this system was reflecting more a ―constrained democracy,‖ since based on this 

power-sharing formula, citizens ―by virtue of belonging to different religious communities enjoy 

unequal political rights‖ (Saadeh 2007). Sofia  Saadeh expands on the concept of consociation 

calling it a system that contradicts the rules of Western democracy because it does not treat all 

citizens equally (Saadeh 2007). Furthermore, instead of adapting to the consociational system, 

the population adapted the idea of cohabitation where groups who have different cultures 
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emphasize these differences as opposed to their similarities. Although Lebanon is a pluralist 

society that hosts more than 18 sectarian groups, there was an absence of the presence of small 

powerful communal groups that could enforce policies and secure power through coercive 

measures. None of these confessional groups was dominant enough to secure the monopoly of 

power (Elkhazen 2000). This state of affairs in Lebanon led the citizens to relate to the state only 

through their own confessional and family organizations. In Lebanon, one cannot draw a 

distinction between the political, religious, and civic nature of the state. The confessional 

political system in the state abolished the gap that should exist between the private and the 

public, and representation is based on one‘s sectarian identity and confessional belonging 

(Messara 1997; Salam 1998). Confessional groups in Lebanon are always seeking opportunities 

to strengthen their share of power in the government in order to increase their interests at the 

expense of others. 

Two major events have institutionalized the confessional representation in Lebanon: The first is 

the 1943 National Pact whereby it was agreed that the president will be a Maronite Christian, the 

speaker of the parliament a Shii Muslim, and the Prime minister a Sunni Muslim. And the second 

is the Taef Agreement that ended the civil war in 1989 and further divided the positions in the 

state along sectarian lines. This political system transformed members of parliament into 

representatives of their own sectarian communities (Salam 1998). Political and administrative 

roles were allocated based on different sectarian identities. This created an unstable system of 

governance and a deficient democracy characterized by the absence of equal opportunity, lack of 

political and administrative accountability, and transparency, which broke down with every 

change in the sectarian demography. In order to access public, political or administrative 

functions, sectarian belonging plays a very important role since all public functions in Lebanon 

are distributed based on a confessional division.  Thus the confessional nature of the state 

prohibited the appearance of an upper political society above the confessional groups and the 

civil society. In this sense, confessional groups consider the government and the state as a place 

to gain interest as much as possible and to strengthen their roles in the state. This prevents the 

political society from developing into an independent society based on the public interest. 

Latif Abul-Husn argues that the political significance of the religious sects in Lebanon is mainly 

due to their role in providing personal and group security to the Lebanese communities (Abul-
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Husn 1998). Especially during sectarian wars, belonging to a sect provides safeguard from any 

harm. Shwan Flanigan argues that this sectarian provision of security also extends to the 

economic and human security that the different social service organizations provide.  Although 

most of the RWOs claim that they are providing services to the different sectarian communities 

in Lebanon, the reality, which was proved in actual research and reports, is different, especially 

since the geographical location of these organizations is in segregated regions in the country. 

And although most of these organizations stress that they have provided services to beneficiaries 

from the other sects, Flanigan argues that access to the social services in Lebanon is augmenting 

the religious and sectarian partition in the Lebanese society (Flanigan 2010). This awareness of 

sectarian identity and past experience of violence is influencing the beneficiaries who are 

reluctant to demand assistance from different welfare organizations.  

c. Citizens or Members of a Community? 

Since the independence of the state of Lebanon, the idea of ―citizenship‖ in Lebanon was 

blurred with communitarian and primordial loyalties.  Since the independence of the state, a 

small group of elite took over and fostered their specific clan based and regional forces 

(Destramau 2000). ―…The state is merely a political actor among many others, which 

appropriates for itself resources from the public domain‖ (Hannoyer 1994). The second obstacle 

to the appearance of the ―citizenship‖ is the ―fusion of private and public interest in Lebanon‖ 

(Bonn 1995). This blurred the distinction between personal life and civic relations. This overlap 

between the public and the private space facilitated the manifestation of a new structure: 

patronage and clientelism (Bonn 1995). Lebanese define their relationship with the state as both 

citizens and members of a certain group at the same time (Destramau 2000; Thompson 2000). In 

Lebanon, citizenship and nationhood remain overshadowed by ties based on kinship, 

sectarianism, and patronage, which contribute to a politically charged culture of social welfare 

that divides society more than it unites it. Within the absence and failure of the government, 

individuals relied on elitists and mainly religious groups mostly for social assistance, especially 

in the rural areas and the abandoned urban ones.  These intermediaries created an informal 

network and became ―forged by relations of personal dependence, which operate on the basis of 

favors as opposed to rights‖ (Denoeux 1993; Bonne 1995). These networks became the sole 

providers of many services such as electricity, schools, hospitals, housing loans, family 
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allowances, and even the pavement or roads for tens of thousands of people (Denoeux 1993; 

Harb-El Kak 1996).  However, linking this relationship and assistance from the political parties 

and the different beneficiaries to electoral politics obscures a more important relationship that is 

built between the patrons and their clients (Cammett 2010). If we look farther than the electoral 

considerations, other reasons for this social assistance can be identified. As mentioned 

previously, the political system in Lebanon and the partial institutionalization of the democratic 

governance in the state as well as the nature of the electoral process allowed these elite to have a 

―dual game‖ of electoral and non-electoral politics: These different types of politics can show the 

party‘s strength as well as become a form of pressure to support the policies requested by the 

party (Cammett 2010).  

d. Lebanese Laissez-Faire Economy, Liberal Law of Associations, and the Civil 

War 

The appearance of these powerful religious organizations is also linked to the Lebanese 

Law of Associations, which is liberal compared to neighboring countries, and to the lack of 

authority control over their activities, as well as to the paralyzation of the state during the 

Lebanese civil war. 

In a 1995 UN summit on social development in Copenhagen, Lebanon‘s national report noted 

the following: 

Lebanon has a liberal economic system, where the role of the state 

is limited to formulating the legal, institutional, and infrastructural 

framework necessary for economic growth. The state also provides 

some intervention in the social and developmental sphere through 

a number of public institutions and ministries, in particular the 

Ministry of Social Affairs. Therefore, plans to combat poverty and 

unemployment do not appear as stand-alone plans, but form part of 

the overall comprehensive framework of the reconstruction and 

development plans, which place priority on ensuring the demands 

of economic growth. This policy considers that improving ages, 

and fighting unemployment and poverty are natural by-products of 

this growth. Economic growth is the key to official social policy. 

(Khalidi-Beyhum 1999: 43) 
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The Lebanese civil war emphasized the inherent deficiencies in the state of Lebanon (Jawad 

2010). The sectarian structure and the lack of internal cohesiveness, jointly with external 

interference, sped up the collapse of the state.  With the end of the civil war, the state emerged as 

a weak entity and thus contracted social services to private and volunteer organizations.  The 

weakness of the state and the absence of any legitimate power to control this sector allowed these 

organizations and groups to develop. This civil war led to the total paralyzation of the different 

public social welfare institutions that were established in the 1960s. Thus confessional groups in 

most of the Lebanese religious communities started to develop social welfare programs and 

flourished in the social provision sector (Harik 1994; Traboulsi 2007). Thus the flourishing of 

this sector is not based on encouragement from the government but on its inability to exercise 

any authority over their activities. Prior to and during the war, the Lebanese government did not 

provide any service provision to the poorest rural areas in the country; nor did it initiate public 

projects in the suburbs of the capital and freezing the institutions of the state. Due to the 

weakness and the unequal regional development policies, many suburban areas in the capital 

city, which became strongholds for rural migrants, were neglected.  

The infrastructure of the Lebanese state was completely destroyed during the various Lebanese 

wars. Furthermore, the reconstruction process cost the state over $40 billion of debt. And as a 

result, the gap between the rich and the poor in Lebanon undermined the role of the middle class 

and led to the emigration of most of the younger generation in the search for better employment 

opportunities. The latest poverty study conducted in Lebanon in 2008 showed that a minimum of 

eight percent of the Lebanese population live under the conditions of extreme poverty; thus a 

minimum of 300,000 citizens are not meeting their basic needs. Furthermore, 28.5 percent of the 

population is living below the poverty line, that is, around one million citizens (Abu-Ismail et al. 

2008). Poverty is a serious social problem in Lebanon despite some apparent improvements in 

the last decade. Poverty is distributed in different regions in the country: the highest poverty rate 

is witnessed in the three areas of Hermel, Baalbeck and Akkar. Moreover, the largest cities in the 

country - Beirut, Saida and Tripoli - are witnessing an increase in poverty rates mainly perceived 

through child labor and overcrowding. The unemployment rate in Lebanon is the highest among 

the poorest population, most of whom are unskilled workers.  Since the early 1990s, the 

Lebanese government has been exerting continuous efforts to improve the social indicators 

through promoting social development; however this has not improved. 
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In Lebanon the state does not provide the minimum social rights for its citizens, thus allowing 

the sectarian parties to provide services for their own communities and use them for their 

political aims. The harsh economic situation that the Lebanese are experiencing has enhanced the 

increasing role of the welfare organizations.  

The July 2006 war on Lebanon resulted in severe damages to the private and public 

infrastructure and a complete degradation of the economy. By the time of cessation of hostilities, 

nearly 1,200 people had died and about 4,400 were injured. About a quarter of Lebanon's 

population was displaced during the war, and around 500,000 people had their houses destroyed 

or damaged. Furthermore, the areas that were mostly affected were the same areas that 

traditionally witnessed the highest rates of marginalization from the state (UN Development 

Program).
 
 

In parallel to these harsh economic conditions, many organizations were formed to directly fill 

the gap that resulted from the failure of the state during the civil war, and many political parties 

and individual philanthropists took advantage of these hard economic and social circumstances 

to develop their own organizations, offering the finest services in return for the loyalty of the 

individuals. In a study conducted by Melani Cammett that links political partisanship to the 

access of welfare services in the light of a weak state, this was based on two assumptions; first, 

that loyalties to the party will facilitate the access to welfare services, and second, that social 

benefits (food, cash, health care and schooling) are directly linked to the degree of activism 

shown. 

Melani Cammett concluded that:  

The case of Lebanon shows how politics can directly mediate access to 

social benefits – even those that should be automatic citizen 

entitlements. As interviews and a national survey on access to welfare 

and political participation suggest, more politically active individuals, 

who may vote, attend party meetings, participate in demonstrations and 

engage in other regular and visible expressions of commitment to a 

party, are more likely to receive services, even after accounting for 
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differences in socioeconomic status, gender, age, religious participation, 

piety, sectarian identity and other potentially relevant factors. 

In the absence of public welfare service, non-state actors, religious organizations, and political 

parties are stepping in to provide the basic social services to the citizens. These services can be 

transformed into the reinforcement of political support and group solidarity (Cammett 2010). 

The absence of the Lebanese state in providing services and the poverty for the residents in the 

suburbs provided opportunities for various religious political parties to win the support of 

residents by providing these absent services (Fawaz 2010). Between 1975 and 1991, a very large 

number of political groups entered the lives of residents of the southern suburbs of Beirut city 

(e.g. Amal Shiite party and Progressive Socialist Druze Party). Most of them provided services 

to the community at some point or other.  

As mentioned above, the political system that emerged after the creation of the state, in addition 

to the sectarian nature of the society and the ―political dominance of elite commercial and 

financial interests,‖ directly affected the welfare system in the state, which lacked any state 

intervention and had a profound dependence on non-state actors. The welfare system in Lebanon 

is unregulated and opens the door for many organizations, especially political organizations and 

religious welfare organizations, to provide social services (Corm 1991; Hanf 1993; Harik 1994; 

Traboulsi 2007). 

In a study conducted about the role of these faith-based organizations in impacting social policies 

mainly in the educational and health sectors in Lebanon, the Collective for Research and 

Training on Development–Action (CRTDA) conducted a quantitative study on fourteen faith-

based organizations (representing nine different religious confessions) that examined the role of 

these organizations in shaping the rights of citizenship and gender equality in the state, how they 

relate to the state, and the different ways and attempts to influence policies in the state. 

The study concluded that although these organizations play a major role in educating and 

providing health care assistance for both men and women, they are becoming a key obstacle 

towards the democratization of the state.  The data gathered by the study showed that these 

organizations define citizenship based on the confessional identity; this was reflected in the value 

system and the nature of the services provided, in addition to the identity of the beneficiaries and 
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the staff of the organization. Furthermore, this study concluded that although these organizations 

provide the basic services and support for the majority of the Lebanese society, they are further 

reproducing and contributing to the confessional system of the state.  

The following part will provide three examples and case studies about the importance of these 

religious welfare organizations and their crucial role in providing services for the different 

Lebanese communities. 

e. Health and Educational Institutions 

According to Cammett, 17 percent of the medical services (dispensaries, medical centers, 

and units) are established by Christian organizations, while 11 percent are funded by Islamic 

charities. Moreover, Sunni and Shiite political parties (such as Sunni Future Movement and the 

Hizbullah Shiite party) have established highly efficient health care organizations that account 

for about 9 percent of the health care organizations. Furthermore, although public institutions 

cover 9 percent of the health care units in the state, due to the nature of the political system in 

Lebanon, a large portion of these organizations are directly linked to or under the auspices of the 

different political parties (Cammett 2010). 

Data about the size and composition of the Lebanese civil society is absent in Lebanon; however, 

it is well known, and shown in the different interviews conducted, that most of these 

organizations are directed towards health and education sectors, which mainly developed during 

and aftermath of the civil war (Johns Hopkins center research).  

The Ministry of Health estimated in a study conducted in 2000 that the share of civil society 

organizations in the health care system amounts to 60 percent; moreover, these organizations 

operate around 30 percent of the hospitals in Lebanon.  

As for the educational sector in Lebanon, a study conducted in 2006 concluded that around 1, 

400 primary and secondary schools units (i.e., half of the total educational units in the state) are 

run by private organizations, most of which are either under the auspices of the Catholic school 

systems or directly linked to Sunni, Shia or Druze political groups (Cammett 2010). 
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In addition to establishing private health care organizations and educational units, these political 

organizations and religious groups provide social services in many different ways.  Many of 

these sectarian political parties have established programs that regularly distribute alimentary 

units and material aids to their followers. Moreover, these sectarian organizations act as 

facilitators and intermediaries between the state and the citizens to facilitate access to rights for 

their own citizens. For example, while the law clearly states that the state should cover 85 

percent of the hospitalization cost of any entitled citizen with serious conditions, in reality 

citizens do not access this right mainly because of the accruing deficit of the Ministry of Public 

Health and because of the role of politicians and political parties who act as ―gatekeepers‖ to 

these public benefits (Cammett 2010). Many sectarian parties in Lebanon use their wasta, or 

connections, to secure government payment of the cost of hospitalization for their own 

supporters (Cammett 2010 based on author interviews: Official, Amal movement, Ghobeiry, 17 

January 2008; Official, Ministry of Public Health, Beirut, 13 June 2006). Thus citizens who are 

not politically affiliated or linked to a religious organization are not capable of securing their 

basic needs. 

Whenever an organization becomes the sole service provider of the basic needs in the 

community, beneficiaries will become dependent on it and will not be alarmed by the type of the 

organization, whether it is secular or linked to any political parties.  A study conducted by Shawn 

Flanigan about faith-based organizations in Lebanon concluded that a significant portion of the 

Lebanese population is seeking support, services, and security from organizations within this 

circle, which have proven to be, in most cases, high-quality service providers.  However, 

according to Shawn, these religious groups are replicating the confessional system that 

emphasizes the differences in the society, especially since they control a large portion of the 

educational and health sectors in Lebanon, and in addition are the leading employers and 

economic players in the market. These welfare organizations are based more on emphasizing 

group particularism rather than Lebanese communalism. They are becoming stronger and are 

shaping the identity and minds of their community members. 
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f. Islamic Religious Institutions 

The civil war in Lebanon provided an open space for religious political parties in 

Lebanon to become main players in the southern suburbs of Beirut (Fawaz 2000). 

As argued in part 2 of this paper, from the formation of the state of Lebanon until the start of the 

civil war, there was a socioeconomic equilibrium between the Sunnite and the Christian sectarian 

groups. Meanwhile, the Shiite groups were considered to be the minority. With the start of the 

civil war, a sectarian Shiite group was formed, called the Amal party, and then in 1982 

Hezbollah was created. These two political parties started to provide their constituents, mainly in 

the south of Lebanon, with many social services primarily by building hospitals and schools. The 

Lebanese Forces (Christian political party) had a similar outreach in the Maronite regions from 

1987 onwards: The Social Welfare Agency (Mu‘assasat Al-Tadamun Al-Ijtima‘iyya), which 

emerged out of the popular committees, was created in the early 1970s and had 35 branches 

(offices) helping 25,000 needy families (Harik 1994). These different political parties took 

advantage of the weakness of the state and started providing different services to the different 

communities in Lebanon; they assumed the functions of the state in a paralyzed Lebanon and 

developed highly efficient centralized welfare organizations (Cammett 2010).   

Prusher (2000) notes that it was a ―vast network of womb-to-tomb services that put Hizbullah—

or Party of God—on the map as the agency that gets things done.‖ However, in the post-war era 

these Muslim religious parties and organizations worked on maintaining and strengthening their 

welfare organizations, while the Christian parties failed to do so. These latter were not as 

successful in establishing their own social and medical institution, and their religious 

organizations are more fragmented (with the exception of the Catholic school system) 

Muslim parties became more organized and administer their program in a highly professional 

way; they are even capable of providing cash or different kinds of gifts to their constituents. And 

since the Druze, who make up about 4 to 5 percent of the population, are a diminishing minority 

in Lebanon, these latter are creating movements  responsible for the defense of group interests by 

creating different  network of associations in predominantly Druze areas, as well as working to 

have an active representation in the institutions of the government.  
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These Islamic NGOs provide different services that encompass health care, education, drinking 

water provision, garbage collection, income generation initiatives, and many others. They have 

also placed local resident members, often largely and formerly demobilized, into positions where 

they can actually impact their poor living conditions by shaping their own process of service 

provision and organizing for their rights.  

g. The Case of Hizbullah 

As previously argued, the Lebanese government is incapable of providing social welfare 

services to its populations; when it does provide these services, they are mostly located within 

the capital of the state. With the almost total absence of these services, Lebanese families face 

harsh economic and social conditions. As a result, a Shiite cleric called Muhammad Hussein 

Fadlallah stepped in to change this status quo, especially in the Dahiyeh area of Beirut, which is 

mostly populated by Shiite community (Norton 2007). 

Fadlallah was calling attention throughout the civil war to the importance of the creation of the 

―human state,‖ or dawlat al-insan, with a main aim of providing the basic needs for the Lebanese 

people. This idea was the main inspiration for many to establish private social associations 

directed toward the Shiite community.  From this idea we witnessed the formation of Musa al-

Sadr Foundation, the Amal movement, the Supreme Islamic Shiite Council, and Hizbullah. 

These organizations were either created by families or funded by benevolent trusts (awqaf) and 

became the most significant social centers in the regions (Norton 2007). 

Hizbullah operates as a faith-based organization and has established a network of organizations 

that have become successful and proven durable throughout time. The organizations of this 

political party are characterized by high responsiveness to the needs of the population, as well as 

accountability, professionalism and leadership, and also by their effectiveness in reaching their 

goal. According to Fawaz, these organizations can be considered as ―faith-based socio-political 

organizations‖ since they ―interpret and deploy faith as a political construct, organizing and 

mobilizing social groups on the basis of faith identity but in pursuit of broader political 

objectives.‖ The organizational feature of these organizations and their holistic approach (as they 

cover every aspect of the life of the individual), in addition to the professionalism and leadership 

they proved plus high performance, has provided them with great success and enlarged their 
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social base. Nizar Hamzeh estimated the beneficiaries from Hizbullah‘s educational units to 

more than 25,500 students on a yearly basis, and the medical services as almost 410,000. 

According to Harik, the beneficiaries of the micro-credit organization are over 7,500 per year. 

Fawaz estimated the social base of Hizbullah to be a minimum of 300,000.  

Hizbullah‘s Organizations: 

Hizbullah has a network of institutions working in the suburbs of Beirut, the Beqaa and 

the south of Lebanon that focuses on education, health, research and development in addition to 

other activities. These different organizations created their own social and cultural environment 

known as the ―resistance society,‖ which directly conveys faith-based values to their targeted 

community. The satellite organization is composed of 10 organizations, which are registered 

with the Ministry of Interior. Moreover, these organizations are divided amongst two groups: 

those that provide services to the community and those that are involved in military resistance. 

The two are responsible for providing education and micro-credit service. These organizations 

have a high level of organization and their institutions are based on scientific knowledge and 

rational thinking, and a high level of professionalism, in addition to dedicated personnel and 

charismatic leaders. 

 Hizbullah‘s large-scaled social organizations are concentrated in the southern suburbs (Fawaz 

2000):  

1. The Imam Khomeini‘s assistance committee was founded in Beirut in 1982 and had 

branches in Tyre, Sidon, and Baalbeck.
5
 It provided 130,000 scholarships, interest-free 

loans, and aided 135,000 needy families.  

2. In 1988, the Islamic Health Organization and Reconstruction Campaign, an Islamic 

engineering and contracting organization, was formed. Hizbullah‘s considerable heavy 

construction projects are carried out by this organization, which is registered as a 

Lebanese charitable association. (Iran uses the same name.) This organization is mainly 

responsible for repairing war-destructed houses and attending to daily needs of the 

                                                           
5
 Ruhollah Musavi Khomeini, officially known as Imam Khomeini, was an Iranian religious leader and politician 

who later became the country‘s Supreme Leader. 
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population in Shia concentrated areas. This institution remained active until the Council 

for Development and Reconstruction (CDR) took over in 1994 (Harik 1994: 26-27). 

3. The Martyr Organization (Al-Chahid, established in 1982) takes care of more than 2,500 

families and includes a hospital, dispensaries, and schools  

4. Al-Jarih, established in 1990, is a second organization that supports the wounded. This 

organization takes care of more than 3,000 wounded and their families.  

The other group is composed of organizations that are more concerned with the social, religious 

and financial provisions of the community at large: 

5.  Al Muassasa al Tarbawiyya, or the educational institution, established in 1991, is 

responsible for nine schools in Lebanon encompassing around 5,300 students.  

6. Al Ward al Hassan (the good loan) was established in 1984 and distributes a monthly 

average of 750 micro-credit loans based on Islamic rules of borrowing. 

The other four organizations, which are affiliated with the party yet are administratively 

autonomous from Hizbullah (and are local branches of Iranian institutions), are as follows: 

7. Al-Imdad (the support), established in 1987, is responsible for providing social services 

to the less fortunate.  

8. Al-Hay‘a al Suhiyya (the health society), established in 1984, is responsible for 46 health 

care centers and hospitals.  

9. Jihad Al-Bina (jihad for building), established in 1988, is working in the building sector 

mainly in the south of Lebanon and Beqaa.  

10. The Consultation Center for Studies and Documentation (CCSD), established in 1988, is 

mainly a think tank (or policy institute) that provides policy reports and studies; it has a 

database of at least 500,000 articles and has published around 300 reports on public 

policy in Lebanon. 
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Hizbullah is a typical example of a religious political party that acts in the shadows of a weak 

state, whereby all institutions are weak and sectarian groups are the main providers of the basic 

services. Most of the Hizbullah‘s social service organizations are located in the Shiite area but 

are also serving other communities if asked; in particular, their hospitals and clinics assist any 

patient that walks in without any reference to his political or sectarian view. However, since they 

are located in predominantly Shiite areas the majority of their beneficiaries are by default Shiite.  

Although Hizbullah is raising many funds domestically, most of the funds are received from the 

state of Iran, amounting to more than $100 million per year (Norton 2007). 

August Norton quoted a Shiite as saying, ―There are no needy people in the Dahiyeh,‖ and thus 

noted that these social organizations are responding to the different needs of the Shiite 

population, creating a safety net to the whole area. 

These organizations‘ importance was shown during the 2006 war whereby they stepped in to 

assist with the needs of the community, especially regarding the total destruction of houses, 

which in return provided Hizbullah huge support among the Shiite community. 

Hizbullah bases its work on clear religious ideals: ―Our work in the Islamic health society forms 

a ‗jihad‘ (or struggle) for God and a civilized challenge (tahaddi hadari) through the creation of 

medical institutions on Islamic bases, where the values of honesty, goodwill, excellence, 

modesty and service are developed. This proves the capacity of Islamic Reason (Al-Aql al 

Muslim) in managing medical work and reaching the targeted objectives‖ (Al-Hay‘a al Suhiyya 

Newsletter,).  

Thus these organizations include many pious beliefs and faith values. Hizbullah‘s network plays 

a major role in creating a ―social and religious transformation‖ in Lebanon. Based on Hizbullah‘s 

belief, a religious person following the faith of Islam should adhere to jihad and transform into a 

mission of resistance which will lead to martyrdom (Fawaz 2000). This resistance is not only 

military, but also political, social and cultural. There are different Hizbullah institutions that are 

responsible for the promotion of Islamic faith and mobilizing the resistance society, which are 

labeled as ―faith propaganda institutions.‖ (Al Manar television and Al Nour radio station 

disseminate Islamic slogans on a regular basis.)  
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As of the 1998 municipal elections in Lebanon, these organizations became partners of the local 

municipalities that were backed by the party, and these municipalities relied on the social 

expertise of these organizations to implement local development strategies, mainly because these 

organizations had over 15 years of experience. 

E. The second type of civil society: Mujtama Ahli 

As previously discussed, in developing countries, due to the lack of legitimacy, the 

weakness of the state, and failed competency, whereby citizens start searching for new means to 

secure their daily life, many actors emerge to provide welfare for the citizens, thus replacing the 

role of the state (Gough et al. 2004). The importance of these organizations is that they were all 

established based on a certain need in the society during the civil war, and they grew into 

powerful organizations that serve their communities, replacing the role of the government in 

many fields. 

Alternative to the welfare state is the family (Flaquer 2000; Naldini 2003; Clastles and Ferrera 

1996; Rhodes 1997; Ekert-Jaffe and Terraz 2004; Ferrera 2005), and in addition to the religious 

networks (Azzi and Ehrenberg 1975; Hungerman 2004; Clark and Lelkes 2005; Gruber 2005; 

Deheija et al. 2007; Jawad 2010) another player that emerges is the patron-client network.  

The introduction to part 2 differentiated between the different sectors of civil society in the Arab 

world and more specifically in Lebanon. Another face of civil society in Lebanon is the mujtama 

ahli, or the foundations established by families or notables in the state. Most of these 

organizations developed during the paralyzation of the state during the civil war, based on the 

needs of the society. With the end of the civil war these organizations continued developing and 

have transformed their work from relief to development. One critic has described the Lebanese 

state as being a welfare state for its sectarian communities. 

The importance of these organizations is that they are established by active politicians in the 

Lebanon. Throughout the fieldwork conducted, it was clear that politicians, members of 

parliament, and welfare organizations are major players in Lebanese society and they provide 

major assistance to the different communities in the state especially in the light of the high cost 

of living and expensive social care system. However, clientelistic networks can also become a 

major player in the game.  
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The major player and prominent foundation is the one established by the prime minister Rafic 

Hariri. With the paralyzation of the state, Hariri, a multi-billionaire, started a new trend in 

Lebanese society. He created a new path in corporate social responsibility by creating his own 

foundation called the Hariri Foundation. This foundation started providing thousands of students 

with educational grants for studies in Lebanon and abroad; in addition it established and 

supported many schools, universities, hospitals, and social institutions. The success of this may 

have encouraged many other politicians in Lebanon to reproduce these welfare organizations. 

Many prominent politicians and businessmen started to create their own foundations that had the 

same objectives and activities as the Hariri one: Fares Foundation, Mouawad Foundation, Frem 

Foundation, Makhzoumi Foundation, and the Safadi Foundation (Khaldoun 2006). The common 

denominator of all these foundations is that they were established by ―politically ambitious 

businessmen‖ that were working to build their public image and thus enlarge their popular base 

(Khaldoun 2006). 

While these organizations might reflect an ethical commitment of their founders to assist their 

own society or provide them with tax exemptions, Khaldoun argues that these organizations are 

connected to politicians in the state and are being used politically to create a public image and 

thus enlarge the popular base.  

This strategy is protected by the Lebanese constitution since ―Article 10 of the Lebanese 

Constitution allows confessional communities to establish their own social institutions‖ (Joseph 

2000). And Article 37 of Decree 60 LR provides the confessional-based social institutions the 

status of ―corporate body‖ (Zalzal 2009).  

The United Nations report on the state of Lebanon argued that the activities of these NGOs are 

limited to boosting the status of local notables or justifying the spending of a budget based on 

financial assistance from certain ministries or political figures who seek good ties with those 

running a given association. 

This state of affairs, whereby sectarian groups own private institutions, has led to two main 

important issues: 
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 The development of ―semi-closed‖ and ―self-sufficient sects‖ as opposed to the 

development of the state. These sects do not feel the need to demand that the state fulfill 

its main role as a mechanism representing the nation, implementing policies, and 

safeguarding the interests of the public. 

 The formation of the state as a unitary authority and arbitrating force has been obstructed 

in that it has been constantly pulled back. 

In a study conducted about the relationship between the access to social welfare and the degree 

of partisanship, Cammett demonstrated that access to social welfare in Lebanon is uneven. The 

main contributing factor to the access to the services is political since, as demonstrated by the 

study, citizens who demonstrate that they are politically active receive more expensive benefits 

as compared to apolitical or even less active citizens. 

Cammett in her study showed that the basic social rights of the citizen are withheld from the 

poor and the apolitical or less politically active members of the community. These providers of 

social welfare, as well as the brokers of public entitlement, profit from this situation in Lebanon 

and work to preserve this status quo, which denies citizens access to rights. 

These parties and organizations have become major players in the political system of the state 

and are providing services and even mediating the access to the services of the state for the 

citizens.  Although Lebanese are entitled to health care services, the combination of ―state fiscal 

crisis - clientelist politics‖ are working toward placing obstacles in front of the citizen and 

preventing him from accessing his social rights. Meanwhile the citizen who demonstrates a 

commitment to the political party enjoys access to these services. ―For example, in Lebanon, 

clientelist linkages are premised on hierarchical relationships of dependence and perpetuate a 

system in which citizens cannot in practice benefit from public entitlements. At the same time, 

sectarian and religious providers offer services that might not otherwise be available‖ (Cammett 

2011). 

F. Conclusion 

As with other parts of its civil society, philanthropy in Lebanon is tainted with a sectarian 

character, and most of the political parties in Lebanon that have a sectarian identity or a religious 
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affiliation are creating highly efficient religious welfare organizations responsible for providing 

services to their constitutive members of the community (although they usually claim that these 

services are directed towards all the different communities as well). These religious welfare 

organizations are considered by many to be the only source of assistance in the light of harsh 

economic conditions in Lebanon. As explained in this chapter, there are two assumptions: First, 

loyalty to the party will facilitate access to the welfare services, and second, access to social 

benefits such as food, cash, health care and education is directly linked to the degree of activism 

shown.  

Many factors led to the development of these highly efficient organizations. The structure of the 

Lebanese political system, the patron-client networks, and the paralyzation of the social services 

of the state during the civil war led to a minimal state intervention in the welfare system and a 

great reliance on non-state actors. Thus this welfare system became fragmented and allowed the 

political and religious organizations to assume the main role of service provision in the state. 

Furthermore, the confessional nature of the state prevented the creation of an autonomous civil 

society capable of raising its own demands and pressuring the government; instead of the 

appearance of an independent body raising their demands through the right civil society channels 

and playing its own role of mediator between the private and the public, sectarian groups are 

raising their demands through their own representative in the governments and parliaments. Due 

to the religious and cultural composition of the society, the nature of the Lebanese consotiational 

democracy, and the laissez-faire economic composition of the state, the Lebanese government is 

always encouraging the development of these organizations and cooperating with them.  

However, it is important to recognize that these welfare organizations are the ones that are 

assisting a huge portion of the population and replacing the role of the state. Thus considering 

their role to be negative would be incorrect; if they stopped offering their services, many of the 

populations would be below the poverty line. 
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CHAPTER V 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MUJTAMA MADANI AND THE STATE OF LEBANON 

 

A. Introduction 

Civic organizations appeared in Lebanon for the first time during the end of the civil war, 

when a group of non-confessional associations gathered and started demanding an end to the 

war. Recently many internal events led to the reemergence of these organizations, mainly the end 

of the civil war, the assassination of Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri, as well as the withdrawal of the 

Syrian army and the end of their tutelage of more than 16 years. Furthermore, the changes that 

the civil society passed through were also caused by regional and international events, mainly the 

September 11 attacks and the 2006 Israeli war on Lebanon. 

This chapter will focus on the growing role of these organizations and social movements, and 

their relationship with the state of Lebanon. It will argue that the civil society of mujtama 

madani nature was only able to develop in Lebanon due to the changes in the local, regional and 

international political environment; and although these associations face many challenges, 

especially due to the confessional nature of the system, this society is striving to affect public 

policy and make changes in Lebanese society. This chapter will argue that the weakness of the 

state and the political regime that appeared after the signing of the Taef Agreement had a 

negative effect on this society. 

This chapter is divided into four main parts: 

Part 1 will discuss the importance of these organizations and their differences with previously 

discussed organizations. In part 2, the legal framework within which these organizations are 

working will be examined, as well as the limitations and drawbacks of such laws. Part 3 will 

discuss the political and social situations that led to the development of these organizations. 

Finally, part 4 will analyze two case studies and the extent to which they are capable of affecting 

public policy through presenting draft laws.  
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B. Development and importance of the Mujtama Madani in Lebanon 

In order to analyze the role of the mujtama madani and its growing role in the Lebanese 

society, first we should understand its characteristics in comparison to the other types of civil 

society discussed in the previous chapter. 

The first characteristic of this new type of this society is its activities and objectives. Activities 

extend to new areas that were neglected in the past, mainly human rights issues, civil liberty and 

democracy, as well as ecological concerns.  The importance of these activities is in their focus on 

the national post-war construction of a common identity; they surfaced as an attempt to find a 

new common ground and political consensus to renew national social ties.  Furthermore, the 

relationship that was established between the Lebanese civil society actors and their international 

counterparts allowed for the transfer of technology and "know-how" in various fields (Karam 

2000). 

The second difference between these new organizations that surfaced and the other types of civil 

society (discussed in the previous chapters) is at the ―organizational level.‖ Instead of the 

hierarchical vertical structure, Lebanese civil society witnessed the development of horizontal 

structures that were more flexible and adaptable to changes. When comparing the budgets of the 

associations focusing on socioeconomic development and communal associations, these new 

associations claimed that they are managing with a small budget (an average of $20 thousand a 

year as compared to more than $10 million a year for major developmental NGOs) since they 

work in an ad hoc way, and therefore are capable of reducing their number of employees to the 

minimum (limited to the management of the secretariat). They further rely on a number of 

volunteers specialized in specific areas. This type of internal organization and management has 

strengthened the position of these associations vis-à-vis donors on one side, and public 

institutions (such as ministries), on the other side. But this freedom is unstable and delicate since 

it only relies on a group of volunteers and is determined by the type of activity and the context 

(Karam 2000). 

Third, this society is distinguished by the characteristics of their activists and members. These 

associations are composed of two groups: The majority is made up of the "young" generation 

between the age of 22 and 40, and although they show an affinity with a particular political party 
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or another, they are characterized by low partisan participation. Furthermore, a small minority 

that is over 40 years old (the same group that initiated the movement at the end of the civil war 

that shares the same values) is looking at these organizations as substitute to their past 

movements.  Karam argues that the majority of these latter belong to the middle class, with a 

minority from a wealthy class. They include a large number of university students, professionals, 

and members of liberal professions (lawyers, engineers, journalists, etc.) (Karam 2000). The 

novelty of this activism lies in the fact that the associative structure is calling for a non-violent 

way to achieve change. Moreover, it is a national movement covering the territory of the 

Lebanese state. Another characteristic of these organizations is the trans-regional and cross-

community memberships that are calling for non-confessional and non-ideological causes. 

 These new type of associations and movements, although is still small in number, are capable of 

affecting the Lebanese public sphere through their movements at the associational level as well 

as collective wider action leading to social movements. However, these movements and 

organizations are facing many obstacles in fulfilling their objectives, mainly the limitations of 

the Lebanese laws and the political system of the state. 

 

C.  The Legal Framework 

As argued previously Lebanon enjoys the most liberal laws in comparison to the 

neighboring countries; however, these associations are governed by a restrictive system 

especially during and after the civil war. In order to understand the relationship between the state 

and the civil society in Lebanon, this section will analyze the rules that govern the actions of 

these organizations and the controversies concerning these rules that limit the work of these 

organizations. 

a. Defining an Organization 

Article 1 of the Lebanese Law of Associations defines an association as ―a group of 

several persons permanently unifying their knowledge or efforts for nonprofit objectives‖(Kamil 

2010). Furthermore, the Lebanese Decree Number 153/54 of 16 September 1993 defines an 

organization as a ―moral entity founded by a minimum of three individuals who permanently put 
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forward their knowledge with activities or material resources for a goal that does not seek 

material profit‖ (Kanaan et al. 2004). 

b. Laws and Regulations 

The Lebanese constitution instituted articles for public freedoms, mainly Article 13 

which states the freedom of the establishment and scope of their work as follows: ―The freedom 

to express one's opinion orally or in writing, the freedom of the press, the freedom of assembly, 

and the freedom of association are guaranteed within the limits established by law.‖ 

Furthermore, the establishment and functioning of associations in Lebanon is based on the 

―liberal‖ Ottoman law of 3 August 3 1909 (Appendix 5: ―liberal‖ Ottoman law of August 3rd, 

1909). This law is viewed as the general legal framework for associations and nongovernmental 

organizations in Lebanon.  

The following are key legislation governing the work of associations in Lebanon: 

1. Article 13 of the Lebanese Constitution 

2. The 1909 Law of Associations 

3. The 1911 Law of Public Assemblies 

4. Public Utility Organizations, Legislative Decree No.87 of 30/6/1977 

5. Foreign Associations, Decision No.369 LR of 1939 

6. Section 2 of the Penal Code 

7. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

8. Decision of the Council of State (Shoura) No.135/2003 (See Annex 1) 

9. Income Tax Law, which exempts NGOs from taxes and tariffs 

10. Article 20 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which states that everyone has 

the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association and that no one can be 

compelled to belong to an association or a collective activity. 

c. Controversies about the Law 

In principle, the Law of Associations should protect the rights of these associations to be 

recognized; they only need to inform the Ministry of Interiors (MOI) about their establishment 

and present their bylaws (Abu Assi2006). (Appendix 6: the papers required to be submitted by an 

Organization to the Ministry of Interior) 
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As per Article 2 of the law, ―Establishing an association requires no prior permit but, by virtue of 

Article 6, notifying the government of its establishment is a prerequisite.‖ Based on the MOI 

decision of 17 January 1996, any organizations that does not secure the permission from MOI is 

considered illegal (Abu Assi2006). However, since the declaration and informing process by the 

ministry is not written in any law, MOI has been interpreting this law to its own benefit mainly 

for political reasons. As an example, this ministry refused in many cases to receive the informing 

papers of organizations and considered their status as illegal until the issuance of the permit. 

Moreover, this ministry is requesting these organizations to prepare and submit bylaw templates; 

a request that violates the provisions of the law. Furthermore, especially during and after the end 

of the civil war, the MOI was delaying the applications of organizations that focus on human 

rights, fighting corruption, and other sociopolitical controversial issues (Moukheiber 2003). An 

example is the case of the Lebanese Transparency Association, which had to resort to informal 

methods of delivering their papers since MOI refused to accept their papers (Khaldoun 2006). 

Another example is the Association for the Defense of Rights and Liberties (ADDL) who filed a 

case against the MOI in front of the Council of State: the council‘s verdict (Council of State 

decision No. 135/2003-2004 dated 18 November 2003) was for the benefit of the association and 

was based on the law that organizations need only submit their notification papers and do not 

have to wait for the MOI to issue the registration permit (Khaldoun 2006). As another example, 

in 1996 the MOI refused the declaration statement of LADE and banned this association‘s 

activities. The argument of the ministry was that the objectives of this association are political 

and they are interfering in the prerogatives of the government. It was not until 2006 that LADE 

was provided with the notification papers (Camille 2010). 

Yet another example of more restrictive measures being imposed on these associations was the 

proclamation that was issued by MOI in 1996. This proclamation imposed greater restrictions on 

associations. They were obliged to notify the ministry one month prior to the date of their 

internal election, and furthermore, this proclamation provided the ministry with the right to 

supervise the elections and investigate the background of the candidates. In addition, 

amendments to the statutes and bylaws of the association needed prior approval from the 

ministry. Furthermore, the accounts and budget as well as the members list had to be submitted 

to the ministry. Not abiding by these new procedures would lead to the dissolution of the 

association and withdrawal of the notifications. However, the state council revoked this 
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proclamation in 2003 since it was viewed as contradictory the Law of Associations of 1909, 

based on a complaint presented by the ADDL. 

In 1993 the Lebanese NGO Forum presented three examples of laws that illustrate the negative 

relationship between the organizations and the government (Lebanese NGO Forum. Beirut, 17 

November 1993). These laws are i) the customs and tariffs fees, ii) the national social security 

law, and iii) the municipality fees. 

Although as per the law these organizations should be exempted from different taxes,the custom 

and tariff fees and the municipalities‘ fees are treating these organizations as profit-making 

organizations and taxing them. Furthermore, these organizations should be governed by the 

Public Benefit Law, which provides them with tax exemptions once they acquire a public 

benefits status (recognized by the government as aiming to serve the society). However, due to 

the economic crisis in Lebanon, the government placed this law on hold, especially the part 

discussing the tax exemption. 

d. Authoritarian Regime? 

During the civil war and prior to the assassination of Prime Minister Hariri, the Lebanese 

state was acting as an authoritative system. Files presented by the associations to the Ministry of 

Interior for information were facing delays and usually had pass through other ministries and the 

police before being processed (Camille 2010). Furthermore, different governments introduced 

many decrees that contradicted the original laws; as an example the decree No. 153 of 1982 

(cancelled in 1985) introduced restraining measures contradicting the liberal nature of the 

original law. This new decree introduced new processes for the notification system prior to the 

licensing of the associations. This decree provided the authorities with a three month legal period 

before processing the license, and in case an answer was not provided, silence would be 

considered as a rejection. This decree further provided a supervisory authority to the Ministry of 

Interior over the finances and accounting of these associations (Camille 2010).  In the report on 

freedom of association, Joseph Camille argued, ―In practice however, Lebanon‘s system of 

notification was transformed into a de facto authorization system for decades (during the civil 

war and subsequent years).‖ He further stated that, ―In practice, and especially during the civil 
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war and the occupation years (from 1975 to 2005), the Lebanese State implemented a de facto 

authorization system despite its de jure liberal notification system.‖ 

e. Challenges Facing These Associations 

Ghassan Sayyah provided three types of challenges facing these Lebanese organizations 

(Sayah1993): 

 Internal level: mainly problems of funding administrations, lack of volunteers, 

developments, absence of long term plans, and lack of coordination between 

organizations with similar scope. 

 National level: ministries consider these organizations as profit making and they are 

being taxed as such, while in other countries social organizations are exempt from 

taxation and rent. 

 International level: while international organizations should cooperate with local 

organizations and empower them, international organizations are instead competing with 

these organizations, mainly to escape taxation in their own countries. 

Another major challenge is the finance and taxation of the civil society organization (CSO): 

In Lebanon there is an absence of legislation about the financing and taxation of CSOs. Thus 

assessing the tax benefits and exemptions of these organizations is usually based on different 

legal clauses that sometimes contradict one another. Problems appear due to the arbitrary 

interpretations of these laws in addition to different ministerial decisions that further complicate 

the issues. 

In Lebanon there is no clear law that states whether CSOs are exempted from taxationand which 

exemptions and benefits should be enjoyed.  Furthermore, as previously mentioned, the Public 

Benefit Law governs the organizations that have a public benefit status: These are the 

organizations that are recognized by the government and the council of ministers as aiming to 

serve the needs of the society (Khaldoun2006). This law conditions the benefits and exemptions 

of the CSOs and provides the government with supervisory and control mechanism.  Only 50 

organizations were granted public benefit statute (14 in the social sector, two in health, six in 

education, and 27 working in multisectors). This law provided these CSOs with exemptions 
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especially in registering building property and indirect taxes; however, additional legislations 

that were incorporated in the national budgets after the Taef Agreement in 1990 removed the 

majority of these tax exemptions. Furthermore, this law had many gaps thus the government 

decided to suspend it until reviewed, especially since the tax exemptions and benefits are no 

longer in line with the financial and economic conditions. Thus these tax laws are complicated, 

unclear, contradictory and outdated. In addition to the aforementioned problems, there is an 

absence of one legal law or decree that governs the actions of these associations. Many laws and 

decrees were issued that define and specify the conditions of the legal performance and 

objectives of these associations. For example, syndicates and cooperatives are governed by their 

own laws (Decree No.17199 issued on 18 August 1964); trade unions are licensed by the 

Ministry of Labor; political parties need a prior approval permit; religious associations are 

granted legal status under the Decision No.60 LR of 13 March 1936, mainly those associations 

that have charitable, cultural and educational objectives; mutual funds and cooperatives are 

linked and supervised by the Directorate General of Cooperatives (one of the directorates of the 

Ministry of Agriculture); and business and labor associations are linked and require their permits 

from the Ministry of Labor.  (Appendix 7: The Law of Associations of  August 3, 1909 (article 

governing laws of different Civil Society Organizations )) 

 

f. Hope for the Civil Society? 

The major event that provided more freedom, power and space for this civil society in 

Lebanon and led to the emergence of the vibrant associational life was the Syrian withdrawal 

from Lebanon in 2005. Civil and human rights associations started to enjoy more freedom after 

the withdrawal ofthe Syrian army at that time. This freedom was manifested in different policy 

changes, starting with the mandate of the acting minister of interior Ahmad Fatfat, and continued 

with the mandate of Ziad Baroud, who is considered an active protector and activist in civil 

society in Lebanon as well as being co-founder of the ADDL association. 

Baroud stopped all the illegal practices that were followed prior to the Syrian withdrawal, mainly 

the refusal to provide notifications or the dissolutions of associations for arbitrary reasons. He 

also corrected flaws in the administrative practices, including reducing the waiting period for 
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providing the notification receipt for the association to less than two months, thus providing 

these associations with a space to work with minimal interference from the government (Camille 

2010). 

Furthermore, under the mandate of Baroud in 2009 during the celebration of the 100 year 

anniversary of the 1909 Law of Associations, the ADDL and Parliamentary Human Rights 

Committee proposed a number of recommendations to improve the rights of these associations 

(Camille 2010). During the symposium, Baroud presented a draft law that would lower the 

minimum membership age of the associations from 20 to 18 years old. 

However, although minister Baroud advanced many changes to the laws of associations, civil 

society has a long road ahead in order to reach its full independence. In an interview, Bassam 

Chit noted, ―The implementation mechanisms of the Law of Associations in Lebanon has always 

been dependent on the Minister in office, so if the current minister leaves, the system could 

change depending on who takes his place‖ (Camille 2010). 

Moreover, the procedure of acknowledging the declaration statement of associations in Lebanon 

is still not transparent. In 2008 the Ministry of Interior issued a new circular about the 

associations‘ rights in an attempt to set new procedures for their creation ensuring that the 

investigation procedure is lawful.  Based on this new procedure, the ministry is obliged to sign 

the notification once the declaration statement is received and transfer it to the General Security 

for investigation about the founding members. These latter can withhold the delivery of the 

notification or decide to dissolve the association in case it is proven illegal based on article 3 of 

the Law of Associations (Camille 2010). 

However, many viewed this law as a breach to the freedom of associations since it increased the 

role of the General Security and legalized it, especially since the role in dissolving these 

associations remained very broad. While the main aim of this circular was to provide freedom for 

the association and maintain security concerns at the national level, this has led to a compromise 

in the freedom and rights of these associations. A member of parliament stated, ―The 2008 

Circular is a step back for the right of freedom of association and creates a further ambiguity on 

the registration process while giving more leeway to the General Security‖ (Camille 2010). 

Moreover, a lawyer stated,―During the Syrian occupation, the General Security had an important 
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role in overseeing associations but this is the first time that their role is enshrined within the legal 

system‖ (Camille2010). 

 

D.  Analyzing the Political System 

The assassination of Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri in 2005 and the Syrian withdrawal are 

considered by many as the turning point in the development of civil society in Lebanon, since 

everyone believes that these events have brought more awareness to the people, strengthened 

their sense of responsibility, and led them to participate more. New institutions developed in 

Lebanon which in turn opened space for professional, social, and political activity. However, this 

section will argue that the development of these organizations had started with the end of the 

civil war and has been shaped by local, regional and international events. 

After the Taef Agreement in 1990 new trends have appeared. Environmental, human rights, 

women and certain secular organizations were formed that are more of a madani (civic) nature, 

which started to represent the dominant model. Furthermore, they shifted their work from being 

purely relief activities to more developmental ones, including lobbying and shaping public 

policies. Lebanese civil society started serious work in affecting public policies on issues that are 

important to them, to the public, and to international donors. New concepts have been 

introduced, including those of democracy, transparency and globalization. The role of civil 

society has been stressed and large responsibilities are being placed upon it. Moreover, the 

globalization effect and the growth of new ideas (such as the importance of spreading civic, 

political, and cultural rights as part of the universal human rights declarations) led to the 

introduction of new principles in Lebanon, mainly, participatory democracy, sustainable 

development, good governance, transparency, and accountability (Khaldoun 2006). All these 

ideas and concepts led to the appearance of an active civil society in Lebanon calling for change 

and the promotion of ideas such as human rights, rule of law, and social justice. These 

organizations‘ main aim was to lead the change in society and become the main watchdogs on 

the work of the public sector. 
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a.  State-Civil Society Relation 

To analyze the impact of the social movements and organizations in Lebanon, it is important to 

understand the constitutional framework and the degree of openness of the system 

The Lebanese political system is not comparable with any other regimes in the region since it is 

not characterized by an ideology nor linked to a single person. While the regime that appeared in 

the 1990s was more open to accepting any actor compared to the regional state, the instability of 

the Lebanese system prohibited political elites from rising above their conflicts and differences 

through stable democratic mechanisms; an outside arbitrator (state; foreign ministers,,,)was 

always needed solve internal problems and interpret parts of the Taef agreement. This agreement 

brought to power heterogeneous elites without any specific political agenda or common ideology 

who were only competing with each other in the pursuit of profit, interests, and the protection of 

certain positions of power. As a result of the activities and consciousness of this sector, the state 

has frequently been forced to withdraw or issue regulations concerning practices that were 

hindering the freedom and democratic rights of citizens and placing restrictions on civil society. 

Furthermore, the Syrian tutelage had a direct effect on the development of the civil society in 

Lebanon since it had a direct influence and control over the apparatus of the state and was 

always trying to deter associations that focused on civil and human rights (Camille 2010). 

The relationship between the civil society and the political powers in Lebanon is not systematic 

and changes in relations are based on the political party that is governing. 

This relationship can be negative and challenging, as it was prior to 2000 mainly in issues such 

as the freedom of expression, human rights, or the issues of elections. The political powers were 

always suppressing these movements. Furthermore, the volunteers and activists in these 

organizations were persecuted due to their positions and stances concerning issues that were 

considered as private or monopolized by the political powers. 

This relationship can also be positive and based on cooperation, especially through the signing of 

different agreements and plans between the local powers and the Ministry of Environment and 

environmental organizations, or between the ministry and social organizations. It can also be on 

contractual bases as it was with the cases after the summer of 2005 when the government asked a 
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group of civil society activists to write a draft proposal for changing the electoral system in 

Lebanon and for allowing for different organizations to monitor the elections of 2009. 

b. Civil Society and Civic Culture: A Lost Dream? Three Phases for the Development 

of this Society 

While many argue that this movement started after the assassination of Prime Minister Hariri 

and the withdrawal of the Syrian army from Lebanon, this movement actually started during the 

mid-1990s, and was shaped by local and international events. The development of these 

movements and society can be summarized into three phases. 

i. The first phase: 1990-2000 

With the signing of the Taef Agreement and the Syrian tutelage on the country, the 

political and civil space was neutralized by the ruling elites, as was any opposition to the system, 

through the following different strategies, mainly:  

 Repression or exclusion, such as the imprisonment of Samir Geagea in 1994 and the exile 

of Michel Aoun in 1990. This period was characterized by the banning of the political 

leaders who became the main opponents of the regime. 

 Closing the political system through controlling the electoral system.  

 The policy of cooptation and distribution through the different programs of 

reconstruction mainly led by Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri (Karam 2009). As a reaction to 

these political closures, and in the absence of any public space for reaction, civil society 

actors‘ main role became limited to opposing the government policies without any 

reference to the political system or the government. The main mobilizers were a group of 

journalists, academics, and lawyers that represented the upper middle class of the 

Lebanese society. These actors were mainly calling for the de-confessionalization of the 

political system and were refusing the intervention of security services in the public life 

as well as the restrictions on the freedom of expression (Karam2009). 

This civil movement and mobilization started signing petitions and writing articles about the 

corruption of the government and the regime. They were mainly calling for the respect of law 

and the refusal of the amendment of the constitution based on personal ends. 
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These movements developed into civil associations calling for the defense of human rights, the 

environment, civil and political rights, and public freedoms. Their main aim was to place on the 

agendas of the parliament and ministers issues ofelectoral reform, laws of associations, the cases 

of the disappeared persons from the civil wars, and other. 

Many other organizations were initiated during that era, in particular: 

 The Assembly for the Holding of Municipal Elections (1997) 

 Mobilization for the Social Rights of Disabled Persons (1997) 

 Assembly for Civil Marriage (1998) 

 The National Campaign for the Age of Political Majority at 18 (1998) 

Karam compares the development of these associations and movements to the movements of 

associations in the western democracy and Eastern Europe (Karam2009).  These organizations 

were supported by the same financial organizations and their main agendas were similar in many 

ways. As in the case of electoral reforms and observation, human rights, and associations of the 

families of the disappeared, many international associations developed and established 

themselves in the regions. However, the flexibility of these associations and their ad hoc and 

direct response allowed them to address different audiences based on the cause they were calling 

for.All the above organizations were the first initiators of the social movements in that era and 

enjoyed high media coverage. These organizations were calling for reconstruction, 

reconciliation, the rule of law, and institutional reform; thus they were calling for long-term 

political changes, reform of the electoral system, and the proper functioning of the state‘s 

institutions. 

In parallel to these organizations, many social movements also appeared, especially those 

initiated by students and unions through organized demonstrations.  These student movements 

replaced the actions of the political parties that were banned, mainly the Lebanese Forces and the 

Aounist Movements; moreover, union mobilizations were repressed by the regime. The 

importance of these different movements is that they were all run by civil associations. 

Moreover, according to Karam, the importance of these organizations is that ‖their actors gained 

and gradually built up knowledge in action in the same way that they established networks and 

brought in their wake a variety of actors.‖ 
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 The initiative of such organizations remained marginal and they were unable to mobilize social 

groups, mainly due to the following four reasons: 

 The closed political system in which they were making political claims, such as calling 

for political freedoms. 

 The Syrian tutelage in Lebanon that was repressing calls for reform or changes in the 

political systems, and the political realm that was based on Syrian supervision. 

 Religious and communitarian solidarity that led to refusal many of the drafts policies, 

especially the ones calling for civil marriage; in addition, the objections of religious and 

community leaders to the movement that was calling for the establishment of civil 

personal status. 

 The differentiation of these groups and their activities from militia-based actions. 

The regime viewed these organizations and movements as a threat since they were alerting the 

public about issues that were considered taboo, mainly economic policies, local development, 

human rights, and democracy (Kahldoun 2006). Thus the government attempted in different 

ways to block their actions and interfere in their internal affairs (Khaldoun 2006); this was done 

mainly by politicizing the internal elections of these organizations, supporting the creation of 

similar organizations, imposing members in the organizations, and even dissolving them based 

on security reasons. 

These organizations and their different demands did not find the political support that is 

necessary for them to reach their goals, and their initiatives were marginalized. However, they 

did succeed in impacting the functioning of the political system: The movements of these 

organizations led to the organization of the municipal elections, the adoption of the rights of the 

disabled, and the creation of the Ministry of Environment, and placed on the agenda the issue of 

associative freedom.  

The importance of the activities of these movements and organization stems from the fact they 

advanced the demands to end the sectarian political system and the demands for a peaceful 

settlement of political issues, and opposed the interference of the security services in the 

restriction on the freedom of expression (Karam et al. 2009). Moreover, a success of these civil 

associations and movements was the creation of the Ministry of Environment in 1993. 
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ii. The Second Phase: 2000 to the 2005 Movements  

The second major change that affected these organizations was the 11 September 2001 

attack and the launching of the Middle East Project that placed Lebanon once again at the 

international agenda (Rougier 2005 and Karam 2009). The changes in the international agenda, 

the death of Hafez el Assaad, the withdrawal of the Israeli army from the south in 2000, the 

arrival of new members in the parliaments that were confident that they were legitimately 

elected, the opening up of a public space that transcends the communitarian space: all these 

events transformed the relations between the power elites in Lebanon as well as the work of this 

civil society in the state. This movement reached its highest point with the spring of 2005 and the 

demonstrations of 8 and 14 March. The international events and the local developments provided 

the Lebanese civil society with a space for their action. The movements were mainly 

sovereignist, and the major demands were the liberalization of the public space, independence 

from Syria, and the end of Syrian intervention in the Lebanese security (Karam 2009). The 

culmination of these movements was the demonstrations that occurred in March 2005.  After the 

assassination of Hariri, Lebanon was divided into two main camps: the March 8 and the March 

14 ones. Although they differed, these two camps and movements were calling for independence. 

March 14, which was composed of an ―anti-Syrian‖ coalition, and March 8, composed of a pro-

Syrian coalition, were both demanding and insisting on independence, first from the Syrian 

tutelage and second from French and USA interference (Karam et al. 2009). 

The actors of the first phase of the civil movement allied with the political elites and they were 

freer in demanding and voicing their concerns. Thus the assassination of the PM Hariri, the 

―upheaval of independence,‖ and the Syrian withdrawal provided new hope for this civil society 

to create change and have an impact. During these three events, civil society movements were 

the main mobilizers of the citizens and were calling for more democracy and rights. This was a 

huge move from the traditional structure of the welfare civil society into a new civil society 

working as a watchdog of the state. 

iii. Third Phase: Summer 2005 Onward 

This phase had a negative effect on the development of these civil societies and 

marginalized their reform mobilization. The hope that was reached by these organizations in 

voicing their demands and working without any interference from the government, independent 
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from the confessional system in Lebanon, was further lost with the division that appeared in the 

society. The partisan mobilization that appeared in the society was comprised of political forces 

that confronted each other with violent clashes, even reaching civil war (especially the one of 

May 2008). The division and clashes further reinforced the political divisions in the society, and 

the idea of patron-client reemerged in the society. Political patrons started to reinforce their 

positions and maximizetheir political gains in a time when the state was incapable of imposing 

its authority over the Lebanese territory, and of cooperating with the civil society to reform 

social policies (Karam et al. 2009). 

c. Civil Society and International Organizations in Lebanon: A Critical Analysis 

During and after the end of the civil war, Lebanon witnessed cooperation between the 

government agencies, the civil society, and the international institutions (Karam, 2011).The main 

reasons for the cooperation between these three sectors were the same in the different regions in 

the Arab world: First, there was international pressure pushing for such cooperation through the 

international organizations, mainly the United Nations and the World Bank. Second, there was a 

commitment to the millennium development goals of the United Nations. And third, there was a 

response to western pressure to adopt programs of reform whereby the civil society should be 

third partner included in the reform program and the public sector. Moreover, in order to show 

support for the international treaties and conventions and in light of the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, the Lebanese state amended the constitution to provide more importance to 

human rights and public freedom 

However, Lebanon did not benefit from the cooperation and expertise of the civil society sector, 

mainly due to the civil war that divided the state into small cantos, and then the sector was 

excluded from the reconstruction process after the civil war. The public sector cooperated with 

the private sector in the reconstruction process without providing any role for the civil society. 

The cooperation of the local civil society with the international organizations passed through two 

main phases. The first phase was after the end of the civil war whereby the government was 

focusing on the reconstruction process and the role of international organizations was to support 

the government through providing it with loans and assistance. The government in return was 

redistributing a small portion of the assistance to a small number of selected civil society 

organizations (especially since as previously mentioned, many civil society organizations were 
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marginalized during that era, mainly the ones that were focusing on human rights as well as  

legal political and cultural rights. However, this situation changed in the early twenty-first 

century mainly due to internal reasons, especially the weakness and failure of the reform 

processes, and also due to regional and international reasons, that is, the democratization process 

that was carried out by the United States, as well as the co-signing of the Lebanese government 

on many international agreements that stressed the need to cooperate with civil society. Civil 

society organizations were included in the reconstruction process through the direct pressure 

from local and international organizations, especially the World Bank and the United Nations. 

In this respect, civil society organizations started witnessing financial support from international 

organizations, mainly the World Bank and the European Union, especially on projects that focus 

on development of local government, activating and strengthening  the participation of women 

and youth, environment issues, and the respect and protection of human rights. As of 2005 

Lebanon witnessed the rise in the number of organizations focusing on such issues mainly 

because of the financial support of these international organizations. 

d. Hope for the Future? 

The work of these civil society organizations and civil movements was able to reach a 

higher number of supporters as well as is initiate and affect public policy, especially through 

passing different laws in parliament; however, the demands and objective of the civil society in 

Lebanon are far from being reached and are not reaching the constitutional organizations, either 

legislative or executive. 

Civil society in Lebanon is still in its early phase of development and is still missing the legal 

framework that would allow it to work in an efficient way; mainly, there is an absence of legal 

rules that should govern the legal, political, social, and civic rights of individuals, especially the 

civil law of personal status, the cancelation of sectarian quota in the representation, as well as in 

the governmental position, and social equality between the different groups in the society. 

However, all these issues did not prevent the civil society in Lebanon from developing; on the 

contrary, the absence of these laws and regulations provided these different organizations with a 

common ground and an initiative to work and cooperate. 
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In the western understanding, civil society is always in opposition with the state or requesting the 

less state interference in the public sector; however, civil society in Lebanon is always 

demanding and defending the existence of the state and its institutions, but a state that is 

democratic, fair, and based on the rule of law and equality among citizens irrespective of their 

political and religious belonging, as mentioned in the different bylaws of these organizations. 

 

E.  Case Studies 

In order to understand the growing role of this civil society the following section will 

analyze two organizations that are working on affecting public policy.  The first one is Nahwa Al 

Muwatiniya (NAAM) and the other one is the Lebanese Transparency Association (LTA). 

Karam defined lobbying as an action undertaken by a private advocacy group to ensure that an 

individual‘s or organization‘s point of view is represented in the government (Karam 2006). 

Moreover, in order to reach success in the lobbying process, citizens should participate in the 

policymaking process, thus ensuring that their demands are understood. Organizations should 

first start by monitoring, observing and analyzing the political processes and developments 

through using the proper lobbying instruments. And then they should monitor, analyze, and 

evaluate the effects of their lobbying activities (Karam 2006). 

Both NAAM and LTA based their work on the above, and worked closely with government 

officials and members of parliament to bring forward their demands, which were to fight 

corruption. In order to cooperate with these latter and forward their demands, both organizations 

worked on finding common ground between the objectives of the officials and the objectives of 

the organizations. Both organizations were capable of convincing member of parliaments that the 

amendment of the Illicit Wealth Law and the Freedom of Information would fight corruption in 

the state.  
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a. Case Study 1: Nahwa Al Muwatiniya (NAAM) 
6
  

NAAM is a non-profit organization that was founded by a group of people from different 

political and religious backgrounds who were striving to make a positive change in the Lebanese 

state of affairs through engagement and informed activism. 

The idea of NAAM came with the aftermath of the Cedar revolution, a time when Lebanese 

society was divided into two main camps and members of these opposing camps were refusing to 

communicate with each other. This group of individuals met and agreed on the ideas of 

citizenship and democracy, and created this organization that was officially registered in 2006. 

Since 2005 Naam was able to grow and affect public opinion, and it has proven to be one of the 

major actors in the Lebanese society. The importance of NAAM is in its focus on new projects 

that no other NGO or movements were addressing, issues that were considered taboo. NAAM 

believes that democracy begins with inclusive, educated, and engaged individual behavior, which 

will lead to the improvement of civil society and to the betterment of the national, regional and 

global future. These are the common and basic principles of this organization (Abu Dayya 2011; 

2012). 

The Main Mission of NAAM:  

―We believe democracy begins with inclusive, educated, and engaged individual behavior which, 

when nurtured and multiplied, will lead to the improvement of civil society and the betterment of 

our national, regional, and global future.‖ (NAAM Website) 

―We seek a progressive, forward-looking democratic society based on social justice, knowledge, 

and an advanced economy simultaneously in harmony with the environment. We thus aim to 

alter the political culture in Lebanon - and the wider Arab world - towards a more participatory 

governance system where people exercise their rights and responsibilities. That is, towards 

greater citizenship.‖ 

The main projects that NAAM are working on are divided into five distinct areas: educational, 

research, dialogue, civic actions, and lobbying and advocacy efforts (Nahwa Al Muwatiniya 

                                                           
6
 this part is based on conducting interviews with the founders of NAAM and the Board of 

Trustees; as well as through visiting and attending meetings at NAAM premises in Lebanon. 
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official website). These projects are being funded by local fundraising events in addition to 

international government and nongovernmental organizations (Marwa Abu Dayya 2010). 

I. Research Projects: 

 Democratic Reform and Leadership Assessment Survey:  By conducting a phone survey, 

NAAM analyzed the opinion of the Lebanese population on public policy matters such as 

public services, privatization, security, sovereignty, freedom, corruption, international 

relations, constitutional reform, electoral reform, media reform, and the reform of party 

law. 

 Corporate Social Responsibility: The main aim of this project was the drafting and 

lobbying of a law that would support the donations from the private sector to civil society 

organizations through taxes breaks, in order to strengthen the national ownership of 

development and raise the responsibility of the private sector. 

 Separation of Power: This project‘s aim is the drafting of a law that would strengthen the 

public institutions and provide independence and integrity to the judicial sector. 

II. Education and Awareness Projects: 

 Economic Citizenship: Based on the belief social and economic commitment produces 

more responsible citizens, the main aim of this project is raising awareness about the 

economic rights as well as responsibilities of the Lebanese citizens; as well it provides 

youth participants with the required skills and knowledge to enable them to play an 

effective role in their society.  

 BaddiKounMas‘oul (I want to be responsible): This project raises awareness among 

secondary school students about the electoral process and its mechanisms, the rights and 

responsibilities of the citizens, and the ethical standards for electoral integrity, by 

presenting elections simulation that utilizes the proportional representation system 

leading to the election of three student representatives from each school. 

 Dialogue Projects Lebanese-Syrian Dialogue: This project‘s main aim is to train a 

selected group of Lebanese and Syrian youth to explore their similarities and differences, 

build cooperation and trust, and enhance their awareness about their mutual society; this 

project was initiated because of the ethnic tension and resentment that was witnessed 
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between the neighboring populations in the aftermath of the assassination of Prime 

Minister Rafiq Hariri.  

 Na-am lilHiwar (Yes for Dialogue): In the light of the turmoil that was happening in 

Lebanon and the division of the Lebanese society into two camps, NAAM aimed to 

initiate dialogue among ordinary people to bring them together and strengthen their 

understanding of various economic, social, and political issues. (NAAM Pamphlet)  

III. Advocacy and Lobbying Projects: 

 Parliamentary Monitor: Through monitoring the members of parliaments, the main aim of 

the project is to inform citizens about decisions taken by their elected leaders, to enhance 

transparency; thus they can hold these officials accountable for their decisions. The main 

aim of this project is to provide a non-partisan informative platform that provides 

information about the performance of the members of the Parliament.  According to 

Marwa Abu Dayyya, the project was initiated because there was a deep need to document 

and make such information centralized and accessible for the citizens. 

 Youth in Action: The main aim of this project is to create awareness about the 

importance of laws that address accumulation of illicit wealth among politicians and 

public servants; in addition it educates young Lebanese about the various laws that 

address these issues and the process of lobbying and enforcing such laws. An analysis 

follows. 

Youth in Action and Illicit Wealth Law 

Since the Lebanese lack a crucial participatory role in governance, in 2007, with the 

cooperation and funding of the World Bank, NAAM initiated a project that aims to inform the 

young citizens about the importance of the laws that address the accumulation of illicit wealth 

among politicians and public servants; furthermore it intended to provide these young citizens 

with the skills needed to successfully lobby and amend the current law. The targeted law was the 

1954 Illicit Wealth Law 154/99 that specifically targets politicians and public servants. For 

NAAM, amending this law was considered as a step further in fighting corruption and 

monitoring the work of public servants and members of parliaments (Abu Dayya 2010). 

The Project: 
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After establishing a workshop and presenting a draft law, 128 students from different 

backgrounds and geographical locations in Lebanon were trained on the ways to fight corruption 

as well as enhance their lobbying and advocacy skills. These students contacted members of 

parliament from the different districts of Lebanon and informed them about the draft law, 

seeking their support.  

Proposed Amendments: (Appendix 8: illicit wealth original law and its amendments) 

 

NAAM proposed the following amendments to the law in order to cover all the gaps and provide 

new modifications; it introduced changes to five of the 21 articles of the illicit wealth law: 

1. Article 8 states that MPs and government officials are protected by the Constitution even 

when an illicit wealth case is raised. 

NAAM proposed that constitutional protection should be removed if a legal case is raised 

against the MP or the public servant.  

Article 10 states that the plaintiff should present a bank guarantee of 25 million Lebanese 

pounds to the Central Bank. NAAM proposed that the bank guarantee should not exceed 

10 million Lebanese pounds 

2. In case the plaintiff loses the case against the MP or the public servant, Article 15 allows 

the court to arrest the plaintiff for a minimum of three month and fine an amount of 200 

million Lebanese pounds. In this case, citizens in fear of losing and facing jail and the 

fine are overlook the corruption. 

NAAM proposed to reduce the amount to a maximum of 10 million Lebanese pounds or 

even remove it, thus encouraging citizens to take action against corruption. 

3. Article 17 of the law states that ―taking into consideration what the constitution states‖ 

the court of penal appeal examines the cases of illicit wealth…‖ 

NAAM proposed the removal of this first section (―taking into consideration what the 

constitution states.‖) 

4. Article 18 states that cases are called invalid after time passes without a specific period.  
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NAAM proposed that cases should be called invalid after a period of 25 years. 

Why Amend the Law: 

According to NAAM, the main reasons for the urgent need to amend this law were mainly due to 

the corruption of the Lebanese public section. Furthermore, the following four reasons were 

identified:  

 The declaration of the accumulation of funds is not transparent. 

 The law protects the MPs while they should be the ones held accountable. 

 If a person files a law suit against a public servant and loses, it will cost him a lot of 

money due to the amounts specified by the current law. 

 The article needed to change that states that when a law suit crosses a certain period of 

time without finding a solution, it will be declared inactive. 

The Process: 

While convincing the MPs to sign the draft law, the NAAM team faced many obstacles. Many 

MPs refused to sign, arguing in particular that the corruption is not in the law but in its 

application; and they argued that it is more important to introduce new laws for fighting 

corruption. 

Analysis and Assessment: 

According to Marwa Abu Dayya, the importance of this campaign for the amendment of the 

Illicit Wealth Law is in its introduction of change and efficient results at three levels: 

organizations, public and political (Abu Dayya 2011). 

The project provided the youth with lobbying skills and capabilities as well as provided them for 

the first time with a platform to express themselves and the power to influence their 

representatives. 
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The law was drafted with the cooperation of 30 organizations meeting during six workshops in 

the six districts of Lebanon; 139 volunteers were trained, 68 MPs were contacted, 26 MPs were 

visited, and 16 MPs signed the draft law.
7
 

b. Case Study 2: Lebanese Transparency Association (LTA) and the Freedom of 

Information Draft Law 

Freedom of information is crucial to enhance an open government and encourage the 

participation of civil society. An open government will provide (OECD 1995): 

 Transparency (being exposed to public scrutiny); 

 Accessibility (to anyone, anytime, anywhere) 

 Responsiveness (to new ideas and demands) 

Access to information is an essential component for fighting corruption. Gabriel Almond and 

Sidney Verba presented the term ―civic culture.‖ It is a culture to monitor and maximize freedom 

of information (FOI) and its utility (Almond et al. 1963). 

The case of Lebanon: 

The Lebanese constitution guarantees the right of freedom of expression and belief under 

Article 13; however, this article did not include the right of access to information (Transparency 

International 2008). In a study it was argued that ―despite the efforts made in the post-civil war 

period, where Lebanon witnessed huge progress in terms of displaying information, access to 

information is still scant and restricted to the public, thereby limiting the possibility of holding 

officials accountable‖ (Transparency International 2008). 

After the end of the civil war, the Lebanese government and administration lacked staff and 

management (Choucair 2006). Julia Choucair argued that the political system in Lebanon is 

leading to ―perpetual political and administrative paralysis; where the existing institutions cannot 

introduce needed reforms for fear that these changes would alter the status quo and the balance 

of interests among the communities‖ (Choucair 2006).   

                                                           
7
MPs who signed were: Butros Harb, Robert Ghanem, Kassem Hachem, Nabil De Freij, Pierre 

Dakkash, Hagob Bacradonian, Mohammad Kabbani, Mohammad Al Hajjar, Ghassan Moukhaiber,  Ahmad 

Fatfat, Moustafa Alloush, Yasine Jaber, Ali Khoreis, Ali Hassan Khalil, Hasan Hobballah, and Elias 

Atallah. 
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For 17 years the Lebanese state did not recruit or train civil servants. ―Sixty per cent of the posts 

were vacant, leaving entire departments without management‖ (El Zein et al. 2004). Following 

this case of weakness, corruption and secrecy, a new stage of administrative revitalization was 

introduced by the Office of Minister of State for Administrative Reform (OMSAR). ―OMSAR 

was the key recipient of international aid to coordinate short-term rehabilitation and plan long-

term institutional development within the public sector‖ (El Zein et al. 2004). 

Reasons behind the lack of access of information in Lebanon: 

Many factors are leading to the lack of access of information in Lebanon. First, there is 

information that is legally considered secret and should not be disseminated to the citizens. In 

this category we find the minutes and the proceeding of the parliamentary committee meetings, 

and information about the wealth and property of the public officials; especially with the banking 

secrecy policy in Lebanon and the immunity of the Ministers and members of Parliament. 

A second reason is the lack of documentation. Civil servants in Lebanon are not required by law 

to archive information or categorize it, although there is no law that prohibits providing such 

information to the public. 

A third reason is the difficulty of accessing such information, especially since this information is 

not centralized or present in an accessible location (Abu Dayya 2010). 

In the absence of FOI, democratic practices in Lebanon are threatened, especially since without 

access to information civil society‘s impact on public policy will remain marginal. 

Thus the importance of changing the law: 

1. Introducing the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) will provide increased government 

responsiveness and decrease the corruption in the state. 

2. Freedom of information is crucial to contest government secrecy and lobby for an open 

dialogue; as well it will provide civil society with tools to hold their representatives 

accountable. 

3. This act will also have governmental, administrative and political considerations: Paul 

Appleby stressed that ―public administration is a part of the political apparatus and that 

administrative decision-making is intermingled with political decision-making‖ (El Zein 
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et al. 2004). In enacting this law, political considerations should be clearly stated. Since 

this FOIA will potentially change the balance of power by providing authority for the 

citizen, politicians will be hesitant to enact this law. 

4. With this flow of information, Lebanese citizens will be able to hold their elected 

officials accountable. 

Lebanese Transparency Association and the Draft Law: 

This policy change was mainly led by the Lebanese Transparency Association (LTA) as 

part of Transparency International. Charles Adwen, founding member of this organization, stated 

that ―the current struggle for freedom of information is happening at a very decisive time in 

Lebanon and the region as a whole‖ (LTA 2004).  LTA‘s main work was through publications, 

campaigns, and online portals providing studies about the importance and the impact of FOI 

(LTA 2004). 

The right to know and access to information struggle was initiated by LTA in 2001 and became a 

fundamental human right in 2004 (LTA 2004). One of the major campaigns conducted by this 

organization was in 2005 when it published booklets linking transparency and access to 

information, explaining the reasons for corruption, and linking it to ―vacuums in transparency, 

access to information, and democracy‖ (LTA 2005). In 2007 this organization launched a 

campaign about ―the right to know,‖ focusing on the following objectives (LTA 2007): 

 Raising awareness among citizens on Access to Information 

 Promote transparency and accountability 

 Encourage decision-makers to promote Access to Information 

Furthermore, this association has presented a project to enact a law about the freedom of 

information in order to redefine the relationship between the citizens and the state. For LTA, 

enacting such a law will empower citizens to question their representatives as well as empower 

them to ask for change and engage in the process as well. 

In order to present a draft law, LTA formed an alliance with the following organizations to 

supervise and manage the project: 
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 Local NGOs: LTA, Lebanese Youth Shadow Government, Nahwa-el-Muwatiniya, and 

Association pour la Defense des Droitset des Libertes (ADDL) 

 Representatives of OMSAR, Ministry of Justice, and Ministry of Finance 

 Representatives of the Syndicate of Lawyers and representatives of the Chamber of 

Commerce 

 Representatives from labor unions, media and journalists 

 Lebanese Parliamentarians against Corruption 

Furthermore, the LTA was working with members of parliament to fight corruption. 

In order to pass this law, LTA used three strategies carried by three working groups: 

 Lobbying groups, mainly composed of members of parliament who convinced other 

members to adopt the law 

 Advocacy groups, composed of LTA, NGOs and media representatives, with the main 

role of raising awareness of such a project through campaigns and training 

 Legal drafting group, led by the associations (ADDL) and Lebanese lawyers 

The above two draft laws have secured the signatures of the MPs to be passed to the parliament; 

however, the lobbying process should start here. Many challenges will follow if these two laws 

are passed, since this law will help in fighting corruption only when mechanisms of obligations 

of documentations and centralizations follow. 

 

F. Conclusion 

This chapter has analyzed the relationship between the state and the civil society of 

madani nature. 

It analyzed the different phases that this society has passed through, the importance of the 

support of international organizations, as well as the role of these organizations in shaping public 

policy, through analyzing two case studies. 

It argued that post-war Lebanon was marked by reconstruction projects and constitutional 

changes in the structure of the regime in the state. The contribution and expertise of civil society 
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in rebuilding the institutions of the state was highly needed, especially in the projects of 

reconciliations and economic and political reforms; however, it was restricted by the 

government. Thus civil society movements focused on ad hoc projects, mainly electoral reform, 

reconstruction, environmental concerns, and rights of women and the disabled.  

The chapter demonstrated how during the 1990s, the Ministry of Interior restricted the work of 

these organizations and their freedom by introducing laws that control their movement and by 

dragging them into courts. However, these organizations did succeed in achieving environmental 

and electoral reforms, but the future of these movements and organizations is not as bright, 

particularly since they face two major obstacles: 

The first obstacle is the sectarian system in Lebanon and the religious institutions that are always 

opposing and putting up obstacles to laws such as the civil marriage law and the personal status 

law. 

The second obstacle is the patron-client system in Lebanon, and the fear that with the 

development of the civil society would lose the grip of these elites on the system. 

Many have argued that the societal, economic and political tensions that were the main causes of 

the different cause of the Lebanese civil war were not addressed by the various post-Taef 

governments. The post-Taef emerging civil society could play a major role in mediating these 

tensions, since it is calling for a comprehensive corrective movement that might lead the country 

from a sectarian to a non-sectarian environment. The optimistic wave that was brought by these 

movements and by the uprising of March 14, 2005 was faced with failure; the efforts of the 

citizens were exhausted by the traditional elites who tried to undermine the bottom up campaign 

for the creation of a civic Lebanese nation. These elite were not ready to give up their role in the 

Lebanese arena and preferred to call for outside support in order to enhance their importance in 

the state. Moreover, during the Doha Accord, many demands of the civil society that would bring 

changes in the Lebanese political landscape were not adopted, such as the introduction of a 

proportional voting system, a form of feminine representation quota, reducing the voting age 

from 21 to 18 years old, or the right to vote for the many Lebanese living abroad 
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Conclusion to Part II 

 

In any society, the civil society picture is likely to be 

complex, and ―Lebanonization‖ is a concept that can only 

add confusion and amorphousness to it. If we stress the 

―civil‖ and rely on the narrow meaning of the term, then 

Lebanon largely lacks a civil society, by which we mean the 

civil confronting the political, brandishing the demands of 

socioeconomic groups and demands related to civil and 

political rights and freedoms. Socioeconomic groups are 

based on conditions and not, in the manner of families and 

sects, or even villages and neighborhoods, on origins or 

traditions, meaning that Lebanon's social diversity does not 

automatically translate into a healthy civil society 

movement. (UNDP report ―Toward a Citizen‘s State‖ 

2008:114) 

 

To reconstruct a failed and weak state, there is a need to convince the individuals to rise above 

their sectarian and ethnic identities and to accept once again that the national identity should be 

the dominant identity in the society.  In this way citizens will once again share equal rights, 

without any gender or religious discrimination. Sovereignty of the state becomes once again the 

dominant force in the society. Here the role of civil society should be included in the 

construction phase.   

However, in Lebanon the reconstruction process from the war to peace period did not pass 

through this reconciliation phase. In Lebanon sectarian identity is still the dominant identity; 

furthermore, local forces are still more important and powerful than the state. Civil society 

(mainly the mujtama ahli and taefi, i.e., communal and religious societies) in Lebanon has been 

playing a major role in preventing the formation of a strong state and instead strengthens the 

division along communal and sectarian lines.  The weakness of the state during the civil war has 

allowed for this society - with local political, regional, and international assistance - to develop 

and replace the role of the welfare state. (Tables 14 illustrate the phases of the development and 

establishment of self-declared sectarian organizations.Table 15 Self self-declared sectarian  

affiliation (of organizations) by area or Mohafaha in Lebanon) This society emerged from the 
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civil war stronger than the state, fostering strong networks of loyalties that have intensely 

detracted from the idea of citizenship in the state. 

Table  14:the phases of the development and establishment of self-declared sectarian 

organizations. 

Table 15 Self self-declared sectarian  affiliation (of organizations) by area or Mohafaha in 

Lebanon 

 

Moreover, while the Lebanese laws protect the rights of families and sectarian groups, the laws 

went a step further and provided these latter with socioeconomic and civil rights. This in turn 

presented the political sectarian leaders with the tools to exploit the groups they are presenting. 

These leaders became the main custodians of the communal associations that we labeled 

mujtama ahli. 

In Lebanon, sectarian groups became the most important players in both the political and civil 

societies. These groups have transformed into multi-functional groups that engage their 

communities through the umbrella of ―unity of sectarian affiliation.‖ It is important to note that 

piety is not a condition for becoming a member of the sectarian community: Every Lebanese by 

birth belongs to a sectarian group and community and this membership has nothing to do with 

whether one is pious or not. Sectarian affiliation is thus viewed as being the rule of the game as 

opposed to being an exception. This affiliation is linked to the leaders of the sectarian groups, 

who provide absolute protection and assistance to their members; in return they expect full 

loyalty. 
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Most of the organizations that are registered in the government have a sectarian or political 

affiliation and act as the social and economic service arm for many political parties. They were 

created during the civil war to serve the needs of their respective sectarian communities. To 

illustrate this, table 16 below shows the distribution of the self-declared sectarian affiliation by 

area in Lebanon. As shown in the table, most of the Shiite organizations are concentrated in the 

south and the Bekaa, which are areas that are mostly populated by Shiite groups; this also applies 

to other sectarian groups. 

Table 16: the distribution of the self-declared sectarian  affiliation (of organizations) by area in 

Lebanon. (Seyfert 2008) 

 

This state of affairs whereby sectarian groups establish communitarian organizations leads to the 

appearance of self-sufficient communities. For most of the Lebanese, these politically and 

sectarian affiliated organizations are the main providers of their welfare needs in social, medical 

and educational services. Significantly, these organizations also create local identities and ―sense 

of self‖ for the different communities. This, in turn, prevents the creation of national identity and 

the development of the state in Lebanon. 

Relation with the Government and the State 

All these issue raise questions about the role of the government and the state in relation to 

these organizations. 

The weak state in Lebanon, through its different bodies - mainly the ministries of health, 

education and social affairs - supports and relies on the activities of these organizations.  
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The partnership between the Lebanese civil society and the state started in 1963. This partnership 

was based on the recommendation of the Ervid Commission (French commission) that conducted 

a study about the social situation in Lebanon. This commission stressed the importance of this 

partnership and of taking advantage of the expertise and work of the civil society. Moreover, this 

commission recommended the signing of a common contract between the two parties whereby 

the government would provide 70 percent of the expenses while the other party would provide 

30 percent (as services or contribution in kind). At a later stage, every organization was 

requested to pay 10 percent of its contribution in cash. It is important to note that many of these 

partnership contracts that were established 40 years ago were not reviewed to date.8  However, 

during and after the civil war this partnership and reliance grew in importance, becoming crucial. 

The Ministry of Social Affairs (MoSA) has established various centers in different areas of the 

state to cater to the needs of the different communities; however, during informal talks with 

representative of these centers, they all agreed that they lack the budget necessary for the work 

that‘s needed, and therefore rely on local contributions to be able to work.9 Without the 

assistance of local contributions, these centers would not be able to operate due to the meager 

financing from the ministry. Furthermore, the MoSA usually uses their partnership with these 

organizations to be able to enter into different areas in Lebanon. Thus instead of there being a 

reliance of these organizations on the state, the roles are switched, with the government 

requesting the assistance of these organizations. In addition, it is important to note that in many 

cases the budget of these organizations equals or exceeds the whole budget of the different 

ministries of the state. 

With the end of the civil war and the reconstruction of the Lebanese state, the relationship 

between civil society and the state can be characterized as ―one of tense symbiosis.‖ The weak 

state continues to rely on these organizations to provide social services, particularly in areas 

where the state is completely absent, and at the same time many small organizations that are 

suffering from the reduction in foreign funding are becoming more dependent on financing from 

                                                           
8
 More than forty-five years after this partnership between moujtama ahli (faith-based organizations) and the 

government, these contracts face many problems, mainly the lack of financing from the government. MoSA is not 

paying either the doctors or the employees, or the contributions in kind. The spokesman from MoSA explained that 

the reason behind this problem is the lack of signing the yearly budget of the state. 
9
 These interviews were conducted in an informal way through the assistance of local organizations. since any 

interview with these centers should be pre-approved by MoSA, and this process would take at least a month. 
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the state.  Furthermore, small organizations that are established by sectarian groups and political 

leaders rely on the state and benefit from services and privileges that it provides (including 

budgets allocated by the government for assisting these organizations). Most of the contributions 

of the state are mainly targeted to sectarian groups or organizations established by politicians. 

These same sectarian groups are not demanding that the state fulfill its role of representing a 

nation by protecting its citizens, enforcing policies, and protecting the public interests; thus they 

are preventing the creation or the appearance of a united nation-state.  

The UNDP report about Lebanon argues that although thousands of associations are registered in 

the Lebanese state, the main aim of these organizations is ―boosting the status of local notables 

or justifying the spending of a meager budget based on financial assistance from certain 

ministries or political figures who seek good ties with those running a given association‖ (UNDP 

report ―Toward a Citizen‘s State‖ 2008). 

Labor Unions 

Labor unions and syndicates are considered an important pillar for the civil society. Their 

main aims are linked to the socio-economic concerns of the society. 

However, in Lebanon political and sectarian organizations have divided the unions and placed 

them in the middle of their confrontation. These unions are incapable of creating a difference in 

the society and any socioeconomic demand they present is viewed as a tool in a larger political-

civil confrontation. 

 Elections in syndicates and unions are transforming into a political sectarian race, canceling the 

main role of these organizations and pressuring them to meet the interest of the political and 

sectarian leaders.  While politicians should listen to the socioeconomic demands of the labor 

unions (this being a major measuring unit in the effectiveness of civil society), in Lebanon these 

demands are expressed in a weak way and sectarian political division prevents the unification of 

such demand. Thus in Lebanon socio-economic movements are marginalized and dominated by 

political/sectarian interests. These associations are not autonomous agents separate from the 

social networks in Lebanon. Rather they are rooted in the social and political power structures 

that make up the country. 
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Civic Organizations 

After the end of the civil war, a new movement appeared that is labeled in this 

dissertation as a civic movement, or mujtama madani. The importance of this movement is that it 

was working independently from the sectarian and political leaders and groups. It focused on 

environmental, political and civic issues (Karam 2011). These movements were not focusing on 

Lebanese political issues such as the corruption in the state, the flawed sectarian system, or the 

incomplete sovereignty. They were instead focusing on issues of reforms, political and civil 

rights, the importance of local representations, and environmental and developmental issues. 

They were more focused on specific issues than on reforming society and the system. 

The importance of these movements is that they were able to mobilize citizens from different 

sectarian communities and surpass the social and political divisions of the state. They refused to 

be part of the political struggle for power and thus rose above any differences, which removed 

any potential weapon that the authorities could use against them. These movements were purely 

civil since they were independent from the political society and focused on issues that would not 

clash with the interests of the heads of political groups. Furthermore, the important role that 

these organizations were collectively playing did not involve the reconstruction process of the 

state. 

Although these groups were working and focusing on civic issues and mobilizing supporters, 

they did not succeed in preventing the rise in sectarian divisions that took place again in post-

2005 events. The March 14 uprising is considered by many to be a revolution of the people, who 

were demanding freedom, accountability and sovereignty. It is considered by many to be a 

culmination of the work of the civic organizations that were calling for the end of the Syrian 

tutelage in Lebanon, and also for civic and political rights. 

However, to consider this uprising to be a continuation of the civic movements that started after 

the end of the war would be wrong, as this uprising was taken hostage by the traditional political 

leadership of March 14.  Although in the beginning this March 14 movement appeared to be a 
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culmination of the previous events, it transformed into a festival for the different political 

leaders. While previously this movement was calling for specific demands, it transformed into a 

celebration of a victory. Thus, although many viewed March 14 as the culmination of the work 

of these civic organizations, in reality its transformation pointed out the weakness of this civil 

society. This is seen through the dominance of the political and sectarian interests in the elections 

of the labor and professional unions.  
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It would be injudicious to refer to the Lebanese as a people… [T]he inhabitants of this country 

are merely a plurality of people – or so it seems – having little, or nothing, in common to 

warrant the establishment and maintenance of a viable state. 

-Hilal Khashan 1992 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Libanisation: Processus de fragmentation d'un État, résultant de l'affrontement entre diverses 

communautés de confessions par allusion aux affrontements qu'a connus le Liban dans les 

années ...1980. 

-Larousse Francais 

 

This dissertation evaluated civil society in the Arab countries of the Middle East with a 

special emphasis on Lebanon. Through conducting empirical research, this dissertation stressed 

that in order to understand the role of civil society in Lebanon, it is necessary to differentiate 

between three types of civil society: mujatama ahli (communal society), mujtama taefi (religious 

society) and mujtama madani (civic society). All of these three movements were affected by the 

political structure of the state, that is, by the sectarian division and consociational democracy, 

and especially by the civil war. 

In order to analyze the relation between the aforementioned three types of civil society and the 

weak state of Lebanon, this dissertation was divided into two main parts: the theoretical part 

(chapters 1, 2 and 3) and the empirical part (chapters 5 and 6).  

Chapter 1 of the dissertation argued that in order to understand civil society in these states, the 

historical and political development of each state should be taken into consideration. Thus, 

exporting and applying the Western liberal understanding of civil society will distort the reality. 

The historical development of the Middle East created an atmosphere for the development of a 

civil society that is different from the traditional civil society that developed in Western liberal 

thought. Chapter 2 of the dissertation argued that the post-war Lebanese system lacks the culture 

of discourse and compromise, which are two main elements of an active civil society. The 

institutionalization of religious identity and confessionalism prevent the Lebanese state from 

performing in a consistent and stable capacity. Instead of the emergence of a viable liberal 
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democratic state in post-war Lebanon, we witnessed the emergence of a state that guards groups‘ 

particularities under the guise of ―democratic legitimacy,‖ and the domination of sectarianism 

and parochialism. This resulted in a demographics battle to prevent the dominance of one group 

over another, which is evident in the legal and cultural customs of the Lebanese society. 

Furthermore chapter 2 argued that the Lebanese system is linked to the political culture of 

patronage, or clientelism, and is rooted in the feudalism of eighteenth century Lebanon (Khashan 

1992). Since the Ottoman Empire, politics in Lebanon have been functioning based on the zaym 

system. In this system of quasi-dynastic leadership, party affiliation is based on sectarian 

interests, and these parties embody ―parochial and personal rivalries‖ and lack any commitment 

to the broader national purpose (Makdisi 2000). The consociational system would appear to be 

the best system for the Lebanese state due to its fractured nature; however, when we analyze the 

Lebanese system, the shortcomings of such a political system become evident. 

In the 2007 ―Failed States Index,‖ the Fund for Peace and Foreign Policy Magazine ranked 

Lebanon 28th globally as a failed state; this was due in particular to foreign intervention and 

heightened group allegiance (―The Failed States Index‖ 2007). Chapter 3 analyzed the different 

reasons for ranking the state of Lebanon as weak or failing. The Lebanese state throughout 

history has failed to provide its citizens with the basic core functions, mainly security and public 

services. This resulted in the collapse of institutions during the different political disaccords. 

Throughout its history, the Lebanese state has been plagued by weak institutions.  A viable state 

is capable of functioning even during wars and crisis, and is capable of acting in an authoritarian 

position respected by all parties involved; however, the confessional system in Lebanon has only 

recognized the legitimacy of the militias, the parties, and their social networks (El Khazen 2000). 

The identification with one sect, group and party surpasses the concepts of national sovereignty 

and state authority in Lebanon. The Lebanese state has been constructed ―around the communal 

institutions rather than imposing itself on society,‖ and thus is incapable of providing 

accountability (El Khazen 2000). In the aftermath of the war, Lebanon witnessed an intense 

sectarianism division that strengthened the political legitimization of ideological movements; 

thus what emerged was a system that undermined pluralism and limited government 

accountability, negating the rule of law (Khashan 1992). 
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Although the Lebanese state is divided along confessional lines, if we examine it further, we can 

notice that it is also divided along regional, parochial, familial, and tribal lines. Khalaf regarded 

the control of the elite families over the system as having ―given the political process a rather 

personalistic, opportunistic and non-ideological character.‖ ―Hence today‘s political alliances, 

parliamentary blocs and oppositional fronts and coalitions, much like their predecessors, 

continue to be initiated and sustained by personal, segmental and non-ideological considerations‖ 

(Khalaf 2010). Moreover, since the confessional system has divided the governmental seats 

along confessional lines, competitions are emerging along intra-sectarian ones. 

In light of the above variables, the dissertation‘s second part was analyzing the role of the 

different communities and their relation to the state. 

The failure of institutions during the civil war created the opportunity for non-political actors to 

fill the socioeconomic vacuum. As had been the case after the end of the civil war, the Lebanese 

Government was again ineffective when responding to the aftermath of the August 2006 events, 

and it was unable to support the citizens with financial aid. These events allowed for the 

development of a strong civil society that in turn prevents the development of the state and the 

emergence of one Lebanese identity. However, the alarming issue that this dissertation is raising 

is that since many of these organizations are based on religious and communal identities, the 

civil society is reinforcing the societal fragmentation and diminishing the idea of citizenship. 

Chapter 5 analyzed the role of the civic movements that emerged after the civil war. This chapter 

argued that in order for the Lebanese state to move beyond the patronistic beliefs, we should 

move beyond the belief that the political elites in Lebanon are the only agents of change in 

Lebanon.  The new evolving civil society that appeared after the civil war and was dominated by 

madani (purely civil) civic organizations as well as horizontally oriented structures, created a 

space that was allowing the transformation from a society based on patron-client networks to one 

that was based on mass-oriented elites.  

All the changes witnessed after the civil war were an indicator of the appearance of new players 

in the political game in Lebanon, as well as the emergence of changes in the civil society. We are 

witnessing the shift from the traditional patron-client structure to a new vision of a Lebanese 

state that is working towards the abolition of the corrupted confessional system. This move is 
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driven by new actors with the young generation being the main players. These movements led to 

the creation of horizontally organized civic organizations. They became agents of change as well 

as active groups in negotiating the Lebanese national identity. After the civil war the focus of 

this civil society shifted from social services to sustainable human development, including 

human rights, democracy, and good governance.  

This emerging Lebanese civil society is demanding greater political accountability and economic 

governance, and is lobbying for equality in access to economic political opportunities. If applied, 

these will allow the Lebanese state to create immunity against destabilizing external elements 

resulting from its geopolitical position. Although the movement is still slow, the civil society has 

nonetheless proven to be a new player in the political arena. It is moving beyond the traditional 

structures towards a new vision of the Lebanese state. The civil society is expected to play a 

significant role in addressing the division in the country, political confessionalism, and national 

dialogue
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Appendix 1: questionnaire provided to the organizations during the Field Research 

Sample Study of non-governmental organizations and associations 

This study aims at revealing the types and contributions of the non-governmental sector in 

Lebanon and their direct link with their communities and the state 

 

1. Interviewer name: 

2. Interviewee name: 

3. Position in the organization: 

4. Date: 

 

I. Organization’s identification Form 

1. Name of Organization 

2. Name of organization in Lebanon 

3. Date of Establishment 

4. Head office location 

5. Mailing Address 

6. The Interviewee‘s position at the organization 

     Appointed (   )   Elected (   ) 

     Paid/Salaried (  )Volunteer (   ) 

 

 

Branches in Lebanon: 

 Area (s):  _____________________  Telephone: ____________ 

    _____________________    ____________ 

    _____________________    ____________ 

    _____________________    ____________ 

    _____________________    ____________ 

    _____________________    ____________ 

 

 Member of a Union: __________________________________ 

 

 

II. Human Resources:  

1. Total number of paid staff 

2. Total number of board members 

3. Total number of volunteers 

 

III. Nature of the organization: 

 

1. Identity of the organization 

 A.      NGO association/co-ordinating body 

 B.      Development NGO 

 C.      Community based organization 

 D.      Religious organization 

 E.      Service organization 
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 F.      Academic/research institute 

 G.      Trade unions 

 H.      Other: (Specify) 

 

2.  Type of Affiliation (if any): 

  A.      International organization operating locally 

  B.      National affiliate of an international organization 

  C.      National organization without external affiliation  

 D.      Community organization without external affiliation  

 

 

3. Programs distribution according to centers in areas (education; health; vocational 

training; disability; social welfare; environment; community development, youth….) 

Center  Program Sector Types of 

activities 

Total number of 

beneficiaries 

     

     

     

     

     

 

Target Population(s): 

 

  Type/Group(s) & number:       Women 

            Children 

            Elderly 

            Handicapped 

            Community Groups 

            Others (specify) 

 

Describe how your organization maintains contact with the target population(s): 

 

 

 

IV. Financing 

 

1. Source of Income (including contributions in kind? Grants? Or unconditional 

donations?) (percentage) 

Local Donations    _______________________ 

Governmental__________________________ 

International___________________________ 

Income from services ______________________ 
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2. Distribution of Budget per center 

Center Location Budget 

   

   

   

   

       

3. Distribution of Budget per program 

Program Location Budget 

   

   

   

      

V. Local counterparts: 

1. Does the Governmental function present the same services? If yes specify the 

locations 

Health Services Yes (  )  No (   )  Locations 

Education    Yes (  )  No (  )   Locations 

Social Welfare  Yes (  )  No (  )    Locations 

 

 

2. What is the amount of the fees charged for similar services offered  by a private 

institution of your standard? 

Institution name        

  Address             

Service 

Cost 

Please attach extra pages if the space provided for replies is insufficient.  If possible, please attach a 

descriptive brochure.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
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Appendix 2: Interview Protocol 

  

 INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

 

 

1. Interviewer name: 

2. Interviewee name: 

3. Position in the organization: 

4. Date of Interview 

5. Location: 

 

Interviews with organizations 

The organization 

1. Please tell me a little about the founding of your organization. 

2. What is the main mission of your organization? 

3. How did you personally come to work for this organization? 

4. What are the services provided by your organization? 

5. How does your organization‘s service impact your community? 

6. What aspects of your work do you consider most important? Why? 

 

If faith based organization 

7.  Your organization is a faith-based organization.  Do you believe there is a link 

between your faith and the work of your organization? How? 

8. Does including faith in your organization increase the trust of people and your 

credibility? 

9. How do you recruit your staff? Based on their religious background? (letter from the 

pastor; clergy…) 

Partnership with the government and local counterparts: 

Local Counterparts 

10. Does your organization have partnerships with any other groups or organizations in 

the community? 

11. Being a faith based organization: do you believe that your work is different than that 

of other organizations? How? 

12. Do any other organizations provide similar services in this community? 

13. Why did you establish the same functions or services? 

14. Does your organization have any partnerships with Political parties? Religious 

organizations? 

15. Is any political figure; Member of Parliament or minister member of your board? To 

what extent you believe their presence in the board is important vis-à-vis your 

relationship with the state? 
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16. Do you have any link to other NGO‘s or organizations? are you part of an NGO 

Umbrella? 

17. To what extent you communicate with other NGO‘s? 

18. Do you have to abide by their conditions? Or are they unconditional ones? 

Government: 

19. Does your organization have any partnerships with government agencies? 

20. How was the process of submitting for funds from the government? 

21. Are you assisted by the government? This grant constituted more than 50% or less 

than 50% of your annual budget? 

22. How did you submit the request for funds from the government? Was it an easy 

process or difficult process? 

23. How do you follow up with the government? Do they monitor your work on regular 

basis? 

24. How long did it take the process 

a. 1 month 

b. 6 month 

c. More than 1 year 

 

Targeted Community 

 

25. What is the contribution of your organization to the society? 

26. Who are the beneficiaries of your project? (who is the targeted community) 

27. How are beneficiaries selected? 

28. How do you define your role and relationship with the targeted community? 

29. Are your services free of charge? Or you provide services with minimal payment? 

30. Recruitment process: how do you recruit your employees? 

31. In post Taef agreement, your role is increasing or decreasing? 

32. Do you think your role is essential or highly essential in your society? 

33. Are any of your employees‘ members in a political party? Or affiliated to a certain 

political party? Are you flexible in that area? Or you have strict policy? 

34. To what extent is your work being communicated? Relationship with the media? 

Newsletter? To whom are you distributing these newsletters? 
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Interviews with Scholars and Professors 

 State of Lebanon: 

1. We all agree that Lebanon during the civil war became a failed state; in your opinion, 20 

years after the end of the civil war Lebanon can be described as: failed state? Weak state? 

Or a functioning state? 

2. What is causing the weakness of the state? 

3. Future of the state of Lebanon: Lebanon will remain a weak state? will develop into a 

stronger state? Or will deteriorate into a failed state? 

Civil Society in Lebanon 

4. define civil society  

5. Define Lebanese Civil Society? 

6. Role of civil society in Lebanon: is it strong? Weak? Complementing the role of the 

state? 

7. How do you define ―mujtama ahli‖ (family based society) and ―mujtama madani‖ (pure 

civic society)?  Do you think there is a difference between ―mujtama ahli‖ and ―mujtama 

madani‖ in Lebanon? Do both fit the definition of civil society you provided in question 

(5)? Which is stronger? 

8. Many argue that some private welfare associations were downsized as the state resumed 

the provision of services that were interrupted during the war. Is that true? 

9. When did their respective role start and increase? 

10. What triggered the role of ―mujtama ahli‖ (family and clan based) to develop? 

11. Is their growing role linked to the weakness of the state? 

12. What strengthened the role of ―mujtama ahli‖ (family and clan based)? 

13. One critic has described the Lebanese state as being a welfare state for its sectarian 

communities. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? And why? 

14. The beneficiaries from these institutions are more loyal to the founder of the institution; 

(either individual philantroph; local political party; local political leader) or to the state? 

15. Why do you think mujtama madani‘s (pure civil society) role is increasing today? If yes 

is it linked to the weakness of the state? 

16. Do you think their role will continue to increase? Or will they only have a marginal role? 

Why? 

17. When did this role started to increase? Pre-post or during the war in Lebanon? 

18. Do you think their increasing role will harm the state? Or strengthen its role? 

19. How do you see the future of civil society in Lebanon? 
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Interviews with Ministers; ministry employees at Ministry of social affairs; ministry of 

youth and sports; ministry of health 

1. What is the main role of the ministry in Lebanon? 

2. How do you define your role and relationship with civil society in Lebanon? 

3. Do you see their role as competing or as complementing your role as a ministry? 

4. Did any of these organizations defy any of your decisions as a ministry? 

5. What is the yearly budget of the ministry? 

6. What is the percentage of this budget that provided as grants for organizations? 

7. Is this budget increasing or decreasing? 

8. What was the Role of the ministry during the civil war? 

9. Did your role increase or decrease after the end of civil war? 

10. Why do you choose to assist organizations rather than extending the services directly to 

the citizens without passing by these organizations? 

11. In post war Lebanon; this period is defined as the ‗partnership‘ between civil society and 

government agencies. Can you elaborate on that? 

12. Did the grants increase post-Taef agreement?  

13. Do you consider that organizations are working more after the Taef-agreement? What is 

the cause? 

 

Grants and decisions 

14. What are the pre-set criteria for providing a grant for an organizations or NGO? 

15. Who has the final decision? Is there a committee? Or a one person decision? 

16. What is the screening process? 

17. What is the average number of demands you get per year? 

18. Who decides the amounts given for each organization? 

19. Which type of services is provided the priority? 

20. Do you provide service based institutions in the remote areas in Lebanon priority? i.e. do 

you give priority to geographical distribution? 

21. Do you provide priority for faith based organizations? Or Pure civic organizations? 

22. After providing the grant; do you have a follow up team to monitor how the grant is 

spent? 

23. Did the types and amounts of grants differ from one year to another? From one political 

event to another? From one social crisis to another? 

24. Who assists the ministry in providing these grants? Is it solely based on government 

funds or other funds? i.e. does the ministry receive grants from INGO or other countries 

to be distributed for institutions? 
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Interviews with Individual philanthroper: 

1. What is your mission as a major contributor in Lebanon? 

2. When did your mission start? 

3. Was it the absence or weakness of the state that led you to assist the society? 

4. On what basis you assist people? Why did you choose to assist this community? 

5. What is your annual budget? 

6. How do you define the state in Lebanon: weak? Functioning? Failing? Failed? 

7. Do you have any political ambition in the future? 

8. Are you politically active?  

9. What is your relationship with the state? With March 14 blocs? And March 8? 

10. Do you believe your role is weakening the state of Lebanon? 

11. What is your relationship with the Media in Lebanon?  

12. What is your public communication plan (newsletter; documentary; websites); what is the 

main goal of this plan? 

Interviews with Syndicates in Lebanon 

1. Define the role of the Syndicate in Lebanon? 

2. Define your role as part of civil society in Lebanon? 

3. The role of the syndicate has increased or decreased post –war and Taef agreement? 

4. What are the latest major decisions taken by the syndicate? 

5. How do you define your role vis-à-vis the different political parties in Lebanon?  

6. How do you define your role vis-à-vis the government in Lebanon? 

7. As one of the major important syndicates in Lebanon, are you capable of affecting public 

policy in Lebanon? Explain 

8. To what extent you believe politics play a role in the elections of the syndicate?  Do you 

believe that this should be the case? 

9. Does the vision of the syndicate change based on the results of the election? 

10. What was the main change you have introduced to the syndicate? 

11. To what extent the weakness of the state of Lebanon is affecting your decision making 

process? 

12. To what extent the confessional system in Lebanon is affecting the decision making in 

the syndicate? 

 

Head of Political Parties: 

1. Do you think Lebanon is a failed or a weak state? What are the causes of the failure of 

the Lebanese state? 
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2. Do you think civil society exists in Lebanon? 

3. What is the difference between moujtama‘ madani (pure civic) and moujtama‘ ahli 

(family based)? 

1. Being head or member of a political party, what is your relationship with the state? 

2. What is your relationship with the syndicates in Lebanon? 

3. In your opinion what is the role of the syndicate in Lebanon? 

4. Do you think it (syndicate) has an efficient role in affecting the public policy of the state? 

5. Being a political party in Lebanon, why did you establish humanitarian organizations and 

NGO‘s? 

6. What are the main missions of these NGO‘s? Who are the beneficiaries? Where are they 

established? (areas in Lebanon) 

7. Can you link the establishment of your humanitarian organizations and the weakness of 

the state? 

8. Why don‘t you work on strengthening the Ministries in the Government instead of 

opening parallel organizations? 

9. What is your relationship with the ministry of social affairs? 

 

Pure civic organization 

1. Being part of the mujtama madani (pure civic) in Lebanon, to what extent you believe 

you are capable of influencing public policy? 

2. To what extent are you capable of holding state accountable? 

3. To what extent the failure of the state in Lebanon and its weakness have positively or 

negatively affected your work? 

4. To what extent are you capable of empowering citizens and meeting their social needs? 

5. To what extent you believe in the power of the state? 

6. To what extent you trust other political parties and communities? 

7. Do you think this trust is increasing or decreasing after the civil war? After feb 14 

events? 

8. What is your major success in affecting public policy? 

9. How do you perceive the future of civil society in Lebanon? 

10. How do you perceive the future of the state of Lebanon? 

11. How do you define your relationship with the state? At odd? Complementing? 

12. Are your members politically affiliated? 

13. Who are the members of your board? How are they elected? 

14. Who is your main funder? 

15. Did you ever consider applying for funds from the state? 

16. Who sets your main policy? Mission and vision? 
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Appendix 3:  

List of Communal Organizations that have mutual contracts with the Ministry of Social 

Affairs (Highlighted ones are the organizations that were contacted) 

Amount 

Paid by 

MOSA  

 

 

 ٌّؿ اهيظسّؿ ينبً اهٌظبؽ

Type of the project  

 

 اضى اهسيقٖج

Name of the Organization 

 

 يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٕ فبئظج تنبس 53

social center  

 اهيذلفساتؽج اهظتبة اإلضاليٕ 

Youth Association of the 

Islamic intellectual 

 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج اهؽسٖق اهسرٖرث 35

Daycare Nursery 

 خسيـ اهٌِؼج اهٌضبئٖج

Renaissance women's 

gathering 

 ساتؽج أُبهٕ سأص اهٌتـ االسخيبفٖج راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج تسر أتٕ حٖرس 53

 سيقٖج اإلغالش االسخيبفٕ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ؽسٖق اهسرٖرث 55

 يسنش خٌؾٖى األضسث تٖسّح 53

 

 سيقٖج خٌؾٖى األضسث

Family Planning Association 

 ٌبرٔ اهظتٖتج اهنبذّهٖنٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ األظسفٖج 05

 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج األظسفٖج 05

Daycare Nursery 

 سيقٖج ضٖراح اهيحتج

Women’s charity association 

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهؽسٖق اهسرٖرث 53

Health and social 

center  

اهساتؽج االسخيبفٖج هيحوج ؽسٖق 
 Tarik el Jdideh Social اهسرٖرث

association 
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 اهسيٖل-ساُتبح اهٌبغسث راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج اهسيٖل 53

 اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج اهيبسٌّٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ األظسفٖج 05

 سيقٖج ظتٖتج اهينفّفًٖ هوينفّفًٖينختج  تٖسّح 33

 أسم اً ضٖبل يسنش هويقّكًٖ تٖسّح 05

 يسنش هويقّكًٖ تٖسّح 05

Center for 

Handicaped  

 اخحبر اهيلقرًٖ اهوتٌبًٌٖٖ

Lebanese Physical 

Handicapped Union 

راس حؼبٌج -يسنش غحٕ تٖسّح 03
 ٌّبرٔ هويضًٌٖ

Health and social 

center; Nursery; 3rd 

age center 

 اهيسوص اهقبى اهيبسٌّٕ

General Council of Maronite 

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ّؽٓ اهيغٖؽتج 53

Health and social 

center  

اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج اهرسشٖج فٕ ّؽٓ 
 اهيغٖؽتج

Charity organization for the 

Druze of Wata el Msaytbeh 

 

يسنش خّذٖق ّرساضبح  تٖسّح 8
 اهيسأثفً 

 اهيسوص اهٌضبئٕ اهوتٌبٌٕ

سيقٖج اهٌبرٔ اهذبع هسٖبؼج  تسايز سٖبؼٖج هويقّكًٖ تٖسّح 53
 اهيقبكًٖ ّاهيخذوفًٖ فلوٖب

ساتؽج ذسٖسٕ ّيخرستٕ اهيقِر  يسنش خّذٖق ّرساضبح تٖسّح 55
 اهّؽٌٕ هإلراسث ّاإلٌيبء

 

يإضضج اهيفخٕ اهظِٖر اهظٖد حضً  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تٖسّح 53
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Health and social 

center  
 ذبهر هوخستٖج ّاهذلبفج

Martyr Foundation Mufti 

Sheikh Hassan Khaled for 

Education and Culture 

 

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تٖسّح 50

Health and social 

Center 

يضخّغف اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج اهخستّٖج 
 األسيٌٖج

Dispensary of the  

Educational Association for 

Armenian 

 سيقٖج اهغبرق هورساضبح ّاإلٌيبء خرسٖة ّخؤُٖل ّرساضبح تٖسّح 55

 

 0550فٕ  اهِٖئبح اهيخقبكرث يحبفؾج ستل هتٌبً

Organizations that are on contract bases with the MOSA located in the Mount 

Lebanon District  2009 

 

 يؽساٌٖج تٖسّح اهيبسٌّٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ظسخًّ 05

 يؽساٌٖج سٌّٖج اهيبسٌّٖج يسانش غحٖج اسخيبفٖج حساسل 05

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ حٕ اهضوى 05

Health and social 

Center 

اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج ألُبهٕ حٕ 
 اهضوى

Charity organization for 

the community of Hay el 

Seloum 

اهسيقٖج اهوتٌبٌٖج هوسفبٖج  يسانش غحٖج اسخيبفٖج غتسا -اهظٖبش 33
 اهغحٖج
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 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ  فيقبغس اهظّ 53

Health and social 

center  

اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج اهرسشٖج فٕ 
 يقبغس اهظّف

Charity organization for 

the Druze community in 

Maaser el Shouf 

-اهذٖسٖج االضاليٖجاهسيقٖج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ستٖل/فويبح 05
 فويبح

اهسيقٖج اهٌضبئٖج اهذٖسٖج إلكوٖى  يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٖج ظحٖى 55
 اهذسّة

يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ّراس  فًٖ فبس-تٖبكّح 553
 حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

Health and social 

center and Daycare 

Nursery 

سيقٖج اهخرسٖة فوٓ اهضيـ 
 ّاهٌؽق

Association for  training 

for hearing and speech 

 اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج اهٌضبئٖج اسخيبفٕ-يسنش غحٕ اهظّف-اهضيلبٌٖج 03

 اهقتبرٖج-سيقٖج اهِرْ اهذٖسٖج اسخيبفٕ-يسنش غحٕ اهقتبرٖج 55

سيقٖج أضسث اهخآذٕ اهذٖسٖج  اسخيبفٕ-يسنش غحٕ تسر حيّر 53
 اهذلبفٖج

فًٖ -اهذٖسٖجسيقٖج اهساتؽج  اسخيبفٕ-يسنش غحٕ فًٖ شحوخب 55
 شحوخب

-سيقٖج سفبٖج اهؽفل اهوتٌبٌٕ اسخيبفٕ-يسنش غحٕ اهتبسّم 03
 اهتبسّم

-اهٌبرٔ اهذلبفٕ االسخيبفٕ اسخيبفٕ-يسنش غحٕ اهحرد 55
 اهحرد

اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج هألسيً  اسخيبفٕ-يسنش غحٕ تسر حيّر 53
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 اهنبذّهٖم

 يؽساٌٖج سٌّٖج اهيبسٌّٖج اسخيبفٕ-يسنش غحٕ فسيًّ 55

 اسخيبفٕ-يسنش غحٕ اهظّٖفبح 33

Health and social 

center  

 ساتؽج ضٖراح اهظّٖفبح

Associations for the 

Ladies of Shouweifat 

 اهسيقٖج اهيضٖحٖج هوظبتبح راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج اهحرد 33

 سيقٖج ٌِؼج اهيسأث اهرسشٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ يسرهتقٌب 35

 ساتؽج اهنفّس االسخيبفٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهنفّس 53

 سيقتج ئغبذج اهتبئص يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ نفسزتٖبً 55

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهسّؼج 53

Health and social 

center  

 ساتؽج ضٖراح اهسّؼج

Associations for the 

Ladies of Rawda 

يسانش اسخيبفٖج ّراس  تسر اهتساسٌج 505
 حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

 سيقٖج اهشُساء اهذٖسٖج

-سيقٖج سفبٖج اهؽفل اهوتٌبٌٕ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهظّف-ٌٖحب 53
 ٌٖحب

 سيقٖج اهظقوج راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج تسر حيّر 05

يسنش هوينفّفًٖ ّيسنش  سل اهرٖة 05
 غحٕ

اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج هيضبفرث 
 اهقيٖبً

 ساتؽج ضٖراح تقّسخَ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ فبهٖج/تقّسخج 55

 اسخيبفٕيسنش غحٕ  ضبحل فويب 35

Health and social 

center  

ضبحل -اهِٖئج اهٌضبئٖج اهذٖسٖج
 فوى

Charity Associations for 
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the Ladies of Sahel Alma  

 تسسب-اهٌبرٔ اهذلبفٕ االسخيبفٕ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تسسب 05

يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ّراس  حبسث اهٌبفيج 35
 حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

ٌبرٔ االخحبر اهذلبفٕ اهغحٕ 
 االسخيبفٕ

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ االّشافٕ 55

Health and social 

center  

سيقٖج اإليبى اهحضًٖ تً فوٕ 
 اهذٖسٖج

Charity Associations of 

Imam Hussein Bin Ali 

اهسُتبٌٖج اهوتٌبٌٖج اهيبسٌّٖج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تضنٌخب 05
 تضنٌخب-اهقبيج

 اهسفبٖج اهرائيجيسنش  يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٖج اهحبشيٖج 03

 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج االّشافٕ 05

Daycare Nursery 

 سيقٖج اهظبتبح اهيضويبح

Association of young 

Muslim women 

-اهذٖبى-حٕ اهضوى 83
 ظيضؽبس

يسانش ذريبح غحٖج 
 اسخيبفٖج

اهِٖئج اهّؽٌٖج هوقيل 
 (فبيل)اهظقتٕ

يسر -األرتٖجاهساتؽج اهذٖسٖج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ يسر اهيقّط 05
 اهيقّط

-اهٌرّث اهذلبفٖج االسخيبفٖج راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٔ اهليبؽٖج 55
 اهليبؽٖج

 سيقٖج ضٖراح سأص اهيخً يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ سأص اهيخً 05

 سبيقج تقلوًٖ اهذٖسٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تقلوًٖ 58

اهيإضضج اهوتٌبٌٖج هوخٌيٖج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تقترا 55
 االسخيبفٖجاالكخغبرٖج 
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-سيقٖج اهخقبؼر االسخيبفٕ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ يشسفج اهظّف 03
 يشسفج اهظّف

 سيقٖج اهيتساح اهذٖسٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهرّحج 33

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تسر حيّر 03

Health and social 

center  

 سيقٖج غوٖة ئغبذج األسيً

Cross Society for the 

Armenian Relief 

سيقٖج اهّفٕ ّاهيّاضبث  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهظّف-نخسيبٖب 53
 اهذٖسٖج

 ُٖئج ئٌيبء ضٖراح نفسٌتسخ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهظّف-نفسٌتسخ 55

اهيسوص اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ نٖفًّ 55
 األفوٓ

ساُتبح اهلستبً األكرص  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تٖح ستبق 03
 اهيسضالح

سيقٖج فٌبٖج ّسفبٖج ظإًّ  اهؽفّهجسفبٖج  اهٖسشث 03
 اهؽفّهج

 سيقٖج اهشّسق يسنش هويقّكًٖ اهفٌبس 55

-يؽساٌٖج اهسّى اهنبذّهٖم اسخيبفٖج-يسانش غحٖج نفسخٖج-ةنفس فلب 53
 تٖسّح

-يؽساٌٖج سٌّٖج اهيبسٌّٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ غّضؽب 53
 غّضؽب

 اهسٖبؼٖجاهٌرّث اهذلبفٖج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهسيٖوج 03

سيقٖج يضبفرث األيّيج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهٌبفيج 53
 ّاهؽفّهج
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سيقٖج يضبفرث األيّيج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهقؽظبٌج 8
 ّاهؽفّهج

 سيقٖج هتٌبً اهقؽبء ذريبح اسخيبفٖج يسنش غّفس 05

يإضضج اهظسّق اهلسّٖج هقتَٖ  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ فتَٖ 53
 ّسّاسُب

اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج هوٌضبء  هويقّكًٖيسنش  تسر حيّر 55
 اهيغبتبح تقبُبح

 سيقٖج يبس يٌغّس رٔ تّل يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تنفٖب 50

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهيقٖغسث 53

Health and social 

Center 

اهيإضضج اهذٖسٖج االضاليٖج 
 ألتٌبء ستٖل ّنضسّاً

Islamic charity 

organization  for the 

community  of Byblos 

and Keserwan 

ُٖئج اهذريبح االسخيبفٖج فٕ  يسنش هويقّكًٖ فبٌّح 55
 ئكوٖى اهذسّة

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهيٌغف 53

Health and social 

center  

 اهٌبرٔ اهسٖبؼٕ فٕ اهيٌغف

Sports Club in Monsif 

 خسيـ ضٖراح اهغبتًّ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهغبتًّ 53

يؽساٌٖج اهسّى اهيونًٖٖ  اسخيبفٕ يسنش غحٕ فسً اهظتبم 53
 اهنبذّهٖم

-اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج االضاليٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تسر اهتساسٌج 53
 تسر اهتساسٌج

 سيقٖج يظغل ضٖرث اهٌسبث يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٕ اهرنّاٌج 55
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 سيقٖج اهخٌظئج ّاهقيل يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهظٖبش 55

اهيرسضج سيقٖج أغركبء  راس حؼبٌج سٌّٖج 53
 اهسضيٖج

 سيقٖج أٖبرٌٖب ٌبرٔ هويضًٌٖ ضً اهفٖل 55

ّكبٖج ّرّساح حّارد  اهحبشيٖج 53
 اهضٖس

خسيـ اهظتبة هوخّفٖج 
 االسخيبفٖج

يسنش غحٕ ٌّبرٔ  ضِٖوج 55
 هويضًٌٖ

Health and social 

center and 3rd age 

group club 

 يإضضج يبس يذبٖل االسخيبفٖج

Mar Mechael Social 

organization 

 رّيّص-سيقٖج تٖح اهيحخبر ٌبرٔ هويضًٌٖ اهحرد 53

 اهسيقٖج اهٌضبئٖج اهذٖسٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تخذٌٖج 53

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ضسستبل 53

Health and social 

center and Nursery 

يؽساٌٖج غٖرا ّرٖس اهليس 
 هوسّى اهنبذّهٖم

 Saida and Archbishop of

 for Roman Deir El Kamar

Catholics 

 

سفبٖج األظذبع اهيقّكًٖ  فتَٖ 55
ّاألؽفبل زّٔ االحخٖبسبح 

 اهذبغج

 اهيسنش اهّؽٌٕ هوخٌيٖج ّاهخؤُٖل

 0550فٕ  فٕ يحبفؾج اهٌتؽٖج اهِٖئبح اهيخقبكرث 

Organizations that are on contract bases with the MOSA located in Nabatiyeh 

District  2009 
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يسنش غحٕ ّاسخيبفٕ  ستبؿ 53
 ّراس حؼبٌج

سيقٖج اهتس ّاإلحضبً االضاليٖج 
 ألتٌبء ستبؿ

-سيقٖج اهخقبؼر اهذٖسٖج راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج اهٌتؽٖج 555
 اهٌتؽٖج

سيقٖج اهسضبهج هإلضقبف  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ حّيًٖ اهخحخب 05
 اهغحٕ

 سيقٖج خلرى اهيسأث راس حؼبٌج ٌّبرٔ اهيضًٌٖ اهٌتؽٖج 555

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ٖبؽس 03

Health and social 

center  

 راس اإلفخبء اهسقفسٔ

Dar al-Jaafari 

 يسنش هوينفّفًٖ اهٌتؽٖج 03

Center for the Blind 

 سيقٖج اهنفٖف اهسٌّتٕ

Blind Association for the 

Southern 

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهسيٖسيج 03

Health and social 

center 

اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ اهيسوص 
 األفوٓ

Higher Islamic Shiite 

Council 

 راس اإلفخبء اهسقفسٔ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ خّهًٖ 05

اهيسوص اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ نفسنال 55
 األفوٓ

سيقٖج ٌّس هوسفبٖج اهغحٖج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهنفٖس 55
 االسخيبفٖج

اهذلبفٕ االسخيبفٕ فٕ  اهٌبرٔ راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج يٖفرًّ 55
 يٖفرًّ
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غٌرّق اهخقبؼر هوخنبفل  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهٌتؽٖج 55
 االسخيبفٕ فٕ اهٌتؽٖج

اهساتؽج اهذلبفٖج االسخيبفٖج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تٌح ستٖل 55
 ألتٌبء تٌح ستٖل

 0550فٕ  فٕ يحبفؾج اهتلبؿ اهِٖئبح اهيخقبكرث 

Organizations that are on contract bases with the MOSA located in the Bekaa Area 

2009 

 

-تقوتم-رّسص 83
-سٖبق-حّط حبال

 ؽساتوص-اهفّاس

 كٖبرث اهسٖط اهوتٌبٌٕ يسانش غحٖج اسخيبفٖج

 سيقٖج األيبً االسخيبفٕ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ فوٕ اهٌِسٔ 35

-حرد تقوتم-حشسخب 35
حّط -ظقح

 ًٌّٖٖ-اهسافلج

اهسيقٖج اهوتٌبٌٖج هوسفبٖج  يسانش غحٖج ّاسخيبفٖج
 اهغحٖج ّاالسخيبفٖج

 ٌبرٔ اهظقوج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ خيًٌٖ اهخحخب 03

يسنش غحٕ ّاسخيبفٖج  رفًٖ نفسش ت 03
 ّراس حؼبٌج

Health and social 

center and Nursery 

 سيقٖج اهظقوج

Association of the torch 

-ّارٔ اهقساٖط 555
 شحوج

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ّراس
 حؼبٌج

Health and social 

center and Nursery  

سيقٖج اهيسنش اهغحٕ 
 االسخيبفٕ

Social Health Association 

Center 

 اهحسنج االسخيبفٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهسرٖرث 53
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Health and social 

center   

Social Movement 

 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج ؼِس األحيس 55

Daycare Nursery   

 سفبٖج اهؽفل فٕ ساظٖبسيقٖج 

Association for Child 

Care in Rachaya 

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ فسضبل 53

Health and social 

center   

 

 سيقٖج اإلسظبر االسخيبفٖج

Social Guidance 

Association  

اهسيقٖج اهوتٌبٌٖج هسفبٖج  يسنش فالر فٖشٖبئٕ تقوتم 03
 اهيقّكًٖ

رٖس األحيس -أتسظٖج تقوتم اسخيبفٕيسنش غحٕ  رٖس األحيس 05
 اهيبسٌّٖج

 سيقٖج ٌِؼج اهيسأث اهرسشٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تنفٖب 03

 سيقٖج اهيٖذبق يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ظيضؽبس 53

اهيسوص اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهٖيٌّج 55
 األفوٓ

هوخٌيٖج ّاهخؤُٖل سيقٖج اهسإٖب  يسنش هويقّكًٖ ّاهقسشث غشث-ؼِس األحيس 53
 ّاهسفبٖج

 ساتؽج ضٖراح رٖس األحيس يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٖج رٖس األحيس 53

سيقٖج يسنش اهظِٖر اهسائر  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ تقوتم 53
اهسنً تبضل األضر اهذلبفٕ 

 االسخيبفٕ

 0550فٕ  فٕ يحبفؾج هتٌبً اهظيبهٕ اهِٖئبح اهيخقبكرث 

Organizations that are on contract bases with the MOSA located in the North  
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District  2009 

 

 اهسيقٖج اهيضٖحٖج هوظبتبح يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٖج ؽساتوص 55

 سيقٖج اهخؼبيً االسخيبفٕ يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٖج ؽساتوص 83

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ؽساتوص 03
 اهسيقٖج اهٌضبئٖج هوسفبٖج

 االسخيبفٖج

03 
 -يظخٓ حضً -حوتب

 يظيط -اهتسر
 يسانش غحٖج

سيقٖج اهذريبح اإلٌضبٌٖج 
 5)ّاالسخيبفٖج فٕ اهظيبل

 (يسانش

 فنبس -اهيلٖؽـ 05

 راس حؼبٌج ّيسنش ذريبح

Health and social 

center  and Nursery 

 

 سيقٖج اهيحتج اهذٖسٖج

Association of loving 

charity 

 ؽساتوص -اهشاُسٖج 555

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

 يؽساٌٖج اهسّى األسذّزنص

Orthodox Diocese 

 ٖلضيٖب 05

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

ٌٖبتج اهتؽسٖسنٖج اهقبيج 
 تلضٖيب -اهيبسٌّٖج فٕ اهتخسًّ

Maronite Patriarchate 

General in Batroun-

Baksima 

 سيقٖج اهٌِؼج اهذٖسٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهفلص تٖح 55

 سيقٖج اهظبتبح اهيضويبح راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج ؽساتوص 55
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 سيقٖج اهظتٖتج األسذّزنضٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ؽساتوص 53

 سيقٖج اهخؼبيً االسخيبفٕ راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج ؽساتوص 35

 اهيضٖحًٖٖسيقٖج اهظتبً  يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٖج ؽساتوص -اهحرارًٖ 55

 سيقٖج اهذريبح اهذٖسٖج راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج ؽساتوص 03

 ؽساتوص 05
  -راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج 

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

سيقٖج اإلٌيبء االسخيبفٖج 
 اهذٖسٖج

 شغسخب اهشاّٖج 83
 -راس حؼبٌج -يسنش غحٕ

 ٌبرٔ هويضًٌٖ
 سيقٖج اهيضبفراح االسخيبفٖج

503 
 -تظيشًٖ -فٖـ

 نفس حتّ -نفسحبخب
 يسانش غحٖج اسخيبفٖج

 -يؽساٌٖج اهسّى األسذّزنص
 اهنّسث

 شغسخب –اهحسنج االسخيبفٖج  يسانش غحٖج اسخيبفٖج أُرً -شغسخب 03

 ٌبرٔ رّيب يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ رّيب 53

 يسنش هويقبكًٖ سضرًٖب شغسخب 555
يإضضج اٖسٖص فسٌسٖج 

 هويقبكًٖ سضرًٖب

 اهيٌَٖ 53

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

سيقٖج اهٌِؼج اهذٖسٖج 
 اهيٌٖج –االسخيبفٖج 

Al Nahda Charitable 

Social- AL Meniyeh  

 ظنب -حوخب 03

 يسانش غحٖج اسخيبفٖج

Health and social 

centers 

 

 حسنج اإلٌيبء اإلٌضبٌٕ

human Development  

movement 

 ؽساتوص 55
 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

سيقٖج اهخّسَٖ ّاهخؼبيً 
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center  

 

 االسخيبفٕ

Society for Guidance and 

Social Solidarity 

 حسف اسرٍ 05
يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ّراس 

 حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج
 اهٌبرٔ اهذٖسٔ اهذلبفٕ اهسٖبؼٕ

 ؽساتوص 05
يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ّراس 

 حؼبٌج ٌِبسٔ

 -االضاليٖج -اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج
 ّئضقبف اهيحخبسًٖ

03 
ؽساتوص سأص 

 يٌٖبسث -اهغذس
 فٖضخب يسنش هويقّكًٖ

 ُٖئج اإلضقبف اهظقتٕ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ فنبس -اهنّاظسث 53

 سيقٖج اهقيل اهٌضّٔ يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٖج ؽساتوص 03

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ سأص يضلب 55
ساص  -سيقٖج اهظتبة اهذٖسٖج

 يضلب

 ّاهقيل اهذٖسٔسيقٖج اهخّفٖج  يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهيٌٖج 03

 ؽساتوص 55
يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ّراس 

 حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

تٖح اهشنبث فٕ ؽساتوص ّهتٌبً 
 اهظيبهٕ

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ؽساتوص 03
سيقٖج اهقيل اهغحٕ 

 االسخيبفٕ

 يسانش غحٖج اسخيبفٖج تحتّط -تٌِساً 05
اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج إلٌقبط اهلسْ 

 اهذيص

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ؽساتوص 55
سيقٖج يضقفٕ اهِالل اهّؽٌٕ 

 اهوتٌبٌٕ فٕ اهظيبل

 يإضضج يإاشسث اهؽّاسئ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ؽساتوص 03
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 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ سستخب 53
اهساُتبح اهوتٌبٌٖبح 

 سستخب -اهيبسٌّٖبح

 سيقٖج اهولبء اهٌضبئٕ اهذٖسٔ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ؼِس اهيِس 53

 اهغحٖج يإضضج تضيج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ يسرهٖب 53

 حسنج اهخّفٖج االسخيبفٖج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اسرث 53

 خؤُٖل اهيقبق فٕ تٖخَ ؽساتوص 50
يٌخرْ اهيقبكًٖ فٕ هتٌبً 

 اهظيبهٕ

 سيقٖج اهذريبح اهذٖسٖج يسنش غحٕ ؽساتوص 8

 سيقٖج ؽسٖق اإلغالش يسنش هويريًٌٖ اهنّسث 8

 شغسخب -ٌبرٔ اهؽالة ٌبرٔ هوظتبة شغسخب 55

 سيقٖج خقبًّ خٌيٖج ّغحج يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ؽساتوص 53

 هسٌج ّكف يبس ؼّيؽ يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ يشسفج ؽساتوص 50

 0550فٕ   فٕ يحبفؾج اهسٌّة اهِٖئبح اهيخقبكرث 

 غّس 35
 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

Daycare Nursery 

 يإضضبح اإليبى  اهغرس

Imam Sadr Foundation 

 غرٖلًٖ 53

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

 يإضضبح اإليبى اهغرس

Imam Sadr Foundation 

 تبخّهَٖ 05

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

اهيسوص اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ 
 األفوٓ
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 يظيّظج 03

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

اهسُتبٌٖج اهيبسٌّٖج اهوتٌبٌٖج 
 اهقبيج

General Order of 

Lebanese  Maronite 

 اهيٖج ّيٖج 53

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

 –يؽساٌٖج اهسّى اهنبذّهٖم 
 غٖرا

Roman Catholic Diocese 

- Sidon 

05 
ؽٖس  -خفبحخب
 تسر سحبل -فوضَٖ

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

 سيقٖج ٌضبء ستل فبيل

Women’s Association of 

Jabal Amel 

 سيقٖج اسخٖشاٌب سٌّة هتٌبً يسنش هإلخلبً اهفٌٕ غٖرا 35

 غٖرا 85
 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

Daycare Nursery 

 سّؼج اهظِٖر يقسّف ضقر

Kindergarten Martyr 

Maarouf Saad 

 اهغبشٖج 503

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

 سيقٖج اهتس ّاإلحضبً

Association of Charity 

 

 يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٕ غٖرا 55
سيقٖج اهيّاضبث ّاهذريبح 

 االسخيبفٖج

 غٖرا 535
 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

Daycare Nursery 

 سيقٖج سفبٖج اهؽفّهج ّاأليّيج

Association of Children's 

and Maternity 
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 اهغسفٌر 05

 يسنش هويقّكًٖ

Center for the 

Handicapped 

اهسيقٖج اهوتٌبٌٖج هسفبٖج 
 اهيقّكًٖ

 اهشساسٖج 05
 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

Daycare Nursery 

 تٖح اهيسأث اهسٌّتٕ

35 
 غٖرا

 

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

 اهغوٖة األحيس اهوتٌبٌٕ

 نلسحٌّج 05

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

اإلٌضبٌٖج فٕ اهسيقٖج اهذٖسٖج 
 تورث نفسحٌّج

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ غّس/ تبسٖط 03
اهيسوص اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ 

 األفوٓ

 اهغبهحٖج 03

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

 اهسُتبٌٖج اهتبضٖوٖج اهيذوغٖج

Basilian Sistersn 

 غٖرا 55
 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

Daycare Nursery 

 سيقٖج ينختج أؽفبل غٖرا
 اهظقتٖج

Association of Sidon 

children's  popular 

library 

 فًٖ اتل 03
 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

 يؽساٌٖج غّس اهيبسٌّٖج

Maronite Diocese in 
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center  

 

Tyre 

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اسنٕ 53
اهيسوص اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ 

 األفوٓ

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ظحّس 53
اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ اهيسوص 

 األفوٓ

 نّذسٖج اهسش 53

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

اهيسوص اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ 
 األفوٓ

Higher Islamic Shiite 

Council 

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ رٖس فبيع 53
اهيسوص اإلضاليٕ اهظٖقٕ 

 األفوٓ

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ ؽٖس رتب 53
سيقٖج اهسضبهج هإلضقبف 

 اهغحٕ

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ اهحوّضٖج 55
سيقٖج اهسضبهج هإلضقبف 

 اهغحٕ

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ فٖخٖح 53
سيقٖج اهسضبهج هإلضقبف 

 اهغحٕ

 سيقٖج اهخؼبيً ّاهخٌيٖج يسنش هويقّكًٖ غٖرا 55

 ٌبرٔ حٖساى يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٖج حبٌَّٖ 53

 يسّحًٖ 53

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ

Health and social 

center  

 

 سيقٖج أتٌبء يسّحًٖ

Organization of the 

Community of 

MErwahin 
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 اهغبشٖج 50
 راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج

Daycare Nursery 

سيقٖج اهخٌيٖج اهذلبفٖج 
 ّاالسخيبفٖج

Assembly of cultural  

and  social development  

 يسنش غحٕ اسخيبفٕ غٖرا 53
سيقٖج اهخّسَٖ ّاإلسظبر 

 اإلضاليٕ

 اهستِج اهذٖسٖج ألُبهٕ غسٖفب يسنش ذريبح اسخيبفٕ غسٖفب 55

 سيقٖج اسػ اهؽفّهج راس حؼبٌج ٌِبسٖج غٖرا 53

 غٖرا 55
 -يسنش ّكبٖج يً االٌحساف

 ٌبرٔ هويضًٌٖ
 يسنش اهسحيج هذريج اهيسخيـ

 سيقٖج نظبفج هتٌبً ٌبرٔ هويضًٌٖ سيٖط 55
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Appendix 4: World Bank’s Governance Indicator in Lebanon for the years 

1996;1998;2000;2002;2003 and 2004). 

Worldwide Governance Indicators: 

The Worldwide Governance Indicators project constructs aggregate indicators of six broad dimensions of 

governance: 

1. Voice and Accountability 

2. Political Stability and Absence of Violence/Terrorism 

3. Government Effectiveness 

4. Regulatory Quality 

5. Rule of Law 

6. Control of Corruption 

The six aggregate indicators are based on  30 underlying data sources reporting the perceptions of 

governance of a large number of survey  respondents and expert assessments worldwide.  Details on the 

underlying data sources, the aggregation method, and the interpretation of the indicators, can be found in 

the WGI methodology paper: 

The governance indicators presented here reflect the statistical compilation of responses on the quality 

of governance given by a large number of enterprise, citizen and expert survey respondents in 

industrial and developing countries, as reported by a number of survey institutes, think tanks, non-

governmental organizations, and international organizations. The aggregate indicators do not reflect 

the official views of the World Bank, its Executive Directors, or the countries they represent. 

Percentile rank among all countries (ranges from 0 (lowest) to 100 (highest) rank) 

Rule of Law: 
Reflects perceptions of the extent to which agents have confidence in and abide by the rules of society, 

and in particular the quality of contract enforcement, property rights, the police, and the courts, as well as 

the likelihood of crime and violence. 

The governance indicators presented here reflect the statistical compilation of responses on the quality of 

governance given by a large number of enterprise, citizen and expert survey respondents in industrial and 

developing countries, as reported by a number of survey institutes, think tanks, non-governmental 

organizations, and international organizations. The aggregate indicators do not reflect the official views of 

the World Bank, its Executive Directors, or the countries they represent.   

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country WBCode Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 48.80383 47.36842 48.32536 46.41148 42.10526 46.88995 

 

 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

43.54067 32.05742 27.7512 29.80769 31.27962 30.33175 
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Voice and Accountability 
 

Reflects perceptions of the extent to which a country's citizens are able to participate in selecting their 

government, as well as freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a free media. 

The governance indicators presented here reflect the statistical compilation of responses on the quality of 

governance given by a large number of enterprise, citizen and expert survey respondents in industrial and 

developing countries, as reported by a number of survey institutes, think tanks, non-governmental 

organizations, and international organizations. The aggregate indicators do not reflect the official views of 

the World Bank, its Executive Directors, or the countries they represent.   

 

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country WBCode Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 41.34615 38.46154 40.38462 25.96154 31.73077 37.01923 

 

 

 

Political Stability and Absence of  Violence/Terrorism 

 
Reflects perceptions of the likelihood that the government will be destabilized or overthrown by 

unconstitutional or violent means, including politically-motivated violence and terrorism. 

The governance indicators presented here reflect the statistical compilation of responses on the quality of 

governance given by a large number of enterprise, citizen and expert survey respondents in industrial and 

developing countries, as reported by a number of survey institutes, think tanks, non-governmental 

organizations, and international organizations. The aggregate indicators do not reflect the official views of 

the World Bank, its Executive Directors, or the countries they represent.   

 

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country WBCode Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 21.15385 18.75 28.36538 28.36538 28.84615 22.59615 

 

 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

37.5 34.13462 33.65385 34.13462 34.59716 35.54502 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

17.30769 3.846154 3.365385 4.807692 9.004739 8.490566 
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Control of Corruption 

 
Reflects perceptions of the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both petty 

and grand forms of corruption, as well as "capture" of the state by elites and private interests. 

The governance indicators presented here reflect the statistical compilation of responses on the quality of 

governance given by a large number of enterprise, citizen and expert survey respondents in industrial and 

developing countries, as reported by a number of survey institutes, think tanks, non-governmental 

organizations, and international organizations. The aggregate indicators do not reflect the official views of 

the World Bank, its Executive Directors, or the countries they represent.   

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country WBCode Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 36.09756 44.87805 40.97561 42.43902 35.12195 33.65854 

 

 

 

 

 

Regulatory Quality 

 
Reflects perceptions of the ability of the government to formulate and implement sound policies and 

regulations that permit and promote private sector development. 

The governance indicators presented here reflect the statistical compilation of responses on the quality of 

governance given by a large number of enterprise, citizen and expert survey respondents in industrial and 

developing countries, as reported by a number of survey institutes, think tanks, non-governmental 

organizations, and international organizations. The aggregate indicators do not reflect the official views of 

the World Bank, its Executive Directors, or the countries they represent.   

 

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country WBCode Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 32.35294 42.15686 33.82353 40.19608 49.01961 50.98039 

 

 

 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

38.53659 17.56098 19.41748 19.90291 22.00957 21.5311 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

49.5098 47.05882 46.1165 46.1165 52.15311 53.58852 
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Government Effectiveness 

 
Reflects perceptions of the quality of public services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of its 

independence from political pressures, the quality of policy formulation and implementation, and the 

credibility of the government's commitment to such policies. 

The governance indicators presented here reflect the statistical compilation of responses on the quality of 

governance given by a large number of enterprise, citizen and expert survey respondents in industrial and 

developing countries, as reported by a number of survey institutes, think tanks, non-governmental 

organizations, and international organizations. The aggregate indicators do not reflect the official views of 

the World Bank, its Executive Directors, or the countries they represent.  

    1996 1998 2000 2002 2003 2004 

Country WBCode Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

LEBANON LBN 54.14634 56.09756 50.2439 47.31707 49.26829 46.82927 

 

 

  

 

  

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank 

48.29268 42.43902 43.68932 39.32039 34.92823 43.0622 
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Appendix 5: “liberal” Ottoman law of August 3rd, 1909 

The Law of Associations (29 Rajab 1328 and August 3, 1909 (1325) (article governing laws 

of NGOs) 

 

Section I 

Article 1: An association is a group of several persons permanently unifying their knowledge or 

efforts for nonprofit objectives. 

Article 2: Establishing an association requires no prior permit but, by virtue of Article 6, 

notifying the government of its establishment is a prerequisite. 

Article 3: Amended by virtue of the Law of 26/5/1928. 

It is prohibited to establish associations on illegitimate grounds that contradict the provisions of 

laws and public mores, that disturb the peace of the Empire, that aim to change the standing form 

of government, or that aim to politically separate the different Ottoman entities. They are not to 

be granted a notification and they are to be dissolved and banned by a decree issued by the 

Council of Ministers. 

Article 4: The establishment of political associations of a nationalistic nature or dictum is strictly 

forbidden. 

Article 5: Members of associations must be above twenty years of age, enjoy all their civil 

rights, and not have any felony convictions. 

Article 6: Establishing clandestine associations is strictly forbidden. Accordingly, upon 

establishing any association, the founders must submit a signed and sealed statement containing 

its address, goals, objectives, main office, and the names, capacity, and position of those 

entrusted with its governance. The statement is submitted to the Department of Interior (Ministry 

of Interior) if the association‘s headquarters is in the capital (Dar el Sa‘ada) or to the senior royal 

commissioner if it is based outside the capital. Two certified copies of the association‘s statutes, 

sealed by the association‘s official stamp, must be attached to this statement. In return, the 

association is granted a notification. Then, the founders may declare the establishment of the 

association and how it was set up. 

All associations are obliged to immediately inform the government of any amendment or 

alteration to their statutes, administrative board, or location. This amendment or alteration shall 

be implemented on a third party as of the date of informing the government, and shall be 

registered in the register created for this purpose. This register must be available whenever the 

judicial or royal governments request to review it. 

Article 7: The headquarters of any association must contain an administrative board of at least 

two individuals. If the association has branches, each branch is to have an administrative board 

affiliated to the central administrative board. These boards must keep three books/accounts: all 

information related to the members of the association and when each joined the association must 

be recorded in the first; decisions, correspondences, and notifications must be recorded in the 

second; and revenues, income, the type and amount of operations or transactions must be 

recorded in the third. These three books/accounts shall be presented to the judicial or royal 

governments upon request. 

Article 8: Each association that has submitted a statement by virtue of Article 6 of this law may 

stand before the courts as plaintiff or defendant by means of a mediator, as stated in Article 9. It 

may not govern or dispose of state grants and aid that are binding, but may dispose of the 

following: 
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- The monetary contributions paid by members, on the condition that the contribution does not 

exceed twenty-four gold coins a year. 

- The location designated for governing the association and the meeting places. 

- The fixed assets needed to reach the set objectives in accordance with its bylaws. 

These associations are prohibited from disposing of the other fixed assets. 

Article 9: The requests and demands submitted to the registrars, courts, and official councils on 

behalf of associations for reasons related to their own interests must be under the form of 

stamped requests which are personally signed and sealed by the administrator or the scribe; 

noting that the identities of those working in the name and on behalf of the association must be 

stated in its statutes. 

Article 10: Members of the association may discontinue their memberships at any time they 

wish, even if the association‘s statutes state otherwise, on the condition that they have settled 

their monetary obligations or contributions for that year. 

Article 11: All associations are prohibited from entering and keeping firearms and weapons in 

their meeting places. Clubs offering hunting and fencing activities are allowed to keep and store 

as many weapons as needed on condition of informing the police. 

Article 12: (amended by virtue of Legislative Decree No. 41 dated 28/9/1932): 

Associations that do not inform the government of their establishment by submitting the 

statement as stated in Articles 2 and 6 shall be banned; and their founders, administrative boards, 

owners or renters of their meeting places shall be fined an amount that ranges between five and 

twenty-five gold coins. If the association has been established for the prohibited reasons as listed 

in Article 3 or in the Penal Code, the penalty stipulated in the latter shall also be charged. Any 

person involved in whatever capacity in an association, committee, or council which aims to 

obstruct public interest, whether directly or indirectly, shall be sentenced for six months to three 

years imprisonment and/or a fine of between 25 to 200 Lebanese–Syrian Pounds. 

Article 13: Any association that violates the provisions of Articles 4, 5, 7, and 9 and does not 

notify the government as stipulated in Article 6 shall be fined between two and ten gold coins. In 

the event of recurrence, the fine shall be doubled. Any person operating or re-establishing a 

previously banned association as stipulated in Article 12 shall be fined between ten and fifty gold 

coins. The same fine is imposed on anyone who holds or allows meetings of members of banned 

associations. 

Article 14: The funds of the associations banned by the government or dissolved by its members 

or bylaws are to be disposed of as stipulated in the association‘s statutes. If no such text exists in 

the statutes, the decision of the general assembly in this regard shall be adopted. The government 

shall confiscate the funds of the banned association that has been established for the illegitimate 

reasons mentioned in Article 3. 

Article 15: Clubs comply with this Law of Associations. 

Article 16: Currently existing associations are required to submit the statement, and fulfill the 

conditions as listed in Articles 2 and 6 and the provisions of the other articles within two months 

of this Law‘s publication. 

 

Section II 

Article 17: Considering an association to be a public utility association depends on the 

certification of the state by decision of the Council of State (Shoura). Such an association shall 

conduct all legal operations stated in its statutes. The shares and remittances owned by the 

association shall all be registered in its name. Its donated funds or its entrusted fixed assets must 
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be granted a permit by the government. If the donated funds or the entrusted fixed assets are not 

needed to conduct the association‘s functions, they must be sold in the timeframe set in the 

decision to sell. The money received in return for the sale is to be deposited into the association‘s 

fund. 

Article 18: The police are entitled to inspect associations and clubs; therefore, the latter must 

keep their meeting places and offices open for police inspection at all times. Yet, the police must 

present a search warrant to prove that their inspection is conducted for due reasons. The search 

warrant can be issued by the police commissioner if in the capital (Dar el Sa‘ada) and by the 

local senior royal commissioners, or their deputies, if in the districts. 

Article 19: The Ministries of Justice and Interior are entrusted with enforcing this Law. 
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Appendix 6:  Process and Stages of the Establishment of an Association by 

Virtue of the 1909 Law: 
 

The establishment of an association according to the 1909 Law is defined by the following 

stages: 

1- A number of individuals meet on an idea/set of ideas and agree on a set of objectives/goals. 

2- The association issues an official stamp (optional) 

3- A statement is sent to the government to notify the authorities about the establishment of the 

association. Two copies of the association‘s certified statutes should be attached to the statement. 

4- The statement and the two copies of the association‘s statues are submitted to the Ministry of 

Interior in Beirut or to the senior royal commissioner (in the mohafaza or district if the 

association is based outside Beirut) 

5- The association then receives notification. 

6- The association specifies how the founders established it (this is generally published in the 

Official Gazette). 

 

 

Appendix 7: laws governing the different organizations 
 

a) Foreign associations 
foreign associations are established by virtue of a special decree issued by the Council of 

Ministers. The association is considered foreign if its founder or director is foreign, if it is based 

outside Lebanon, or if more than a quarter of the members of its general assembly are foreigners. 

It is governed by the provisions of Decision No. 369 LR dated December 1, 1939. 

b) Associations with a mentorship authority 

These include sports and scouts associations as well as associations of some professional 

syndicates. Sports and scouts associations used to need a prior approval permit from the Ministry 

of Education‘s General Directorate of Youth and Sports. The legal framework was entrusted to 

the Ministry of Youth and Sports following its establishment (Ministerial Decree No.9104 dated 

September 26, 1996). 

c) Syndicates, cooperatives and mutual benefit associations 

A special law, issued on August 18, 1964 through Decree No.17199, governs these institutions. 

The Decree of Law No.35 related to mutual funds was issued in 1977. 

d) Trade unions 

The Ministry of Labor licenses trade unions. 

e) Religious associations 

On March 13, 1936, Decision No.60 LR gave legal status to associations with charity, cultural, 

or educational objectives, such as monasteries, within the framework of the accepted order of 

confessions. The religious authorities then became the reference point for some associations that 

asked to have their notification statement withdrawn, stating that it was no longer useful for their 

work because they were no longer governed by the 1909 Law. 
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